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Postage for Catalogues
Each at chf30 (e20 / us$30 / gb£15) or download the pdf files online

Catalogues & Sections:

• Rarities of the World
A limited number of rare stamps, covers 
and important specialised collections.  
A Feldman feature, held twice a year.
• Special France et Colonies
Important offer of stamps, covers and 
collections, highlighted by superb 
classics with numerous rarities.
• Mexico Specialised
Stamps and covers by district and can-
cel, district lots, revolution period in 
depth and much more.
• Great Britain & Colonies
An impressive offer of the issues  and 
their uses on cover from the reign of 
Queen Victoria until today.
• Schweiz / Suisse / Switzerland
Superb classics to intact collections, 
plus Liechtenstein.
• Olympics
Including the Loaring Collection, part II. 
• All World

Hundreds of large lots, collections and 
estates with occasional single items, a 
gold mine for dealers and definitely for 
collectors as well !



Bid on-line LIVE

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland

Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78, Email: admin@davidfeldman.com, Website: www.davidfeldman.com

Representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents

Autumn Auctions: November 17-20, 2010
FELDMAN GALERIES, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
View the catalogues, and BID LIVE, via www.davidfeldman.com



THE DETAILS:

When you register, you choose your own user name and 
password, which will stay the same for all transactions 
on our site.

1.  Bidding normally starts in the auction room and the lot will be 
adjudicated ignoring the Internet unless an Internet bidder has 
been recognised before the last price is reached.

2.  Please click on the bid button as early as possible for your FIRST 
BID in the bidding as it may take a moment to connect via the 
server due to the different Internet connection speeds around the 
world. Once your bid is relayed the auctioneer notes an Internet 
presence and will delay the bidding at the end giving you a chance 
to finalise your bid.

3.  When and only when there is an Internet bidder the display will 
show GOING GOING GONE! in sequence confirming the end of 
the bidding. You must get your final bid through at the moment 
of the display of the first GOING.

4.  Sometimes several Internet bids may be made at the same 
moment. The server accepts the first bid  received and ignores 
the others at the same price. This explains why you may have bid 
but the next bid is NOT for you. Please bid again immediately.

5.  Every Internet bidder is automatically awarded a credit limit of 
CHF 20'000 or equivalent in Euro. If more is required before the 
sale just send us an E-Mail at:“accounts@davidfeldman.com” 
mentioning the new desired credit limit. During the sale you can 
ask to increase your credit limit through the “Finance” page of 
the Live Auction Software. Please note that in this case a few 
minutes could be needed to receive the answer.

6.  Because of persons who have missed lots because of auction 
speed, we strongly urge you to e-mail us a listing of all lots 
or groups of lots on which you may bid (no obligation), so the 
auctioneer may be aware. We also suggest you to give us a 
phone number where we can reach you during the sale in 
case of any difficulties. If you need help in any way during the 
sale please contact our auction secretariat by telephone at: 
+41.22.727.0770, which will connect you with the appropriate 
person.
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CONNECT to www.davidfeldman.com
Select LIVE AUCTION and REGISTER 

or LOG IN

PRACTICE using the simulator to get 
familiar with the options

BID LIVE during any session. Please 
be sure to be connected during the 
equivalent time in your time zone!

FOLLOW THE BIDS as a spectator 
without the need to register or log 
in (but then you can't bid live).

We also WELCOME your bids on 
any lot in the auctions by e-mail, 
up to 24 hours before the lot will 
be offered.
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Autumn Auction Schedule - November 17-20, 2010
View, download or order catalogues via the internet at www.davidfeldman.com

November 17, 2010: Olympics including the Loaring Collection, part II
 Rarities of the World

November 18, 2010: Great Britain Specialised & British Empire, incl. Collections  
 (this catalogue)

November 19, 2010: Switzerland with Magnificent Classics, many Collections
 France & Colonies including Collections

November 20, 2010: All World Collections including select single lots
 Mexico Specialised

Viewing of Lots
Feldman Galleries - 175, route de Chancy, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switerland

From November 8, 2010: By appointment; contact tel. +41 (0) 22 727 07 77
  Evening and weekend viewing by appointment only

From November 15, 2010: General viewing from 9:00 to 19:00 daily
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�David Feldman SA                                                             November 18, 2010                                        Great Britain & British Empire

   Great Britain
   Thursday, November 18, 2010 at 10:00
   The Severn Collection - Part 2:
   Victorian Registered Mail
40000	 F  6 1829 Entire sent registered to Dublin at 2s8d rate then forwarded to Athboy at 3s6d rate,   600 
	   with a fine strike of the “T.OFF / POSTAGE to DUBLIN / NOT PAID” boxed hs, Dublin “REGISTER’D”  
   cds, “GRAIG / 58” mileage mark and two strikes of the “E” code Inspector’s crown covering the  
   original rate, framed ds on reverse, minor faults not detracting from this attractive and rare cover

   One Shilling RegiSTeReD Fee AS OF JAnuARy 6, 1841  
   (Ordered by Franking & Date)

40001	 F  6 1s 1d Internal: 1841 Lettersheet sent registered from Edinburgh to Wick bearing 1841   150 
	   1d red pl.8 (close to large margins), cancelled by black MC, ms “Registered Letter”  
	   and “1/-” alongside Edinburgh “PAID” cds, reverse with Glasgow heptogonal ds and  
	   Wick boxed ds, fine

40002	 F  6 1s 1d Internal: 1843 Wrapper sent registered from Manchester to London bearing 1841   100 
	   1d red (2 margins) tied by black MC, ms “Registered Letter” and “PAID” tombstone ds,  
	   Manchester bs, fine

40003	 F  6 1s 1d Internal: 1845 Entire sent registered from Goole to Halifax bearing 1841 1d   100 
	   red (cut into at bottom) tied by “319” numeral, ms “Registered Letter” and “1/-”  
	   alongside, Goole cds on reverse, fine

40004	 F  6 1s 1d Internal: 1845 Poor Law demand notice sent registered from Taunton to Bristol   100 
	   bearing 1841 1d red (just touched bottom right) tied by “776” numeral, ms “Registered” 
	   and “Pd 1/-” alongside with Taunton cds, Bristol cds on reverse, very fine

40005	 F  6 1s 1d Internal: 1845 Lettersheet sent registered from London to Tiverton bearing   100 
	   1841 1d red pl.59 (large margins all around) tied by indistinct numeral, ms “Registered” 
	   and “1/-” alongside with “PAID” tombstone, reverse with “Holborn E.O.” s/l, framed ds  
   and Tiverton cds, filing folds not detracting from this fine looking cover

40006	 F  6 1s 1d Internal: 1847 Wrapper sent registered from Axbridge to Birmingham bearing   100 
	   1841 1d red (1 margin) tied by “864” numeral and Wells-Somerset cds, ms “Registered  
	   1/-” alongside with “AXBRIDGE” s/l, London “PAID” and Birmingham cds, cover faults,  
	   still a nice item

40007	 F  6 1s 1d Internal: 1848 Wrapper sent registered from Kenington Cross to Oxford bearing   150 
	   1841 1d red (good to large margins) neatly tied by “64” London Office numeral, ms  
	   “Registered Letter” and “1/-” alongside “PAID” tombstone and Kenington Cross cds,  
	   Oxford bs, very fine

40008	 F   1s 2d Internal: 1841 Entire sent registered from Manchester to Sheffield bearing   1’000 
	   pair of 1841 1d red pl.14 (just touched at left and right), tied by Manchester  
	   double arc cds only, with ms “Registered” alongside, Manchester and Sheffield cds on  
	   reverse, early registered cover and very rare (SG £2’500+)

40009	 F   1s 2d Internal: 1842 Wrapper sent registered from Huddersfield to Kendal bearing   1’000 
	   1840 2d FL with three huge margins and trimmed at top, tied by black MC, ms  
	   “Registered Letter” with “1/-,” Huddersfield and Kendal bs with wax seal, lower  
	   right corner missing, rare early reg’d cover
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   gReAT BRiTAin - Victorian Registered Mail (cont.)

40010	 F  6 1s 2d Internal: 1842 Entire sent registered to London bearing of 1d red (just   150 
	   touched in one place, otherwise fine to large margins), tied by black MCs, with ms  
	   “Registered” and “P1/-,” London “PAID” tombstone ds and Doncaster cds below,  
	   vertical crease through one stamp, fine and scarce

40011	 F  8 1s 2d Internal: 1843 Lettersheet sent registered to Somerset bearing two 1841 1d red   200 
	   (one with close to very large margins, other 2 margins) tied by black MCs, ms “1/”  
	   for registration fee, Charing Cross “PAID” ds, fine and early registered cover

40012	 F  6 1s 2d Internal: 1844 Entire sent registered from Norwich to Oxford bearing 1841 1d   100 
	   red pair (clear margins, small tear at right) tied by “575” numerals, ms “Registered  
	   Letter” and “1/-” alongside with “PAID” tombstone, Norwich bs, fine and attractive

40013	 F  6 1s 2d Internal: 1844 Wrapper sent to Dumfries with ms “1/2,” scarce “REGISTERED /   80 
	   No” and “PAID / at / HALIFAX” hs, reverse with Halifax cds and faint arrival ds, very fine

40014	 F  6 1s 2d Internal: 1848 Wrapper sent registered from London to Bath bearing 1841 2d   100 
	   blue pl.4 tied by “59” numeral with “Fenchurch St.” s/l, “PAID” tombstone as well as  
	   ms “Registered” and “1/-,” Bath arrival on reverse, stamp and cover have faults,  
	   still attractive and unusual registered item

40015	 F  6 1s 4d Internal: 1846 Lettersheet sent registered to Macclesfield bearing a pair of   200 
	   1841 2d blue (good to very large margins), cancelled by “20” London numeral and tied  
	   by red “PAID” MC-style ds, ms “Registered” and “1/-” alongside, the letter contained  
	   the left hand halves of banknotes as indicated by the “LH / (1)” on the front and inside 
	    (as was the recommended procedure for sending money), very fine and a scarce rate

40016	 F  6 1s 4d Internal: 1847 Lettersheet sent registered to Macclesfield bearing a pair of   300 
	   1841 2d blue (just touching to large margins), tied by indistinct London numeral, ms  
	   “Registered” and “1/-” alongside with red “PAID” MC-style ds, the letter contained  
	   the left hand halves of banknotes as indicated by the “LH / (1)” on the front and inside 
	    (as was the recommended procedure for sending money), very fine and a scarce rate

40017	 F  6 2s 7d to France: 1853 Stampless wrapper sent registered to Paris, ms note of the   100 
	   English and French rates, violet “PAID at EDINR.” cds and “Registered / Edinburg”  
	   hs, crown reg’d hs, Calais tansit and “85” tax mark upon arrival in Paris, lightly  
	   soiled, otherwise fine and attractive

   Six PenCe RegiSTeReD Fee AS OF MARCh 28, 1848 

   (Ordered by Franking & Date)

40018	 F  6 7d Internal: 1848 Envelope sent registered from Tarporley to Macclesfield bearing   150 
	   1841 1d red pl.79 (close to good margins) neatly tied by “775” numeral, ms  
	   “Registered” and “6” alongside, reverse with Tarporley and Crewe cds, very fine and  
	   attractive cover

40019	 F  6 7d Internal: 1849 Wrapper sent registered from Bradford to London bearing 1841 1d   150 
	   red pl.87 just touched at bottom left, cancelled by “107” numeral obliteration, ms  
	   “Registered” and “6” alongside with Bradford cds and London paid cds, fine

40020	 F  8 7d Internal: 1849 Wrapper sent registered from Rochdale to London bearing 1841 1d   150 
	   red with close to large margins, tied by “648” numeral with ms “Registered” and “6”  
	   alongside, Rochdale cds and London “PAID” cds, fine

40021	 F  8 7d Internal: 1849 Envelope sent registered from London to Ellesmere bearing 1841 2d   150 
	   blue pl. 3 (good to large margins) tied by “10” numeral, “PAID” cds and Ellesmere  
	   double arc ds, ms “Registered Letter” and “6” alongside with green Little Rider Street 
	   s/l, vertical filing fold and some toning not affecting the stamp, fine and attractive

40022	 F  8 7d Internal: 1849 Wrapper sent registered from London to Newbury bearing 1841 1d red   100 
	   with 2 large margins, tied by “18” numeral, ms “Registered” and “6,” MC-shaped ds on  
	   front and Newbury cds on reverse, fine and attractive

 The currency used for this sale is the EURO (¤)
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   gReAT BRiTAin - Victorian Registered Mail (cont.)

40023	 F   7d Internal: 1850 Envelope sent registered to London bearing 1841 1d red (just   3’000 
	   touched at top), endorsed “Registered Letter” and “P6,” uncancelled on dispatch, but  
	   tied to cover by “PAID” cds upon arrival in London, Houghton-le-Spring and  
	   Fence-Houses double circle ds alongside, very unusual and probably unique being  
	   cancelled in this way, some foxing around stamp, otherwise fine

40024	 F  8 7d Internal: 1850/51 Group of 5 registered OHMS entires all sent from “Cox & Co,”   400 
	   London (Miliatary Agents) to Captain Albany of the 46th Regiment at Leeds and  
	   Bradford, each containing between £10 and £35 in bank notes, each bearing a single  
	   1841 1d red with ms “6” for reg’n fee paid in cash, fine and rare group

40025	 F  8 7d Internal: 1850 Envelope sent registered from Lynn to Great Yarmouth bearing seven   300 
	   1841 1d red in strip of four, pair and a single (pair cut into with the rest having  
	   clear margins), tied by “488” numeral, ms “Registered” and Yarmouth-Norfolk cds  
	   below, reverse with unclear “Heacham / Penny Post” hs and Lynn cds, fine

40026	 F  8 7d Internal: 1850 1d Pink envelope sent registered to Macclesfield uprated with 1841   300 
	   1d red (large to very large margins), cancelled by “242” numerals with green Derby  
	   double arc cds below, ms “Registered” and “6,” very fine

40027	 F  8 7d Internal: 1850 Entire sent registered from Kilfinichen, Isle of Mull, Scotland to   200 
	   Paisley, bearing 1841 1d red (fine to large margins) and strip of three 1841 2d blue  
	   (small or no margins), tied by indistinct horizontal bar numeral, ms “Registered,”  
	   Bunessan and Aros transits and Paisley arrival cds on reverse, fine and scarce,  
	   cert. Holcombe (1992)

40028	 F  8 7d Internal: 1850 Entire sent registered from Stratford-on-Avon to Oxford bearing   200 
	   1841 1d red (3 margins) tied by blue “754” 1844-type numeral, ms “Registered Letter”  
	   and “6” alongside with blue Stratford-on-Avon cds, Oxford cds on reverse, scarce  
	   with blue cancel, fine (SG £550)

40029	 F  8 7d Internal: 1850 Wrapper sent registered from Stockport to Congleton bearing 1841   150 
	   1d red pl.94 with very large to enormous margins (showing constant variety “vertical  
	   mark in SE square”), tied by unclear “733” numeral with ms “6” and “Paid &  
	   Registered,” Stockport, Crewe and Congleton cds on front and back, fine

40030	 F  8 7d Internal: 1850 Envelope sent registered from Bangor to a place near Pwllheli   100 
	   bearing 1841 1d red and strip of three 1841 2d blue, with mixed margins, ms  
	   “Registered,” Bangor and Pwllheli cds on front and back, nice cover

40031	 F  8 7d Internal: 1850 Envelope sent registered from Wirksworth to Macclesfield bearing   100 
	   1841 1d red pl.90 (good to large margins) tied by “895” numeral, ms “Registered” and  
	   “P6” alongside with Wirksworth cds, very fine

40032	 F  8 7d Internal: 1850 Entire sent registered from Burton-on-Trent to Ashby bearing 1841   100 
	   1d pl. 88 (just touched top right) tied by “152” numeral, ms “Registered Letter” and  
	   “6” alongside Burton-on-Trent cds, Ashby-De-La-Zouch bs, very fine
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   gReAT BRiTAin - Victorian Registered Mail (cont.)

40033	 F  12 7d Internal: 1850 (Nov 16) Wrapper sent registered to Paisley, bearing no stamps   100 
	   (contrary to regulations), ms “Registered Pd 7” with Lochmaddy boxed ds, reverse  
	   with Inverness, Dingwall and Paisley cds, fine

40034	 F  12 7d Internal: 1851 1d Pink postal stationey envelope sent registered in London,   150 
	   cancelled by London “51” numeral, ms “Registered” and “6” alongside with “Cornhill”  
	   s/l hs, London ds on reverse, fine and scarce

40035	 F  12 7d Internal: 1851 Envelope sent registered from Neath to Bradford bearing 1841 1d   150 
	   red (just touching at bottom) and strip of three 1841 2d blue (trimmed at right) tied by 
	   “540” numerals, ms “Registered,” Neath and Bradford cds on front, Bristol bs, fine

40036	 F  12 7d Internal: 1851 Envelope sent registered from London to Macclesfield bearing 1841   150 
	   1d red (large to huge margins) neatly tied by “1” numeral, ms “Registered” and “6d”  
	   alongside with “PAID” tombstone ds and “Strand” s/l, Macclesfield bs, superb 

40037	 F  12 7d Internal: 1851 Wrapper sent registered from London to Edinburgh bearing 1841 1d   70 
	   red (trimmed at top) tied by “8” numeral, ms “Registered” and “6” alongside with  
	   MC-style ds on front and cds on reverse, fine

40038	 F  12 7d Internal: 1852 Envelope sent registered from Leicester to Macclesfield bearing   100 
	   1841 1d red (trimmed top) and three 1841 2d blue in a pair and single (all close to  
	   very large margins but with scissor cuts) tied by “449” numeral, ms “Registered”  
	   alongside with Leicester cds, horizontal crease affecting stamps, nice appearance

40039	 F  12 7d Internal: 1853 1d Pink postal stationery envelope sent registered from Stafford   200 
	   to Macclesfield bearing strip of three 1841 2d blue (folded over onto reverse, AH  
	   with margin fault at top), tied by “780” numeral (issued to Stafford in error instead of 
	    “730”), ms “Registered,” stamp AI showing variety “first repair state” (SG Spec ES15m) 
	   with AG & AH showing a less pronounced state of the variety, very fine and attractive

40040	 F  12 7d Internal: 1853 1d Pink postal stationery envelope sent registered from Stafford to  150 
	   Bakewell uprated with a strip of three 1841 2d blue pl.4 (with close to huge margins, 
	   one folded onto reverse) tied by “780” numeral used in error instead of “730,” ms  
   “Registered” alongside, reverse with green Stafford and Bakewell double arc ds, fine

40041	 F  12 7d Internal: 1853 Printed notice sent registered locally in London bearing 1841 1d   70 
	   red pl.137 (just touched bottom left) tied by “51” numeral of the London Head Post  
	   Office Registration Mail Clerk, ms “Regd. 6d,” reverse with shield ds, fine

40042	 F  8 7d Internal: 1854 Envelope sent registered from Birkinhead to Macclesfield bearing 1841  600 
	   1d red on blued paper, Small Crown wmk, imperf, pl.160, with a pair and strip of four 
	   1854 1d red on blue paper, Small Crown wmk, perf. 16, pl.183, tied by “74” numerals,  
	   ms “Registered,” Birkenhead and Macclesfield cds, two affected by folds of envelope,  
	   opened for display, very scarce mixed usage of 1d perf & imperf, very fine, cert. BPA

40043	 F  12 7d Internal: 1854 Mourning envelope sent registered from Exeter to Teignmouth   200 
	   bearing strip of three 1841 2d blue (close to huge margins) and 1854 1d red perf.16  
	   SC wmk, cancelled by “285” numerals, ms “Registered” and Exeter cds alongside,  
	   Teignmouth cds on reverse, a little toned, very scarce combination of perf. and  
	   imperf. (perf. 2d blue had already been in use for 4 months)

40044	 F  12 7d Internal: 1854 Entire sent registered from Dublin to Wellington, Somerset bearing   150 
	   1841 1d red (very close to huge margins) and three 1841 2d blue (two 4 margin, one 3  
	   margin) tied by “186” diamond numeral with red “REGISTER’D / No. / DUBLIN” horseshoe  
	   hs below, reverse with dispatch cds, Bristol Station and Wellington double arc ds,  
	   vertical crease affecting one stamp, still attractive example of a scarce registered hs

40045	 F  12 7d Internal: 1855 Envelope sent registered from Wirksworth to Macclesfield bearing   300 
	   embossed 1854 6d (clear to huge margins) and 1854-57 1d red cancelled by faint “895”  
	   numerals, ms “Registered” alongside, reverse with green Wirksworth and bkue  
	   Macclesfield double arc ds, very fine and attractive cover

40046	 F  12 7d Internal: 1855 Envelope sent registered to Macclesfield bearing 1854 6d mauve (1   300 
	   clear margin) and 1854-57 1d red tied by “930” numerals with black “REGISTERED /  
	   YORK” boxed hs alongside with York and Macclesfield cds below, fine
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40047	 F  12 7d Internal: 1855 Envelope sent registered from Manchester to London bearing 1854 6d   150 
	   (just touched at bottom) and 1854-57 1d red (a bit soiled), cancelled by “498”  
	   numerals, Manchester cds and “REGISTERED” s/l alongside with “PAID” tombstone, fine

40048	 F  12 7d Internal: 1855 Wrapper sent registered bearing 1d perf. and three 2d pl.4   100 
	   perf.16, tied by horiz. bar cancel with scarce “REGISTERED AT GLASGOW” hs alongisde,  
	   Glasgow and Edinburgh bs, 2d TC shows considerable plate wear at bottom, vert. fold  
	   through 1d, still attractive

40049	 F  12 7d Internal: 1855 Envelope to Norfolk bearing 1855 1d red die 2 (showing a dramatic  58 100 
	   perforation shift), and 1854 6d mauve (cut square and just touched, crease at top from 
	   being folded over the edge of the envelope) tied by “24” numeral obliteration with “PAID”  
	   tombstone ds and ms “Registered” on front, green Brandon double cds on reverse

40050	 F  12 7d Internal: 1856 Entire sent registered from Newcastle upon Tyne to Clay bearing   300 
	   1854 6d (just clear margins) and 1854-57 1d red, ms “Registered” and Thretford cds  
	   on front, Newcastle, Hull and Clay cds on reverse, fine

40051	 F  12 7d Internal: 1856 Envelope sent registered bearing 1d red die II, alph.II, LC wmk,   150 
	   perf.14, with strip of three 2d blue plate 5, tied by “977” numeral, with Ferry Hill  
	   and Hartlepool cds adjacent, ms “Registered,” Durham bs, very fine

40052	 F  14 7d Internal: 1857 Envelope with original contents, sent registered to Derbyshire   400 
	   bearing 1854-57 1d red and 1856 6d lilac on azure paper, tied by “364” numeral with  
	   GPO reg’d oval ds below, reverse with High-Wycombe and Bakewell double arc cds, fine

40053	 F  14 7d Internal: 1857 Envelope sent registered to Winchester bearing 1856 1d red-brown   400 
	   pl.38 on blued paper LC wmk perf.14 die 2 alphabet 3, and 1855-57 6d deep lilac on  
	   azure paper, tied by London “24” numeral, GPO reg’d oval ds below, reverse with  
	   Winchester cds and Moorgate St s/l, some cover discolouration, still a very scarce  
	   stamp on cover, cert. BPA (2006)

40054	 F  14 7d Internal: 1857 Large part wrapper sent registered to Kirkaldy bearing 1854-57 1d   300 
	   red, 2d blue and 1855-57 4d carmine, tied by two fine strikes of the scarce “CHARLOTTE 
	    / PLACE” (Edinburgh) boxed hs, ms “Registered,” reverse with Kirkaldy and Edinburgh ds

40055	 F  14 7d Internal: 1857 Envelope sent registered to Bristol bearing 1854-57 1d red and   120 
	   1855-57 6d lilac, tied by “177” numerals, Cheltenham cds alongside, reverse with  
	   Bristol cds with dashed double arc (hs of the Bristol Station Sorting Office to  
	   denote local mail), very fine and scarce

40056	 F  14 7d Internal: 1858 Envelope sent registered to Exeter bearing seven 1858 2d blue   1’500 
	   pl.16 (strip of 5 & 2 singles) tied by London numerals, with red GPO reg’d oval ds  
	   below, RE showing re-entry, dated 1 month after first day of use, possibly the  
	   largest franking of SG36a, fine

40057	 F  14 7d Internal: 1858 Wrapper sent registered to Langholm bearing 1854-57 1d red 1856 6d   150 
	   lilac, tied by “India Street” (Edinburgh) s/l, later cancelled by “174” horizontal  
	   bar numeral of Hawick as well, reverse with Edinburgh, Hawick and Langholm cds, all  
	   dated Jan 1 1858, very fine

40058	 F  14 7d Internal: 1859 Envelope sent registered to London bearing seven 1854-57 1d red   100 
	   (strip of five and pair with one stamp folded over edge), tied by “242” numerals,  
	   Derby cds and London reg’d oval ds alongside, fine and attractive

40059	 F  14 8d Internal: 1848 Entire sent registered from Aberfeldy to Bonaw bearing two 1841 1d   150 
	   red imperf (both cut into), tied by “2” numeral with ms “Registered” and “6,” boxed  
	   Aberfeldy ds below, attractive

40060	 F  14 8d Internal: 1849 Wrapper sent registered from Southampton to Oxford bearing pair of   150 
	   1841 1d red (both 3 margin) tied by “723” numeral, ms “Registered” and “6,” with  
	   Southampton and “PAID” cds, Oxford bs, fine and attractive

40061	 F  14 8d Internal: 1850 Entire sent registered from Liverpool to Shrewsbury bearing pair of  150 
	   1841 1d red (just touched botom left) tied by clear “466” numerals, ms “Registered” 
	   and “6” alongside with “LIVERPOOL/PAID” cds, reverse with Shrewsbury cds, very fine
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40062	 F  14 8d Internal: 1850 Lettersheet sent registered from Glasgow to Shelton bearing 1841   150 
	   2d pl.4 (just touched at right, a little discolouration) tied by “159” horizontal  
	   bar numeral, ms “6” with black “REGISTERED AT GLASGOW” circular hs, Glasgow  
	   hexagonal bs, fine

40063	 F  14 8d Internal: 1850 Envelope sent registered from London to Hull bearing pair of 1841   100 
	   1d red (just touched at right) tied by numeral “21,” ms “Registered” and “6d.”  
	   alongside with “PAID” cds, “Aldgate” s/l and Hull bs, cover faults, still attractive

40064	 F J  14 8d Internal: 1850 Wrapper sent registered from Uxbridge to Tring bearing eight 1841   300 
	   1d red pl.97, two singles paying postage and a block of six on the reverse to pay  
	   the 6d registration, all neatly cancelled by “830” numerals, endorsed “Registered”  
	   with Uxbridge and Tring cds on front and back and “PAID” cds, block of six has been  
	   torn in two to open the envelope plus other stamp and cover faults, nice cover

40065	 F  14 8d Internal: 1851 Envelope (missing back flap) sent registered from Dublin to   400 
	   Sheffield bearing two 1841 1d red (one 4 margin the other touched at top and bottom)  
	   and strip of three 1841 2d blue (just thouched top right), tied by “186” numerals,  
	   “REGISTERED / No. / DUBLIN” horseshoe-shaped cancel with ms “121,” cds and Sheffield  
	   cds on reverse, scarce

40066	 F  14 8d Internal: 1852 Entire sent registered from Worcester to Oxford bearing pair of   400 
	   1841 1d red (just touched at right and vert.) strip of three 1841 2d blue (just  
	   touched at bottom), tied by “918” numeral, ms “Registered,” Worcester and Oxford cds  
	   on front and back, fine

40067	 F  14 8d Internal: 1852 Envelope sent registered from York to Macclesfield bearing bearing   150 
	   four 1841 2d blue in strip of 3 (3 margins each) & a single (large margins) tied by “930” 
	   numeral, ms “Registered” alongside with framed “Registered / York” hs (very early usage)  
   and York AU 3 1852 cds below, Macclesfield bs, filing fold through stamps, still attractive

40068	 F  16 8d Internal: 1852 Envelope sent registered from Leeds to Macclesfield bearing four   150 
	   1841 2d blue in strip of three (touched at top right) and single (clear margins),  
	   tied by indistinct numeral, ms “Registered” alongside with “REGISTERED LETTER” hs  
	   thought to have been of local manufacture and scarce, reverse with Leeds and  
	   Macclesfield cds, horizontal crease through stamps, still nice cover

40069	 F  14 8d Internal: 1853 Envelope sent registered from Havant to Brighton bearing eight   400 
	   1841 1d red in two strips of four (only one stamp with 3 margins, rest mainly large  
	   margins) tied by “344” numeral, ms “Registered” alongside, reverse with Brighton,  
	   Havant and crown-type cds, very fine

40070	 F  16 8d Internal: 1854 Envelope sent registered from York to Macclesfield bearing 1854 6d   300 
	   (touched at left) and pair of 1854-57 2d blue cancelled by “930” numerals with black  
	   framed “REGISTERED / YORK” hs, reverse with Macclesfield cds, horizontal filing fold  
	   clear of stamps, fine cover with a scarce registered hs

40071	 DFE  16 8d Internal: 1854 Front sent registered from Glasgow to Liverpool bearing strip of   100 
	   four 1841 2d blue (only left stamp missing margins) tied by “159” horizontal bar  
	   numerals with yellowish “REGISTERED AT GLASGOW” circular hs alongside, portion of  
	   reverse with Liverpool cds, attractive piece

40072	 F  16 8d Internal: 1855 Envelope sent registered to Macclesfield bearing 1854 6d mauve   300 
	   (full design showing) and 1854-57 2d blue pl.4, paying 2d postage and 6d  
	   registration, tied by “930” numeral with black “REGISTERED / YORK” boxed hs  
	   alongside with York cds, blue Macclesfield bs, fine

40073	 F  16 8d Internal: 1855 Envelope sent registered to Dover bearing eight 1854-57 1d red (in   150 
	   strip of six and pair), tied by London “242” numerals, “PAID” tombstone and Coswell  
	   St. s/l hs below, ms “Registered,” Dover bs, fine and attractive muiltiple

40074	 F  16 8d Internal: 1856 Lettersheet sent registered from Ross to Plymouth bearing embossed   300 
	   1854 6d (just touching right and top) and two 1854-57 1d red, tied by “654”  
	   numerals, Ross and Plymouth double arc ds on front and back, filing folds not  
	   affecting stamps, otherwise fine
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40075	 F  16 8d Internal: 1856 Wrapper sent registered to London bearing 1854 6d dull lilac (2   200 
	   margins) and two 1854-57 1d red, paying 2d postage up to 1oz and 6d registration,  
	   tied by scarce Liverpool reg’d spoons and “PAID” tombstone ds, minor cover faults, a  
	   nice cover

40076	 F  16 8d Internal: 1857 Mourning envelope sent registered to the Isle of Wight bearing two   200 
	   1854-57 1d red and 1856 6d lilac (trimmed at right), tied by Hull spoon cancel,  
	   reverse showing a wax seal from a one month test for a new method to distinguish  
	   registered mail, this being the only recorded example from Hull, majority of wax  
	   seal remaining with tiny portion of green ribbon, Cowes arrival alongside, very fine  
	   and scarce

40077	 F  16 8d Internal: 1857 Lettersheet sent registered to Macclesfield bearing two 1857 4d   150 
	   rose-carmine, Large Garter wmk, tied by “24” numeral obliteration, with GPO reg’d  
	   oval ds and Macclesfield double circle ds on front, Lombard Street ds on reverse,  
	   small tear in between stamps, otherwise fine

40078	 F  16 8d Internal: 1857 Entire sent registered to London bearing 1855-57 6d lilac and   120 
	   1854-58 2d blue, tied by “498” numerals, with Manchester cds, “REGISTERED” s/l hs  
	   and GPO reg’d oval ds alongside, very fine

40079	 F  16 8d Internal: 1860 Lettersheet sent registered to Workington bearing 1854-57 2d blue   100 
	   and 1855-57 6d lilac, tied by “976” numerals, Windermere and Keswick cds alongside  
	   with ms “Registered,” Kendal and Workington bs, very fine

40080	 F   10d Internal: 1848 Wrapper sent registered from Penrith to Kendal bearing two 1841   600 
	   1d red pl.78 (worn plate) and 1841 2d blue pl.4, all with good to large margins and  
	   cancelled by inverted “606” numerals, ms “Registered” and “6,” Penrith and Kendal  
	   cds on front and back, very fine and scarce

40081	 F  16 10d Internal: 1849 Lettersheet sent registered from Liverpool to London bearing four   400 
	   1841 1d red (all good to large 4 marigns), tied by “466” numerals, ms “Registered”  
	   and “6” alongside with “LIVERPOOL / PAID” double arc ds and “PAID” tombstone,  
	   vertical filing fold affecting one stamp otherwise fine and attractive

40082	 F  16 10d Internal: 1849 Wrapper sent registered from Lancaster to Kendal bearing pair of 1841  150 
	   2d blue pl.3 (just touched at right) tied by “436” numeral, ms “Registered” and “6” with  
   Lancaster and Kendal cds alongside, small tear to wrapper at top, fine and attractive

40083	 F  16 10d Internal: 1849 Wrapper sent registered from Penrith to Kendal bearing four 1841   120 
	   1d red pl.84 (one with 4 margins) cancelled by “606” numeral, ms “Registered” and  
	   “6” alongside with blue Penrith double arc cds, blue Kendal double arc cds on reverse

40084	 F  16 10d Internal: 1849 Wrapper sent registered from Lancaster to Kendal bearing a pair   120 
	   of 1841 2d pale blue pl.3 (just touched top right otherwise large margins) tied by  
	   “436” numerals, ms “Registered” and “6” alongside with blue Lancaster double arc ds,  
	   blue Kendal double arc ds on reverse, fine
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40085	 F  16 10d Internal: 1850 Wrapper sent registered from Lancaster to Kendal bearing 1848 10d   300 
	   brown die 2 (just touched at right) cancelled by “436” numeral, ms “Registered,”  
	   Lancaster and Kendal double arc ds on front and back, fine single franking

40086	 F  22 10d Internal: 1851 Envelope sent registered from London to Edinburgh bearing pair of   100 
	   1841 2d blue (trimmed at foot) tied by “51” numeral of the Registration Clerk at New  
	   Southgate, ms “Registered” and “6d” alongside with “PAID” tombstone, reverse with  
	   cds and Edinburgh framed ds, a little discolouration from wax seal and a fold not  
	   affecting stamps, fine

40087	 F  16 10d Internal: 1852 Envelope sent registered from London to Macclesfield bearing   400 
	   strip of five 1841 2d blue all with clear margins, tied by “24” numeral, ms  
	   “Registered,” reverse with Lombard St. ds and arrival cds, horizontal filing fold  
	   just affecting bottom of stamp, still very attractive and scarce in a strip of five

40088	 F  18 10d Internal: 1852 Lettersheet sent registered from Hexham to Huddersfield bearing   300 
	   ten 1841 1d red in strips of six and four (margins mainly good) tied by “360” numerals,  
	   ms “Registered” alongside with Hudersfield, Hexham and Wakefield cds, two stamps  
   with crease due to being folded over onto the reverse, a very nice registered cover

40089	 F  18 10d Internal: 1852 Lettersheet sent registered from London to Macclesfield bearing   200 
	   pair of 1841 2d blue with large to huge margins, neatly cancelled by “24” numerals,  
	   ms “Registered” and “6” with MC-shaped ds on front, Macclesfield cds on reverse,  
	   very fine

40090	 F  18 10d Internal: 1853 Entire sent registered from Dunbeath to Wick bearing eight 1841   400 
	   1d red with strip of six and a pair (nearly all with clear margins) and 1841 2d blue  
	   (3 margins), tied by “105” horizontal bar obliteration, ms “Registered,” dispatch  
	   and arrival cds on reverse, scarce rate and attractive

40091	 F  18 10d Internal: 1854 Lettersheet sent registered from Thurso to Wick bearing ten 1841   150 
	   1d red pl.157 in strip of six and four singles, some with faults, tied by indistinct  
	   horizontal bar obliterations, reverse with Thurso framed ds and Wick cds, contents  
	   referring to £20 being enclosed, attractive and scarce

40092	 F  18 10d Internal: 1855 Envelope sent registered to Glasgow bearing pair of 1841 2d blue   300 
	   (cut into at foot) and strip of three 1854-58 2d blue (right stamp torn down right  
	   side), tied by Liverpool reg’d spoon cancel, further strike on reverse with Glasgow  
	   hexagonal ds, rare to find a combination of perf. and imperf. on cover, attractive

40093	 F  22 10d Internal: 1855 Lettersheet sent registered to Folkingham, bearing 1848 10d brown   300 
	   (just touched to huge margins) tied by London “21” numeral with “PAID” tombstone ds  
	   and ms “Registered” alongside, reverse with blue Knight Rider St. and Folkingham  
	   cds, fine and attractive single franking

40094	 F J  18 10d Internal: 1855 Envelope sent registered from Manchester to London bearing   600 
	   embossed 1854 6d (large to huge margins) and block of four 1854-57 1d red tied by  
	   “498” numerals, Manchester “REGISTERED” s/l and cds alongside, “PAID” tombstone below

40095	 F  22 10d Internal: 1856 Envelope sent registered to Gloucesteshire bearing 1854 6d mauve   200 
	   (just touched to large margins) and 1856 4d carmine Medium Garter wmk, paying 4d  
	   postage up to 2oz and 6d reg’n, tied by Newport sideways duplex, ms “Registered”  
	   alongside, Berkely bs, a little discolouration and minor wrinkles, still an attractive franking

40096	 F  22 1s Internal: 1848 Envelope sent registered from Wirksworth to Bakewell bearing strip   300 
	   of three 1841 2d blue pl.3 (fine to very large margins) paying for 3oz postage, tied  
	   by indistinct “895” numerals, ms “Registered” and “P6” alongside with blue  
	   Wirksworth cds, Bakewell cds on reverse, horizontal filing fold through stamps  
	   barely noticeable, fine and a very scarce rate

40097	 F  22 1s Internal: 1850 Wrapper sent registered from Lancaster to Kendal bearing embossed   300 
	   1847 1s green (clear margins on 3 sides, just touching at right), tied by “436” numeral,  
	   ms “Registered” alongside with green Lancaster and blue Kendal double arc ds, very fine
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40098	 F   1s Internal: 1853 Envelope from London to Cheltenham bearing strip of six 1841 2d   600 
	   blue (all good to large margins) tied by “24” London numerals, ms “Registered” with  
	   Cheltenham double arc ds on front and Lombard Street MC-style ds on reverse,  
	   envelope a little crumpled affecting 2 stamps, edges have been folded over for  
	   display, still attractive example of a very scarce rate

40099	 DFE  18 1s to New Zealand: 1857 Wrapper front sent registered to Auckland bearing two   300 
	   1855-57 6d pale lilac on azure paper (one with faults), paying single 6d rate plus  
	   6d reg’n tied by “153” numerals, GPO reg’d oval ds and crown reg’d hs alongside with  
	   Auckland cds, scarce, cert. BPA (1988)

40100	 F  22 1s 1d Internal: 1848 Printed entire from Derby Old Bank sent registered to   120 
	   Macclesfield bearing 1841 1d red (close to large margins) tied by “242” numeral, ms  
	   “Registered” and “6” alongside with Derby cds, reverse with Macclesfield cds

40101	 F  22 1s 2d Internal: 1849 Wrapper sent registered from Lancaster to Kendal bearing strip   300 
	   of three 1841 2d blue (clear margins all around) tied by “436” numeral, ms “6” with  
	   Kendal and Lancaster cds, very scarce and fine

40102	 F   1s 2d to Austria: 1853 Wrapper sent registered from London to Trieste, bearing seven   1’500 
	   1841 2d blue (in strips of four and three) with clear to large margins, paying single  
	   rate via Belgium plus 6d registration, tied by London office numeral, “Holborn Hill”  
	   blue hs, Belgian transit cds and “Recomandirt” hs adjacent, dispatch and arrival bs,  
	   minor cover faults not detracting, attractive and scarce
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40103	 F  22 1s 2d to Austria: 1853 Lettersheet sent registered to Trieste beaing 1847 1s green   200 
	   (3 huge margins, just touched at top) and 1841 2d blue (cut into on three sides),  
	   paying single 8d rate plus 6d reg’n, tied by “466” numerals and red “P.” with “PAID”  
	   tombstone ds and crown reg’d hs, Aachen transit and recomandirt hs, reverse with  
	   Liverpool double arc cds and Trieste boxed ds, attractive cover

40104	 F  18 1s 3d to USA: 1856 Large part wrapper sent to New York bearing 1847 1s green   200 
	   embossed (3 large margins) and strip of three 1854-57 1d red, tied by smudgy  
	   numerals, with a fine strike of a New York Custom House “I certify that this Invoice  
	   was presented to me / on entry” hs, with “PAID” and “5 / CENTS” hs alongside, minor  
	   faults, very unsual

40105	 F  22 1s 4d to France: 1856 Wrapper sent registered to Paris bearing 1847 1s pale green (2   150 
	   margin, vertical fold) and pair of 1854-57 2d blue, paying double 4d rate plus 8d  
	   reg’n, tied by Cork spoon cancels, crown reg’d, “PD” and “CHARGE” hs alongside with  
	   Calais transits, reverse with several more French cds, minor faults, attractive cover

40106	 F   1s 5d to Austria: 1857 Wrapper sent registered from Cork (Ireland) to Trieste   1’200 
	   bearing 1854-57 1d red, two 2d blue and two 1856 6d lilac, paying 8d postage via  
	   Belgium and 6d internal and 3d foreign registration fees, tied by “372” diamond  
	   numerals, crown registered and “P.” hs below with Recomandirt hs and Aachen transit,  
	   reverse with Cork, Passage West, London and Trieste ds, very fine and scarce  
	   franking, ex “Emerald”

40107	 F  22 2s 3d to Portugal: 1850 Entire sent from registered from London to Oporto, ms   120 
	   “Registered Letter” and “1/9” and “6,” Fenchurch St. s/l, “PAID” tombstone ds,  
	   endorsed “Via Southampton / Pr Steamer,” fine

40108	 F  22 2s 3d to Sardinia: 1850 Entire sent registered to Genoa with blue North Shields   120 
	   double arc cds, “PAID” tombstone ds, crown registered and “PD” hs, ms “P 2/3,”  
	   Calais transit and Genova bs, very fine

40109	 F  22 2s 6d to USA: 1850 Wrapper sent registered from Irvine to New York bearing strip of   300 
	   three 1841 2d blue (trimmed at top) cancelled by blue “186” horizontal bar  
	   obliteration, ms “Registered” and “2/-” alongside with “PAID” hs on top of “10  
	   CENTS” hs, Irvine and Liverpool cds on reverse, scarce with ms fee going abroad,  
	   cover faults barely detracting
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40110	 F  22 2s 7d to France: 1848 Stampless entire sent registered to Lille, ms markings showing   200 
	   the rate workings, with blue Sheffield double arc cds, London “PAID” cds, crown  
	   registered, “PD” ans “CHARGE” hs, Calais transits and Lille arrival bs, very fine

40111	 F  22 3s 6d to Portugal: 1849 Entire registered from London to Oporto, ms “Registered Letter”  120 
	   and “3/6,” Fenchurch St. s/l, “PAID” tombstone ds, ms “Via Southampton / Pr Steamer,” fine

40112	 F  22 7s 6d to Portugal: 1849 Entire registered from London to Oporto, ms “Registered Letter”   120 
	   and “7/6,” Fenchurch St. s/l, “PAID” tombstone ds, ms “Via Southampton / Pr Steamer,” fine

40113	 F   9s 11d to Roman States: 1856 Envelope to Ferrara bearing nine 1854 1s green embossed (in  29, 5’000 
	   3 strips of 3), 1855 1d red die 2 LC wmk perf. 14, 1855-57 4d carmine and 6d deep  
	   lilac, each cancelled by “71” London numeral with reg’d oval ds below, crown reg’d  
	   hs and oval framed “P,” Aachen cds and framed “Recomandirt” s/l, Italian transit and  
	   arrival on reverse, filing crease affecting last stamp, among the largest frankings of the 
	   1s green, showpiece, cert. BPA (2001)

40114	 F  22 10s 6d to Portugal: 1852 Entire sent registered from London to Oporto, ms   120 
	   “Registered Letter,” “10/6” and endorsed “Via Southampton / Pr Steamer,” “PAID”  
	   tombstone ds, Fenchurch St. s/l on reverse, fine

   Six PenCe RegiSTeReD Fee TO OVeRSeAS DeSTinATiOnS  

   AS OF JAnuARy 1, 1858 (Ordered by Franking & Date)

40115	 F  22 8d to France: 1860 Entire sent registered to Paris bearing pair of 1855-57 4d   120 
	   carmine (one with perf. fault), tied by neat Liverpool duplexes, London reg’d oval  
	   ds, crown reg’d and “PD” hs as well as Calais transit and “CHARGE” hs, reverse with  
	   French reg’n box and arrival cds, fine and attractive

40116	 F  22 8d to France: 1864 Envelope sent registered to Ardèche bearing vert. pair of 1862 4d   300 
	   bright red pl.3, paying single 4d postage and 4d reg’n, tied by “466” numerals,  
	   Liverpool and London reg’d oval ds alongside with crown reg’d and “PD” hs, Calais  
	   cds and reverse with French reg’n box hs and further French cds, very fine

40117	 F  24 1s to Germany: 1864 Wrapper sent registered to Frankfurt bearing pair of 1864 6d   120 
	   lilac pl.4 (originally 3, one removed before posting), paying single 6d rate plus 6d  
	   reg’n, cancelled by London “16” numeral, tied by Aachen transit, crown registered,  
	   “PD,” Lombard St. “REGISTERED LETTER” and recomandirt hs, London reg’d oval ds, fine  
	   and attractive

40118	 F  24 1s 2d to Netherlands: 1858 Wrapper sent registered to Sappemeer bearing 1854-57 2d   500 
	   blue and 1856 1s green, paying single 8d rate and 6d reg’n, tied by Belfast spoon  
	   cancel, crown reg’d hs alongside, reverse with Belfast double arc cds and a scarce  
	   GPO reg’d oval ds, very fine, ex “Emerald”
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40119	 F  24 1s 2d to Sardinia: 1861 Wrapper sent registered to Genoa bearing pair of 1856 6d   200 
	   lilac, paying single 6d rate and 6d reg’n, neatly tied by “303” diamond numerals  
	   with Limerick cds alongside, London reg’d oval ds, crown reg’d and “PD” in oval hs,  
	   reverse with “H&K PACT” and Genoa cds, very fine and attractive

40120	 F  24 1s 2d to Canada: 1864 Envelope sent registered to Winterbourne bearing pair of   200 
	   1858-79 1d red pl.86 and three 1863 4d bright red type B (pair and single), paying  
	   single 8d rate and 6d reg’n fee, tied by “706” numerals with Shipston-on-Stour cds  
	   and ms “Registered” alongside, reverse with Liverpool and Candadian cds, minor cover  
	   faults and a 4d with timmed side, still scarce

40121	 F  24 1s 4d to France: 1864 Wrapper sent registered to Bordeaux bearing two pairs of 1863   200 
	   4d bright red pl.4, paying 8d postage and 8d reg’n, tied by Glasgow “159” duplexes,  
	   “REGISTERED / AT / GLASGOW” boxed hs alongside with crown registered and “PD” hs,  
	   French reg’n box, transits and arrival on front and back, fine

40122	 F  24 1s 4d to New Zealand: 1865 Envelope sent registered to Auckland bearing 1863 4d pale   200 
	   red pl.4 and 1862 1s green pl. no.1, paying single 10d rate via Marseilles and 6d reg’n,  
	   tied by Kingstown (Ireland) duplexes, London reg’d oval ds, crown registered hs and Auckland 
	   reg’d cds below, reverse is torn at left, still an attractive and scarce cover

40123	 F  24 1s 5d to Germany: 1861 Entire sent registered to Hannover bearing 1854-57 1d red,   150 
	   1855-57 4d carmine and 1s green tied by Liverpool duplexes, Liverpool and London  
	   registered oval ds alongside with crown registered and recomandirt hs, Aachen  
	   transit, Hannover and Papenburg ds on reverse, some faults, still a colourful and  
	   attractive cover

40124	 F  24 1s 6d to Sardinia: 1861 Wrapper to Genoa bearing 1855-57 6d lilac and 1s green,   400 
	   paying double 6d rate plus 6d registration, tied by Cork duplexes, with London reg’d  
	   oval ds, crown reg’d hs and “PD” in oval, Genoa bs, minor cover faults, attractive  
	   and scarce franking, ex “Emerald”

40125	 F  26 1s 8d to Norway: 1865 Wrapper sent registered to Skien bearing 1858-79 2d blue pl.9,   300 
	   1864 6d lilac pl.4 and 1865 1s green, paying single 1s2d rate and 6d reg’n fee, tied  
	   by Falmouth duplex and “290” numerals, London “8” registered ds below, reverse with  
	   Hamburg transits and Svinesund cds, very scarce franking and uncommon destination

40126	 F  24 1s 10d to Italy: 1859 Wrapper (missing top back flap) sent registered to Napoli,   120 
	   bearing 1855-57 4d carmine, 6d lilac and 1s green, paying 11d postage and the same  
	   in reg’n (as sent via France), tied by “573” numerals, North Shields cds alongside  
	   with “PD” and crown reg’d hs, Lond reg’d oval ds, “CHARGE” hs and Calais transit,  
	   further French transits on reverse, small imperfections, still scarce to have the  
	   first three surface printed stamps on cover

40127	 F  26 1s 10d to Netherlands: 1860 Wrapper sent registered to Amsterdam bearing 1855-57 4d,   500 
	   6d and 1s, paying double 8d rate plus 6d reg’n, tied by “447” numerals, Leeds cds  
	   below with London reg’d oval ds and crown reg’d hs, Amsterdam bs, minor toning, a  
	   very attractive cover with the first 3 values of the surface printed issues

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

	e 50 - 100 e 5 e 500 - 1000 e 50  e 5000 - 10000 e 500
	e 100 - 200 e 10	 e 1000 - 2000 e 100 e 10000 - 20000 e 1000
	e 200 - 500 e 20 e 2000 - 5000 e	200 e 20000 - 50000 e 2000
              e   50000 - 100000 e 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next highest bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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40128	 F   1s 10d to Canada: 1865 Wrapper sent registered to St. Catharines bearing 1858-79 1d   2’000 
	   red pl.73, 2d blue pl.9, 1863 4d pale-red pl.4, 1865 3d rose pl.4 and pair of 6d  
	   lilac pl.5, paying double 8d rate plus 6d reg’n fee, tied by London “15” numeral,  
	   faint red Lombard St. “REGISTERED LETTER” framed hs and London reg’d oval ds below,  
	   Hamilton bs, a little discolouration otherwise fine and unusual combination, cert.  
	   Richter (1994) & BPA (2003)

40129	 F  24 2s to France: 1862 Entire sent registered to Paris bearing pair of 1855-57 1s green,   120 
	   paying three times the 4d rate plus the same in reg’n, tied by “466” numerals,  
	   Liverpool and London reg’d oval ds alongside with “PD” and crown reg’d hs, “CHARGE”  
	   and Calais transit, reverse with French reg’n box hs, fine

40130	 F  24 2s to France: 1864 Entire sent registered to Paris bearing pair of 1862 1s green pl.   300 
	   no.1, paying triple 4d rate plus the same in reg’n, tied by “466” numerals,  
	   Liverpool and London reg’d oval ds, “PD” and crown reg’d hs, French reg’n box,  
	   transits and arrival cds on reverse, very fine and attractive

40131	 F   2s 3d to Lombardy-Venetia: 1862 Lettersheet sent registered to Venice bearing 1855-57  1’200 
	   6d deep lilac, 1s green and 1862-64 9d bistre, paying three times the 6d rate via Belgium  
   plus 9d registration fee, endorsed “Via Hamburg” but not complied, tied by Sligo “410”  
   duplexes, London reg’d oval ds below with boxed “Recomandirt” and Aachen cds, transit  
   and arrival bs, very attractive and scrace franking of the 9d bistre, ex “Emerald”

40132	 F  26 2s 10d to Russia: 1863 Envelope sent registered to Moscow bearing 1862-64 4d bright   300 
	   red, 6d lilac and pair of 1s green, paying double 1s2d rate and 6d reg’n, tied by  
	   “14” numerals, Lombard St. “REGISTERED LETTER” framed hs alongside with crown  
	   registered, “PD” and recomandirt hs, London registered oval ds, Aachen transit,  
	   Moscow arrival bs, fine and attractive scarce franking
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40133	 F J  24 4s to Portugal: 1858 Entire sent registered to Porto bearing block of four 1856 1s   300 
	   green, paying double 1s9d rate via Southampton plus 6d reg’n, tied by London E.C.  
	   duplexes with London reg’d oval ds and crown reg’d hs alongside, lower pair heavily  
	   creased, nevertheless an attractive and scarce franking, blocks of four rarely seen  
	   (SG £1’700 for block of four)

40134	 F  24 4s to Portugal: 1859 Entire sent registered to Oporto bearing four 1856 1s green   200 
	   (incl. a pair), tied by “21” numeral obliterations, with reg’d crown hs and London  
	   reg’d oval alongside, Fenchurch St. undated cancel on reverse, some trimmed perfs,  
	   still a very attractive and large franking

40135	 F  26 5s 6d to Romagna: 1861 Wrapper sent registered to Rome bearing five 1855-57 1s green   400 
	   (strip of three and pair) and 6d lilac, paying triple 11d rate plus the same in  
	   reg’n fee, tied by London “85” numeral, London reg’d oval ds, Calais cds, crown  
	   reg’d and “CHARGE” hs below, reverse with French reg’n box and Rome arrival, minor  
	   discolouration, still a fine and scarce high franking

   FOuR PenCe RegiSTeReD Fee AS OF AuguST 1, 1862  

   (Ordered by Franking & Date)

40136	  24 4 1/2d Internal: 1877 Printed lettersheet sent registered to Plymouth bearing 1870   200 
	   1/2d rose and 1873-80 4d sage-green pl.15, tied by Newport duplexes with ms  
	   “Registered” alongside, reverse with Gloster Station and Plymouth cds, fine and  
	   scarce reg’d printed matter

40137	 F  24 5d Internal: 1865 Wrapper sent registered in Glasgow bearing 1858-79 1d red pl.85   80 
	   and 4d red pl.4, tied by duplex with further strike alongside and “REGISTERED / AT /  
	   GLASGOW” boxed hs, adhesive mark at top, otherwise fine

40138	 F  24 5d Internal: 1870 Entire sent registered to London bearing strip of three 1858-79 1d   120 
	   red pl.142 and single 2d blue pl.13, tied by light “466” numerals, Liverpool and  
	   reg’d cds below with crown reg’d hs and London reg’d oval ds, filing fold well clear  
	   of stamps, incl. original contents referring to the enclosed first halves of six  
	   bank notes, fine

40139	 F  30 5d Internal: 1871 Mourning envelope sent registered to Downpatrick bearing 1858-79   300 
	   1d red and 1870 4d vermilion pl.12, tied by Derry duplexes with “Registered / at /  
	   LONDONDERRY” boxed hs alongside, transit and arrival bs, minor cover creasing,  
	   scarce hs on cover

40140	 F  24 5d Internal: 1871 Mourning envelope, incl. original letter, sent registered to   200 
	   Knutsford bearing 1858-79 1d red pl.131 and pair of 2d blue pl.12, tied by “6”  
	   diamond numeral with Belfast cds alongside as well as boxed “REGISTERED AT /  
	   BELFAST” hs, transit and arrival bs, very fine

40141	 F  24 5d Internal: 1874 Wrapper sent registered to Edinburgh bearing 1858-79 1d red pl.134   80 
	   and pair of 2d blue pl.14, tied by “498” numerals. with Manchester reg’d oval ds  
	   alongside, Edinburgh bs, fine and attractive

40142	 F  30 5d Internal: 1875 Envelope sent registered to Portsmouth, bearing 1858-79 1d red   100 
	   pl.170 and 1865-67 4d vermilion pl.14, cancelled by cork obliteration, reg’d SEDO  
	   cds below, Peckham Hight St. and Portsmouth cds on reverse, 1d is toned, otherwise  
	   fine

40143	 F  30 5d Internal: 1876 Wrapper sent registered from Belfast to Lancaster bearing 1858-79   200 
	   1d red and 1876 4d vermilion pl.15, both tied by single Belfast duplex, two strikes  
	   of “REGISTERED AT / BELFAST” boxed hs alongside, with Glasgow, Carlisle and  
	   Lancaster bs, vertical fold well clear of stamps, fine and scarce

40144	 F  30 5d Internal: 1876 Envelope sent registered to London bearing 1864 1d red pl.173 and   120 
	   1876 4d vermilion pl.15, tied by Banbury duplex, reverse (some damage) with  
	   Bletchley Station cds and W.C.D.O reg’d oval ds, fine

40145	 F  30 5d Internal: 1876 Wrapper sent registered bearing pair of 1876 2 1/2d rosy mauve  141 150 
	   pl.3, tied by Dumfries cds, endorsed “Registered,” with Lancaster bs, very  
	   attractive cover with a scarce plate number
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40159	 F  30 6 1/2d to Italy: 1877 Mourning envelope sent registered to Naples bearing 1873-80 2   150 
	   1/2d rosy mauve pl.7 and 4d sage-green pl.15, tied by barred cork obliterations, with SWDO 
	   reg’d cds below, reverse with Westminster Palace Hotel and Naples cds, very fine

40160	 F  30 6 1/2d to France: 1877 Envelope sent registered to Paris bearing 1873-80 2 1/2d rosy   100 
	   mauve pl.7 and 4d sage-green pl.15, tied by “575” numerals, with Norwich and London  
	   reg’d oval ds, Calais transit and Paris bs, fine and attractive

40161	 F J  30 6 1/2d to Hungary: 1877 Envelope sent registered to Pest, bearing block of six   150 
	   1858-79 1d red pl.140 and 1870 1/2d rose-red pl.10, paying single UPU rate plus 4d  
	   reg’n, tied by indistinct horizontal bar numerals, Edinburgh and London reg’d ds  
	   alongside, Pest bs, minor cover faults not detracting from this fine franking and  
	   unusual destination

40162	 F  32 9d to Switzerland: 1873 Envelope sent registered to Yverdon bearing 1867 9d straw   150 
	   pl.4, endorsed “via Belgium” but paying the 5d rate via France plus 4d reg’n, tied  
	   by “176” numeral, London reg’d oval ds and “PD” below, dispatch and arrival bs,  
	   minor foxing to cover, otherwise fine single franking

40163	 F  32 9d to Norway: 1874 Envelope sent registered to Tonsberg bearing 1867-80 9d straw top   200 
	   marginal, paying single 5d rate plus 4d reg’n fee, tied by Liverpool numeral with  
	   red reg’d cds adjacent as well as London “8” reg’d ds, Christiania bs, fine and  
	   scarce single franking

40164	 F  32 10d to Germany: 1866 Envelope sent registered to Baden, bearing 1865-67 4d vermilion   300 
	   pl.7 and 6d lilac pl.5, paying the incorrect rate via Germany with 10d franking  
	   instead of 1s (10d being the correct rate via Belgium), tied by London “15” numeral,  
	   with London registered “8” ds, “CHARGE” hs and Calais transit alongside, reverse  
	   with several French and German transits, fine and scarce, cert. Karl Louis (2006)

40165	 F  32 10d to Sardinia: 1871 Wrapper sent registered to Loano bearing 1870 6d mauve pl.9   500 
	   and 1869 4d vermilion pl.11, paying single 6d rate plus 4d reg’n, tied by Belfast  
	   duplex, “REGISTERED AT / BELFAST” boxed hs alongside with London reg’d oval ds and  
	   “PD,” transit and arrival bs, very fine, ex “Emerald”

40166	 F  32 10d to Russia: 1871 Envelope sent registered to Moscow bearing 1870 4d vermilion   200 
	   pl.12 and 6d mauve pl.9, paying single 6d rate plus 4d reg’n, tied by “466”  
	   numerals, Liverpool reg’d oval ds alongside with London reg’d “8” ds, Moscow bs,  
	   fine and scarce

40167	 F  32 10 1/2d to France: 1877 Envelope sent registered to Rouen, bearing 1858-79 2d blue   100 
	   pl.15, 1873-80 2 1/2d rosy mauve pl.6 and 6d grey pl.15, paying single 2 1/2d rate,  
	   4d reg’n fee and and 4d late fee, indicated by the blue-black reg’d Lombard St. cds,  
	   tied by “R” oval obliterators, stamps with “T&Co” perfin with corresponding  
	   Truninger & Co cachet below, Calais transit and Rouen bs, fine and attractive

40168	 F  32 11d to Canada: 1869 Envelope sent registered to London, Ontario, bearing 1858-79 1d   120 
	   red pl.109 and 1867 10d red-brown pl.1 (perf. faults), paying single 7d rate and 4d  
	   reg’n, tied by indistinct London numerals with Lombard St. reg’d cds alongside,  
	   endorsed per the ship “Russia,” via Cork, Hamilton and London arrival cds, fine

40169	 F  32 11d to Austria: 1872 Envelope sent registered to Ragusa bearing 1865-67 3d rose pl.7   150 
	   and 4d vermilion pl.12 pair, paying single 3d rate via France plus 4d reg’n and 4d  
	   late fee, tied by “R / 9” oval obliterations, blue-black Lombard St. reg’d cds and  
	   “PD” hs alongside, Ragusa and Triest bs, very fine

40170	 F  32 1s to Greece: 1871 Envelope sent registered to Patras bearing 1871 1s green pl.5,   500 
	   paying single 8d rate plus reg’n, tied by “466” numeral, Liverpool reg’d cds  
	   alongside with London “8” reg’d ds and Greek “SYSTHMENON” boxed hs, Greek transit  
	   and arrival bs, exquisite

40171	 F  32 1s to Egypt: 1872 Wrapper sent registered to Cairo bearing 1870 4d vermilion pl.12   300 
	   in pair and single, paying single 8d rate plus reg’n, tied by “496” numerals,  
	   Manchester reg’d oval ds alongside with British PO Cairo cds, pair faulty, otherwise  
	   fine and scarce
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40146	 F  30 5d Internal: 1877 Envelope sent registered to Edinburgh, bearing 1858-79 1d red   80 
	   pl.198 and 1873-80 4d sage-green pl.15, tied by “R” oval obliteration, with red  
	   Lombard St. reg’d cds below, Edinburgh bs, very fine

40147	 F  26 5 1/2d Internal: 1871 Envelope sent registered to London bearing three 1870 1/2d   100 
	   rose-red paying postage and 1870 4d vermilion pl.12 paying reg’n, London reg’d oval  
	   ds alongside, fine and attractive

40148	 F  30 6d Internal: 1869 Wrapper sent registered to the ship “Helvetia” docked at   150 
	   Portsmouth, bearing 1858 2d blue pl.9 and 1868 4d vermilion pl.10, tied by “C.X / 2”  
	   barred oval obliteration with Charing Cross reg’d cds below, contents mention  
	   enclosed £50 in notes, Portsmouth bs, fine

40149	 F  30 6d Internal: 1870 Envelope sent registered to Lancaster bearing 1858-79 2d blue   120 
	   pl.12 and 1865-67 4d vermilion pl.11, tied by Lombard St. oval cancel with reg’d cds  
	   below, printed “REGISTERED,” reverse with Lancaster cds and full East India Railway  
	   Company wax seal, fine and attractive

40150	 F J  26 6d Internal: 1871 Envelope sent registered from Salisbury to London bearing block of   1’500 
	   six 1864 1d red pl.145 tied by a very late use of the rare experimental “Salisbury  
	   pins” obliterator, cds alongside with registered London cds, some faults to stamps  
	   and cover, still a rare and attractive item

40151	 F  30 9d Internal: 1863 Envelope sent registered to Liverpool bearing 1862-64 3d pale   150 
	   rose-carmine and 6d lilac, paying 5d postage and 4d reg’n, tied by fine Bristol  
	   sideways duplex, Bristol reg’d oval ds alongside, Liverpool and Waterloo bs, fine  
	   and attractive

40152	 F  30 9d Internal: 1864 Envelope sent registered to Romford bearing 1858-79 1d red pl.85,   200 
	   tied by “899” numeral with ms “Registered / Coin Letter” and “8,” indicating a  
	   charge of 8d for compulsory registration, minor faults, still attractive and scarce

40153	 F  30 9d Internal: 1876 Envelope sent registered to Edinburgh bearing 1858-79 1d red   400 
	   pl.134, tied by blue “B55” numeral with Beal cds on reverse, ms “8” surcharge for  
	   compulsory registration alongside a fine strike of the scarce “COIN / REGISTERED /  
	   EDINBURGH” hexagonal ds, very fine and rare registered rate

40154	 F  30 1s 1d Internal: 1871 Envelope sent registered to Ashbourne bearing 1858-79 1d red   120 
	   pl.122 and three 1870 4d vermilion (pair and single), paying 4d reg’n and 9d postage  
	   for up to 4 1/2oz, tied by “242” numerals, Derby reg’d oval ds and Ashbourne cds  
	   alongside, cover faults just clear of stamps, scarce rate

   FOuR PenCe RegiSTeReD Fee TO OVeRSeAS DeSTinATiOnS  

   AS OF FeBRuARy 1, 1866 (Ordered by Franking & Date)

40155	 F  30 6d to France: 1873 Wrapper sent registered to Paris bearing 1872 6d pale buff pl.11   100 
	   neatly tied by “R / 2” oval obliteration, London registered oval ds below with  
	   Calais transit, reverse with Mark Lane P.O and Paris cds and French registration  
	   box, fine single franking

40156	 F  30 6 1/2d to Switzerland: 1875 Envelope sent registered to Lausanne bearing 1870 1/2d   120 
	   rose-red pl.6 and 1875 6d grey pl.14, paying the single UPU rate plus 4d reg’n, tied  
	   by dumb cork cancels, London WCDO reg’d cds and Swiss reg’d box hs alongside, East  
	   Strand cds and Swiss transits on reverse, very fine and attractive

40157	 F  30 6 1/2d to Denmark: 1875 Wrapper sent registered to Copenhagen bearing 1870 1/2d   120 
	   rose-red pl.11, 1858-79 1d red pl.171 and pair of 1875 2 1/2d rosy mauve pl.2,  
	   paying single UPU rate plus 4d reg’n, tied by “383” numerals, Hull and London reg’d  
	   oval ds alongside, arrival bs, fine

40158	 F  26 6 1/2d to Italy: 1876 Lettersheet sent registered from Dublin to Genoa bearing   800 
	   1870 1/2d rose pl.5, 1864 1d red pl.173 and pair of 1875 2 1/2d rosy mauve pl.3,  
	   paying single 2 1/2d rate plus 4d reg’n via France, tied by “186” diamond numeral,  
	   Dublin P.L.O. registered cds and London reg’d oval ds below, Genova bs, attractive  
	   and rare, ex “Emerald”
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40172	 B F  32 1s 4d to France: 1867 Envelope sent registered to Grenoble bearing four 1865-67 4d vermilion  200 
	   tied by Ryde numerals with cds and London reg’d ds below, “CHARGE” and “PD” hs, several  
   French cds as well as reg’d box and “POSTES / CALAIS / A / PARIS” wax seals, fine

40173	 F  32 1s 4d to France: 1868 Envelope sent registered to Paris bearing 1858-79 1d red   200 
	   pl.61, three 1867 4d vermilion (pair and single) and 1867 3d rose pl.4, paying  
	   double 4d rate plus the same in reg’n, tied by “377” diamond numerals, Portarlington  
	   cds alongside with London reg’d oval ds, Calis cds, “PD” and “CHARGE” hs, reverse  
	   with French reg’n box and further French cds, attractive franking

40174	 F  32 1s 4d to France: 1868 Wrapper sent registered to Paris bearing two pairs of 1865-67   120 
	   4d vermilion pl.9 (both pairs with trimmed wing margins), tied by “466” numerals  
	   with Liverpool double circle reg’d ds and London reg’d oval below, with Calais  
	   transit, “PD” and “CHARGE” hs, French reg’n box and Paris arrival, fine

40175	 F  32 1s 4d to France: 1869 Wrapper sent registered to Havre, bearing two 1858-79 2d blue   120 
	   pl.12 and 1867-80 1s green pl.4, tied by “466” numerals, paying double the 4d rate  
	   plus the same in reg’n fee, Liverpool reg’d double circle ds, London reg’d “8” ds,  
	   Calais transit and “CHARGE” hs, reverse with French reg’d box and arrival, minor  
	   cover creasing, otherwise fine

40176	 F  32 1s 4d to India: 1871 Envelope sent registered to Calcutta bearing 1865-67 4d carmine   120 
	   pl.12 and 1867-80 1s green pl.4, tied by London obliteration, with reg’d NWDO cds  
	   alongside, Hampstead and Calcutta bs, fine

40177	 F  26 2s 1d to Russia: 1868 Envelope sent registered from London to Moscow bearing 1858-79   500 
	   2d blue pl. 9 and vertical pair 1867 10d red-brown pl. 1, tied by “R” in barred  
	   oval, Leadenhall St. oval ds and “PD” in oval alongside with blue “Recomandirt” hs  
	   and Aachen cds, reverse with Moscow cds, note on front stating that 900 roubles in  
	   enclosed for the Bankruptcy Administrations Department, a little creasing not  
	   affecting the stamps, fine and scarce cover

40178	 F   1s 9d to India: 1870 Embossed advertising envelope sent registered to Poona bearing   600 
	   1858-79 1d red pl.134, 2d blue pl.13, 1865-80 1s green pl.4 and 1869 6d dull violet  
	   pl.8, paying the single 1s1d postage, 4d reg’n and 4d late fee, tied by “W.C. / 36”  
	   oval obliterations with blue High Holborn cds alongside, WCDO reg’d cds, Poona bs,  
	   featured in GB Journal Jan 2003, fine example of the rare registered late fee

40179	 F  32 1s 10d to Italy: 1874 Envelope sent registered to Rome bearing two 1858-79 2d blue   150 
	   pl.14 and three 1874 6d grey, only 6d pair cancelled by “R/31” numeral, others  
	   unusually cancelled by green crayon cross, paying three times 6d rate plus reg’n  
	   fee, Lombard St. reg’d cds alongside, fine and attractive

40180	 F  26 2s 4d to Uruguay: 1868 Entire sent registered to Montevideo bearing 1865-67 1s green   300 
	   pl.4 and 1867 4d vermilion pl.9, paying double 1s rate plus 4d reg’n, tied by “498”  
	   numerals, endorsed “per packet via Southampton Registered” with Manchester and  
	   London oval ds alongside, minor soiling, fine and scarce rate
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40181	 F  34 2s 4d to Uruguay: 1869 Entire sent registered from Manchester to Montevideo bearing   800 
	   1865-67 4d vermilion pl. 11 and four 1867-80 6d mauve pl. 8 (single and strip of  
	   three), paying twice the 1s rate and 4d registration, tied by numeral cancels,  
	   Manchester and London reg’d ovals, fine and scarce franking

40182	 F  34 2s 4d to Uruguay: 1871 Entire sent registered to Montevideo bearing pair of 1858-79   400 
	   2d blue pl.13 and pair of 1871 1s green pl.5, paying double 1s rate plus 4d reg’n,  
	   tied by “498” numerals, endorsed “via Southampton,” Manchester reg’d oval ds  
	   alongside with London “8” reg’d ds, very fine

40183	 F  32 2s 8d to France: 1867 Entire sent registered to Le Havre bearing 1858-79 2d blue   300 
	   pl.9, 1867 6d lilac pl.6 and two 1867 1s green pl.4, paying quadruple 4d rate and  
	   the same in registration, tied by “466” numerals, Liverpool reg’d oval ds below with  
	   London “8” reg’d ds, Calais transit and “CHARGE” hs, reverse with French reg’n box,  
	   transit and arrival cds, minor perf. faults, filing fold well clear of stamps,  
	   scarce franking

40184	 F  32 2s 8d to France: 1868 Envelope sent registered to Marseilles bearing 1858-79 2d   600 
	   blue, 1867 6d lilac pl.6 and 1867 2s blue, paying four times 4d rate plus the same  
	   in reg’n, tied by London “20” numeral, London reg’d oval ds below with “PD” in oval  
	   and “CHARGE” hs, French reg’n box, transits and arrival bs, fine and scarce usage of  
	   the 2s

40185	 F J  34 4s to France: 1870 Envelope sent registered from Skibbereen (Ireland) to Nice   600 
	   bearing block of four 1867 1s green pl.4, paying 2s postage for 1 1/2oz and 2s  
	   registration, tied by Skibereen cds, London registered oval ds and “PD” in oval,  
	   Calais transit and “CHARGE” s/l, reverse with French registration box, Lyon transit  
	   and Nice arrival, fine and scarce French rate, ex Willcocks & “Emerald”

40186	 F  34 6s 4d to France: 1868 Envelope sent registered to Paris bearing 1868 4d vermilion   400 
	   pl.10 (corner fault) and three 1867 2s blue (one pair), London reg’d oval ds, “PD”  
	   and “CHARGE” hs, French reg’n box hs on reverse, cover faults, still a huge rate  
	   very rarely seen

40187	 F   18s 8d to USA: 1874 Wrapper sent from Liverpool to New York, from the Busk & Jevons   5’000 
	   Correspondence, bearing strip of three 1867 5s rose pl.1, 1867 2s blue pl.1, 1873 1s  
	   green pl.9 and two 1872 4d vermilion pl.13, paying for a weight above 36.5oz and 4d  
	   registration fee, tied by “466” numerals, endorsed “per Cunard Stmr.” and “Registered”  
   with “REGISTERED / LIVERPOOL” cds alongside, reverse with “NEW YORK / REGISTERED”  
   cds, some soiling to the stamps, a very rare and exceptional rate, cert. Brandon (2000)
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40188	 F   18s 8d to USA: 1874 Wrapper sent from Liverpool to New York, from the Busk & Jevons   4’000 
	   Correspondence, bearing strip of three 1867 5s rose pl.1, 1867 2s blue pl.1 (damaged  
	   corner), 1873 1s green pl.9 and two 1872 4d vermilion pl.13, paying for a weight  
	   above 36.5oz and 2d registration fee, tied by “466” numerals, endorsed “per Cunard  
	   Stmr.” and “Registered” with “REGISTERED / LIVERPOOL” cds alongside, reverse with  
	   “NEW YORK / REGISTERED” cds, some soiling to the cover, very rare and exceptional rate

   TwO PenCe RegiSTeReD Fee AS OF JAnuARy 1, 1878

40189	 F  34 2 1/2d Internal: 1878 Envelope sent registered bearing 1870 1/2d rose-red pl.13 and   150 
	   two 1857-79 1d red, paying 1/2d printed matter rate and 2d reg’n, tied by “R / 16”  
	   oval obliterations, Eastcheap reg’d oval ds alongside, Stafford Station and Newton  
	   bs, fine and scarce registered printed matter

40190	 F  36 3d Internal: 1878 Envelope sent registered to Portsmouth bearing 1858-79 1d red   100 
	   pl.181 and 2d blue, tied by cork obliterations, with Gloucester Road and reg’d SWDO  
	   cds, Portsmouth bs, small portion of env. missing on reverse, o/w fine and attractive

40191	 F  34 3d Internal: 1880 Envelope sent registered to Trowbridge bearing three 1880 1d   150 
	   venetian red tied by Wells, Somerset duplexes, with arched “REGISTERED” hs  
	   alongside, Bath and Trowbridge bs, minor cover faults, fine, ex V. Sussex

40192	 F  36 3d Internal: 1883 Registered envelope (RP13Aa Size F) sent from London to the   200 
	   Commander of the Cunard Steamer the “Servia,” in Queenstown, Ireland, thus incurring  
	   the compulsory registration fee for a “Care of Ship’s Captain” letter, bearing 1881  
	   1d lilac tied by registered Folkstone cds with London registered oval below,  
	   Sandgate Road / Folkestone cds on reverse, very fine and scarce

40193	 F  36 3d Internal: 1883 Registered envelope (RP13Ab Size G) sent from London to   100 
	   Wallingford bearing 1881 1d lilac die 2 tied by “SE” parcel post hs of the South  
	   East district with oval ds below, Lower Norwood cds alongside, reverse with  
	   Willingford arrival, very scarce

40194	 F  36 3d Internal: 1884 Envelope sent registered to Doncaster bearing 1883 3d on 3d lilac  159 200 
	   tied by “498” numeral obliteration with Manchester reg’d oval ds alongside, a very  
	   fine, scarce and attractive single franking

40195	 F  36 3d Internal: 1888 Envelope sent registered locally on Eday (Orkney Islands) incl. original  300 
	   letter, bearing 1887 3d purple on yellow cancelled by ms cross with Eday cds alongside,  
   ms “Registered” with crayon cross, some foxing, still a very scarce usage
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40196	 F  36 3d Internal: 1888 Envelope sent registered locally on Eday (Orkney Islands) incl.   300 
	   original letter, bearing 1881 1d lilac, 1884 1 1/2d lilac and 1887 1/2d vermilion  
	   cancelled by ms crosses with Eday cds alongside, ms “Registered” with crayon cross,  
	   minor faults, still a very scarce usage

40197	  36 3 1/2d Internal: 1878 Wrapper sent registered to Edinburgh bearing 1858-79 1d red   120 
	   pl.200, 2d blue pl.15 and 1870 1/2d rose, tied by “498” numerals, with Manchester  
	   reg’d oval ds alongside, Edinburgh bs, fine and attractive combination

40198	 F  36 3 1/2d Internal: 1879 Registered envelope (RP6a Size G) to Belfast bearing 1858-79   100 
	   1d red pl.219 and 1870 1/2d rose-red pl.15, paying up to 2oz postage with 2d imprint  
	   paying reg’n, tied by Dublin “186” diamond numeral, red octagonal College Green  
	   reg'd ds alongside, reverse with Belfast cds and Dublin octagonal reg’d ds, very fine

40199	 F  36 3 1/2d Internal: 1884 Envelope (reduced) sent registered to Cartmel bearing 1880   150 
	   1/2d deep green and 1883 3d on 3d lilac, tied by Barrow-in-Furness squared cds,  
	   reverse with Carnforth reg’d oval ds and Grange-over-Sands cds, fine appearance and  
	   scarce usage of the 3d

40200	 DFE  36 4d to Mexico: Large part wrapper sent registered to Mexico bearing vert. pair of   100 
	   1887 2d green & carmine, tied by Bishopsgate cds (unclear date), forwarded on to  
	   Morelia, and bearing 3 Mexican reg’d labels before being returned to London, reverse  
	   showing violet “SENT BACK TO ENGLAND / WITHOUT A REASON / FOR NO-DELIVERY”  
	   boxed hs, most unusual

40201	 F  34 4d Internal: 1893 Registered envelope (RP18b Size K) sent to London bearing two 1881   150 
	   1d lilac tied by Cork cds with rare “REGISTERED / AT CORK” oval hs alongside, fine,  
	   ex V. Sussex

40202	 DFE  34 4d Internal: 1894 Envelope front sent registered to Frome bearing four 1881 1d lilac   100 
	   die 2 tied by Northampton reg’d oval ds, with the rare saw-toothed “REGD / 2D” hs  
	   alongside, fine

40203	 F  34 4 1/2d Internal: 1876 Large part Bankruptcy Proceeding printed wrapper sent   150 
	   registered to Manchester, bearing 1870 1/2d rose-red pl.13 and 1873 4d vermilion  
	   pl.14, paying 1/2d printed matter rate and 4d reg’n, tied by crisp Bedford duplex  
	   with London and Manchester reg’d oval ds, fine and unusual registered printer matter

40204	 F  36 4 1/2d to Heligoland: 1878 Registered envelope (RP3 Size F) sent from Colchester to   150 
	   the Postmaster in Heligoland, bearing 1877 2 1/2d rosy mauve pl.8 (vertical crease)  
	   tied by Colchester duplex, London reg’d oval ds alongside with German train  
	   registration label (Verviers-Cologne), fine looking cover to a very unusual destination

40205	 F  36 4 1/2d to France: 1878 Mourning envelope sent registered to Bordeaux bearing 1870   100 
	   1/2d rose and 1873-80 4d sage-green, tied by dumb cork cancels, WCDO reg’d cds  
	   alongside with Calais transit, reverse with Holborn, Paris and Bordeaux cds, fine  
	   and attractive

40206	 F  34 4 1/2d to Lombardy-Venetia: 1880 Envelope sent registered to Venice bearing two   600 
	   1858-79 1d red and 1875 2 1/2d rosy mauve, paying 2 1/2d postage and 2d reg’n,  
	   showing a very short-lived experimental style of marking registered letters with  
	   blue rolled lines instead of crayon, attributed to the Postmaster at Liverpool, tied  
	   by “466” numerals, Liverpool Exchange and London oval ds alongside, Venezia bs,   
	   some faults, very few covers known showing this roller mark

40207	 F  36 4 1/2d to Europe: 1880 Registered envelope (RP6b Size F) sent to Germany bearing   100 
	   1880 2 1/2d blue pl.17 with scarce octagonal College Green ds and Verviers-Cöln  
	   reg’n label alongside; and 1881 Registered envelope (RP7 Size F) bearing 1880 1/2d  
	   green and two 1881 1d lilac with Glasgow crowned oval reg’d ds, very fine pair, ex  
	   Sussex

40208	 F  36 4 1/2d to Germany: 1883 Printed envelope sent registered to Hamburg bearing 1880   150 
	   1/2d green, 1881 1d lilac and 1883 3d on 3d lilac, tied by Burnley cds with London  
	   reg’d oval ds below, arrival bs covered by company adhesive, very fine and attractive
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40209	 F  36 4 1/2d to Germany: 1883 Envelope sent registered to Hamburg bearing 1883 3d on 3d   150 
	   lilac and 1880 1 1/2d venetian red, paying single UPU rate and 2d reg’n, tied by  
	   Bristol duplex, with Clifton-Bristol and London reg’d oval ds alongside, Hamburg bs,  
	   faulty reverse, very fine appearance and scarce usage of the 3d on cover

40210	 F  36 4 1/2d to Germany: 1884 Envelope sent registered to Berlin bearing 1883 3d on 3d   150 
	   lilac, 1880 1/2d deep green and 1881 1d lilac, paying single UPU rate plus 2d reg’n,  
	   tied by “R / 7” barred ovals, Lombard St. reg’d ds and “R” in oval alongside, Berlin  
	   bs, 3d is scarce on cover, very fine

40211	 F  40 4 1/2d to Germany: 1890 1d Pink postal stationery envelope sent registered from   400 
	   London to Chemnitz uprated with 1883 3d on 3d lilac and 1880 1/2d green, tied by  
	   London registered oval ds with Leicester Square cds below, endorsed “Registered” and  
	   with “R” in oval, reverse with Chemnitz cds, very fine and attractive

40212	 F  40 4 1/2d to France: 1894 Envelope sent registered to L’Isle-sur-le-Doubs, bearing 1870   80 
	   1 1/2d rose and three 1881 1d lilac die II, tied by Eatford cds, reg’d label and London 
	   reg’d oval ds alongside, several transit s, fine and unusual late usage of the 1 1/2d

40213	 F  36 4 1/2d to Turks Island: 1895 Envelope to the postmaster at Turks Island, bearing   150 
	   1892 4 1/2d green & carmine tied by Manchester cds with reg’d oval ds below, further  
	   London reg’d hooded cds, New York reg’d label and “R” in oval, sent via Halifax  
	   (Nova Scotia), St. John (New Brunswick) and New York, very scarce destination and  
	   fine single franking

40214	 F  40 4 1/2d to Portugal: 1895 Envelope bearing 1892 4 1/2d green & deep bright carmine  206a 500 
	   tied by Ipswich registered oval ds, with violet boxed “REGISTERED” and boxed  
	   “Registered 2d.” hs as well as London reg’d hooded cds on obverse, small tear at  
	   right in no way detracting, very rare to find this shade on cover, cert. Brandon (2002)

40215	 F  40 4 1/2d to USA: 1897 Envelope to Baltimore bearing 1892 4 1/2d green & carmine  206 100 
	   (affected by corner crease), with “REGISTERED 2D” alongside, reverse with London  
	   Philatelic Exhibition label tied by Gracechurch St. oval reg’d ds, unusual

40216	 F  40 4 1/2d to Germany: 1901 Privately printed registered envelope sent to Bavaria bearing  120 
	   1887 2d green & carmine and 2 1/2d purple on blue, tied by Cork cds, violet “REGISTERED  
   / AT / CORK” oval hs alongside with “R” in oval, Fuerth cds on reverse, fine and scarce hs

40217	 F  40 5d to Germany: 1886 Envelope sent from London to Hannover bearing 1881 1d lilac (2),   150 
	   1884 1/2d slate-blue and 2 1/2d lilac, paying twice the UPU rate, tied by geometric  
	   London cancels, re-directed and registered to Norway with the addition of 20pf blue  
	   and registered label, cancelled by Banteln cds, reverse with Christiana cds, back  
	   flap missing, otherwise a fine and scarce mixed franking

40218	 F J  40 6d Internal: 1880 Large wrapper sent registered to Gravesend, bearing block of six   150 
	   1880 1d venetian red, tied by Macclesfield duplexes, ms “Book Post” and faint  
	   registered oval ds alongside, Gravesend bs, minor cover faults, fine and scarce

40219	 G  40 6d Internal: 1904 Parcel post label from Halesworth bearing 1884 6d (slightly   100 
	   discoloured) paying 4d for the parcel and 2d registration, tied by Halesworth cds  
	   with further strike alongside and “R” in oval, scarce

40220	 F  40 6 1/2d (overpaid) to Germany: 1890 Envelope sent registered to Cothen bearing 1841   120 
	   1d red (2 margins), Inland Revenue 1860-67 1d lilac, 1887 2d and 2 1/2d, tied by  
	   Charing Cross reg’d oval ds and 2d by “R” in oval, minor foxing, philatelic in  
	   nature, still attractive and unusual

40221	 F  40 7d to Russia: 1879 Registered envelope (RP5 Size G) sent to St. Petersburg bearing   200 
	   vertical pair of 1870 1/2d rose pl.12 and 1877 4d sage-green pl.15, paying double  
	   UPU rate with 2d imprint paying registration, tied by cork obliterations, SWDO reg’d  
	   cds alongside, reverse with Churton St., St. Petersburg and TPO cds, tone spots,  
	   still attractive and scarce

40222	 F  42 7d to France: 1882 Envelope sent registered to Bordeaux bearing 1880-81 2d pale rose   80 
	   and 5d indigo, tied by blue Cannon St. reg’d oval ds, Calais transit below, reverse  
	   with Paris transit and arrival, vertical filing fold well clear of stamps
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40223	 F  40 7d to Germany: 1888 Registered envelope (RP14Ia Size G) to Berlin bearing 1881 5d   150 
	   indigo, paying double the UPU rate with the 2d imprint paying registration, tied by  
	   Abergavenny reg’d oval ds with further strike and London reg’d oval ds below,  
	   arrival bs, a much underated stamp on cover, fine

40224	 F  40 8d to Australia: 1883 Envelope to Toowoomba, Queensland, bearing three 1881 1d lilac   300 
	   and pair of 2 1/2d blue pl.22, paying single 6d rate plus reg’n, tied by Throgmorton  
	   Avenue reg’d oval ds, with unclaimed hs and re-forwarded to the Hospital at Ipswich  
	   with an additional Queensland 2d blue, ms “Deceased,” reverse with Queensland  
	   returned letter and dead letter office cds as well as Ipswich cds, tear at top left  
	   not detracting from this interesting cover

40225	  40 9d Internal: 1872 Wrapper to Manchester bearing 1858-79 1d red pl. 140, 2d blue pl.   200 
	   13 and 1872-73 6d chestnut pl. 11, paying 1d postage, 4d regegistration fee and 4d  
	   late fee, indicated by the blue-black Lombard St. reg’d cds, tied by “R” oval  
	   obliterations, Manchester reg’d oval ds on reverse, fine and attractive combination

40226	 F  40 9d Internal: 1885 Envelope sent registered locally in London bearing 1884 3d lilac   100 
	   tied by SEDO reg’d oval ds, ms “Registered” but posted in a mail box, hence “POSTED  
	   OUT / OF COURSE S.E.” violet boxed hs and “6d” black hs surcharge, very fine and  
	   attractive example of compulsory registration

40227	 F  42 9 1/2d to Italy: 1881 Envelope (trimmed at right) sent registered to Genoa bearing   300 
	   vertical pair of 1880 4d grey-brown pl.17 Large Garter wmk, 1/2d pale green and 1d  
	   venetian red, paying three times the UPU rate plus 2d reg’n, tied by Falmouth  
	   squared circle ds with London reg’d oval ds and black crown reg’d hs below, Genova  
	   bs, cover faults though still attractive, 4d is very scarce on cover

40228	 F  42 9 1/2d to Germany: 1883 Envelope sent registered to Berlin bearing 1880 1/2d deep   800 
	   green and 1883 9d dull green paying 3 times the UPU rate and 2d reg’n fee, tied by  
	   Ipswich reg’d oval ds, violet boxed “REGISTERED” hs alongside with London reg’d oval  
	   and “R” in oval hs, indistinct arrival bs, very fine, the 9d is one of the rarest surface 
	   printed stamps on cover; only 7 covers recorded by Brauers, this one being unrecorded

40229	 F  42 9 1/2d to Germany: 1883 Registered envelope (RP10 Size G) bearing 1880-83 6d on 6d,   200 
	   1880-81 1/2d and 1881 1d, paying three times the UPU rate plus reg’n fee, tied by  
	   Ipswich reg’d oval ds, London reg’d oval below and German arrival bs, scarce use of  
	   the 6d on 6d

40230	 F  42 9 1/2d to USA: 1885 Registered envelope (RP13Ab Size G) sent to Massachusetts   120 
	   bearing 1881 1d lilac, 1884 1/2d slate-blue and 6d green, paying triple UPU rate  
	   with 2d imprint paying registration, tied by Ipswich cds, London reg’d oval ds  
	   below, New York reg’d oval ds on reverse, very fine

40231	 F  42 10d to British Guiana: 1886 Registered envelope (flap partially missing) sent to the Provost   150 
	   Marshall in Demerara bearing two 1884 4d green, paying double the 4d rate, tied by  
	   Cornhill cds, reverse with reg’n compensation label tied by Registration Branch GPO  
	   cds, cover a little discoloured, still and scarce franking to a very unusual destination

40232	 F  42 10d to Switzerland: 1890 Registered envelope bearing single 1890 10d purple &   120 
	   carmine, paying 4 times the UPU rate with the 2d imprint on reverse paying the reg’n  
	   fee, some light creasing to cover not affecting the stamp, a scarce and attractive  
	   single franking

40233	 F  42 1s to Indonesia: 1891 1d Pink postal stationery envelope sent registered to the   200 
	   island of Celebes (modern day Sulawesi) uprated with 1881 1d lilac and 1890 10d  
	   purple & carmine, endorsed “Via Brindisi & Singapore,” Semarang and other unclear  
	   bs, minor cover faults, extremely scarce destination

40234	 F  42 1s to St. Lucia: 1891 Registered envelope (RP13Ab Size G) sent to St. Lucia bearing   120 
	   vert. pair of 1887 5d purple & blue die 2, paying four times the UPU rate, tied by  
	   WCDO reg’d cds, violet boxed “Registered 2d” hs alongside with St. Lucia cds,  
	   reverse with Holborn cds and reg’n compensation label, minor faults, fine  
	   appearance, scarce destination
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40235	 F  42 1s 8d to Cape of Good Hope: 1882 Envelope sent registered to Cape Town bearing 1873-80  600 
	   1s orange-brown pl.13 and 1880-81 2d tied by blue “75” numerals with Birmingham 
	   reg’d cds alongside, reverse with Plymouth transit and Cape Town Registered Letter 
	   Office cds, a fine, rare and superb looking cover (SG £1’400 for 1s on cover)

40236	 F  42 1s 2 1/2d to USA: 1887 Registered envelope (RP14BIIa Size F) sent to Philadelphia   120 
	   bearing 1887 1/2d vermilion and pair of 6d purple on rose-red, paying 5 times UPU  
	   postage with 2d imprint paying registration, tied by “75” numerals, Birmingham reg’d  
	   cds alongside with ms note stating that tokens (not coins) with no intrinsic value  
	   are contained, reverse with ms by the USA PO stating that it in fact contained a  
	   valuable 1776 silver dollar, Liverpool and New York registered oval ds and  
	   Philadelphia boxed ds, ex V. Sussex

40237	 F   1s 2 1/2d to Germany: 1901 Registered envelope bearing 1900 1/2d green and 1s green   600 
	   & carmine, paying 5 times the UPU rate with the imprint paying the 2d reg’n fee, light 
	   creasing not affecting stamps, only around 50 covers with the 1s recorded by Brauers

40238	 F  42 1s 7 1/2d to India: 1891 Envelope sent registered from Bury St. Edmonds to Bombay   150 
	   bearing 1887 1 1/2d purple & green and vertical pair of 9d purple & blue, ms “Regd”  
	   with further note underneath inscribed “Recd damaged - / G.H(ooper) M.O. (Mail  
	   Officer) Sea P.O.” with large “R” in oval, reverse with Sea Post Office cds, unusual item

40239	 F  42 1s 8d to Cape of Good Hope: 1886 Privately printed registered envelope sent to Cape   300 
	   Town, bearing 1884 2d lilac, 6d green and 1s green, some slightly toned perfs., tied  
	   by “75” numeral with Birmingham registered oval ds, reverse with Plymouth transit  
	   and Cape Town Registered Letter Office cds, fine and scarce franking

40240	 F   1s 10d to Switzerland: 1901 Envelope sent registered from Karachi to London bearing   600 
	   Indian 1881 1a brown-purple and strip of three 1890 3a brown-orange, “R / KARACHI”  
	   hs alongside, forwarded to Switzerland upon arrival in UK, franked wth 1890 10d purple 
	    & carmine and 1900 1s green & carmine, tied by Lothbury registered cds, creasing 
	   affects some of the stamps, still a rare usage of the 1s on an interesting cover
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40241	 F  46 2s 3d to Germany: 1888 Registered envelope to Germany bearing 1887 5d die 1 in a   300 
	   strip of four and a single, tied by Lombard Street barred cancel, some creasing to  
	   cover, filing fold not affecting stamps though far right stamp has damaged corner, a  
	   fine and scarce multiple of a difficult stamp on cover

40242	 F  46 2s 3d to Netherlands: 1897 Registered envelope (RP20b Size H) to Rotterdam bearing   120 
	   1887 5d purple & blue (faulty) and pair of 1890 10d purple & carmine, paying 10 times 
	   the UPU rate, tied by Ipswich reg’d oval ds, Rotterdam bs, cover is discoloured, still attractive

40243	 F  46 2s 3d to Germany: 1901 Registered envelope (RP22 Size K) to Germany bearing 1881 1d   800 
	   lilac and 1900 1s green & carmine pair, paying 10 times the UPU rate, some creasing  
	   to envelope slighlty affecting the stamps, only around 50 covers with the 1s known

40244	 F   2s 8d to Tasmania: 1888 Registered envelope bearing single 1883 2s6d lilac, paying 5 times  800 
	   the 6d rate, with a further blue cross in crayon to indicate that the contents were fragile, a  
   very scarce destination and franking, only 4 postally used single frankings known to us

40245	 F   2s 6d to Germany: 1900 Envelope sent registered bearing a single 1883 2s6d lilac,   900 
	   possibly paying 10 times the UPU rate and 5d insurance fee, with paper seals marked  
	   “FOUND OPEN AND OFFICIALLY SEALED” with further “Found open and unsealed in I.B.”  
	   hs, labels partially covering adhesive, an attractive and scarce single franking of the  
   2s6d on cover, only 4 postally used single frankings known to us

You may participate directly in the auction and
 bid by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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40246	 F  46 2s 8d to Japan: 1898 Large envelope sent registered from Glasgow to Tokyo bearing   400 
	   1883 2s6d lilac and pair of 1881 1d lilac, paying 12 times the UPU rate plus 2d  
	   registration fee, tied by Glasgow rubber parcel cancels, registered oval ds alongside 
	   with “R” in oval and endorsed “Via San Francisco,” reverse with further Glasgow  
   registered oval and indistinct Japanese arrival, some wrinkling to the 1d stamps and  
   cover faults, still a rare destination and hard to find the 2s6d on cover

40247	 F   3s 1d to USA: 1893 Registered envelope to USA bearing 1883 2s6d lilac and 1887 5d   600 
	   die 2, total franking of 2s11d paying 14 times the UPU rate, with 2d imprint on  
	   reverse paying registration, with partial “Registered 2d” hs of Fleet Street Office  
	   and boxed “SUSPECTED LIABLE TO / UNITED STATES / CUSTOMS DUTIES.” A little creasing  
	   affecting the stamps, still an attractive and scarce usage on cover of the 2s6d,  
	   only 11 recorded covers by Brauers (this being unrecorded)

40248	 F   3s 6d to France: 1901 Envelope sent registered bearing 1887 6d and 1900 1s green &   1’000 
	   carmine in strip of three, paying 16 times the UPU rate plus 2d reg’n fee, violet  
	   “REGISTERED” and “R” in oval hs, slight creasing to edges of cover not affecting  
	   stamps, only around 50 covers with the 1s known and even more scarce as a multiple

40249	 F  46 3s 8 1/2d to Germany: 1895 Registered envelope (RP20b Size H) to Germany bearing   300 
	   1883 2s6d lilac, 1887 1/2d vermilion and 1887 1s green, a total franking of 3s 6  
	   1/2d paying 17 times the UPU rate, with 2d imprint paying reg’n, some creasing  
	   affecting the stamps, still an attractive and a scarce usage on cover of the 2s6d,  
	   only 11 recorded by Brauers (this being unrecorded)
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40250	 F  46 3s 10d to Australia: 1879 Registered envelope (RP3 Size F) with original letter sent   600 
	   from London to Melbourne bearing 1867 2s milky blue, 1873 1s green pl.13, 1874 6d  
	   grey pl.16 and 1877 4d sage-green pl.15, tied by “E.C/2” barred ovals, reg’d London  
	   oval ds below, Melbourne bs, some cover faults, a rare and attractive high franking,  
	   cert. Brandon (2008)

40251	 F  42 3s 11d to Palestine: 1893 Parcel tag sent registered to the US Consul in Jerusalem   100 
	   bearing 1883-84 2s6d, 1887-92 2d, 3d & 1s green (with “EPM / Co” perfins), tied by  
	   London reg’d oval ds, reverse with Oxford St. and Austrian P.O. Jerusalem cds, a  
	   little creased, rare

40252	 F J  48 6s 8d & 4s 2 1/2s to Australia: Pair of 1885 Envelopes sent registered from London   300 
	   to Queensland, Australia, one franked with 1884 2 1/2d lilac and four 1s green  
	   (strip of 3 and single) and the other with 1884 3d lilac, 5d and block of six 1s  
	   green, creasing affecting most of the stamps plus other minor faults, still a very  
	   high and rare franking of the 1s, a nice pair

   inCOMing MAil

40253	 F  48 BOHEMIA: 1827 Entire sent registered from Bohemia to Edinburgh, showing a fine   800 
	   strike of the rare “F.O” dotted circle hs of the Foreign Office, letter charged at  
	   7s9d paying 1s8d via France, 1s1d London to Edinburgh (minus 2d rebate), paying  
	   three times this rate, “1/2”tax hs, two different “CHARGE” and boxed “L.A.,” FPO cds  
	   and other transits on reverse, minor faults, rare

40254	 F  46 FRANCE: 1868 Envelope sent registered from Belgium with the rare “FRANCE /   150 
	   REGISTERED” cds in red, bearing vertical pair of 30c brown tied by “60” lozenge,  
	   “CHARGE” and “PD” boxed hs below with Brussels cds, reverse with “ANGLETERRE” and  
	   Stockton arrival cds, faulty at top, still a particularly scarce Foreign Branch cds on cover

40255	 F  46 FRANCE: 1891 Envelope sent registered from France to London, reverse with ms “Gone   150 
	   away left no address” with two fine strikes of the framed “Detained at address and /  
	   given back as unclaimed / E.C.” hs, violet bilingual “Gone away” boxed hs, blue  
	   French reclamations cds and further “RETOUR / A L’ENVOYEUR / RECLAMATIONS” on front,  
	   opened for display, otherwise fine and attractive, thought to be the only detained  
	   registered letter

40256	 F  46 PRUSSIA: 1866 Wrapper sent registered from Chemnitz, Saxony, to London, with very   150 
	   fine “PRUSSIA / (crown) / REGISTERED” cds, with Chemnitz ds, two diff. "Recomandirt”  
   hs, London registered oval ds, “P.D.” and crown registered hs, very fine

40257	 F  46 PRUSSIA: 1866 Wrapper sent registered from Breslau to London, with “PRUSSIA /   150 
	   (crown) / REGISTERED” cds, Breslau cds, London reg’d oval ds, claret “P.D.” and  
	   crown registered hs, very fine, ex Willcocks

40258	 F  46 PRUSSIA: 1864 Wrapper from sent registered from Breslau to London bearing fine   120 
	   “PRUSSIA / (CROWN) / REGISTERED,” “Recomandirt,” crown registered and boxed “P.D.”  
	   hs, London registered oval ds, fine and attractive

40259	 F DFE  46 PRUSSIA: 1868-71, Group of 3 covers and a front incoming from Germany, three with   500 
	   “REGISTERED-LONDON / FROM / PRUSSIA” oval hs (two different in red and one in black)  
	   and one with “PRUSSIA / REGISTERED” cds in black (on a front), with varying cancels,  
	   “RECOMANDIRT,” crown registered and “P.D.” hs, attractive group

   wRAPPeRS, ReCeiPTS & nOTiCeS eTC.

40260	 F  48 1853 “Registered Letter” green wrapper, complete, form “B,”sent from London to the   600 
	   East Grinstead postmaster, London and East Grimstead cds on the receipt side, usual  
	   creasing, fine and rare

40261	 F  48 1855 “Registered Letter” green wrapper, complete, sent to the Postmaster of Hammersmith,  600 
	   London, with Kingston on Thames cds on the inside, fine and very scarce
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40262	 F  48 1847 “Registered Letter” green wrapper receipt portion (the upper portion of the   200 
	   wrapper which was retained by the delivery office whilst the remainder was returned  
	   to the forwarding office), form “B,” sent from London to Toddington, London cds and  
	   Toddington undated cds, usual creasing, fine and rare, ex Willcocks

40263	  48 Postal Notice: “Amended and Supplementary Rules for Head Postmasters in England and   500 
	   Wales,” 1858 booklet, concerning the rates of postage, registration, dispatch and  
	   receipt of mails, missent and returned letters, money orders, etc., ms corrections  
	   inside, front cover is loose and other minor faults, a rare and very interesting item

   COlleCTiOnS, lOTS eTC.

40264	 F  48 1842-47, Group of 14 stampless registered covers (plus three non-registered), with 1s1d,   Offer 
	   1s2d, 1s4d, 1s6d, 2s and 2s7d (to France) ms frankings, two with “Registered / EDINBURGH”  
	   hs, one with “PAID / AT / PERTH,” fine and scarce group (17) (Est. e 400/500)

40265	 F   1846-1911, Group of 24 covers, all sent registered, most internally, from imperf.   Offer 
	   line engraved to surface printed, noted incl. 1841 2d blue on cover with “T.P. /  
	   Charles St. West” hs, 1841 2d blue pair with “REGISTERED AT GLASGOW” circular hs,  
	   etc., attractive group (Est. e 800/1’200)

40266	 F  48 1846-1963, Collection of 34 registered covers, showing a range of reg’d hs and ds, a   Offer 
	   mixture of frankings, all but one sent internally, also 2 reg’d letter receipts and  
	   a fragment, nice selection (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

40267	 F J  48 1847-1885, Group of 21 covers, all sent registered, majority internally, from   Offer 
	   imperf. line engraved to surface printed, incl. 6d embossed, also noted strip of  
	   three 1840 2d blue (one faulty stamp); 1858-79 1d red block of 4 & 6 on cover, etc.,  
	   attractive group (Est. e 700/1’000)

40268	 F  48 1847-1898, Group of 20 covers and two fronts, all sent registered, mostly internal,   Offer 
	   from imperf. line engraved to surface printed, noted incl. two 1873-80 6d grey tied  
	   on cover to Paris by dumb cork cancel, 6d revenue on reg’d envelope to USA, 9d straw  
	   (with perfin) single franking to Paris, etc., attractive lot (Est. e 600/800)

40269	 F  www 1849-52, Group of 6 stampless covers sent registered to Oporto, all from the same   Offer 
	    correspondence, showing postal rates 2s3d, 3s6d, 4s, 7s, 7s6d and 10s6d, useful  
	    group (Est. e 200/260)

40270	 F  50 1849-1883, Group of 19 covers, nearly all sent registered, mostly internal, from   Offer 
	   imperf. line engraved to surface printed, noted incl. 6d embossed & two 1854-57 1d  
	   red with Liverpool reg’d spoon cancel, 1841 2d blue with ms “6,” cover with two  
	   pairs of 2d blue, large reg’d envelope with two 1881 5d indigo, etc., attractive  
	   group (Est. e 800/1’200)

40271	 F J  48 1849-99, Group of 20 covers and a front, all sent registered, mostly internal, from imperf  Offer 
	   line engraved to surface printed, noted incl. front with block of eight 1858-79 1d red pl.73,  
   1855-57 6d lilac with framed Lombard St “REGISTERED LETTER” hs, cover with 1840 2d  
   plus four 1841 2d (stamp faults), etc., attractive mix (Est. e 700/1’000)
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   gReAT BRiTAin - Victorian Registered Mail (cont.)

40272	 F J  50 1850-78, Group of 11 covers, all but one sent registered, bearing line engraved   Offer 
	   imperf. and perf. frankings incl. 1858-79 1d red block of six, seven 1841 1d red,  
	   five 1841 2d blue on parliamentary notice, etc., mixed condition, also an unused  
	   propaganda envelope, attractive lot (Est. e 1’000/1’400)

40273	 F  50 1852-1902, Group of 20 covers sent registered, nearly all surface printed frankings   Offer 
	   but also five 1847 1s embossed on cover to Amsterdam (missing 2 stamps), 1848 10d  
	   embossed single, 1883 3d on 3d tied by blue Glasgow registered crowned cds, etc.,  
	   several going abroad incl. 1887 2 1/2d pair to Hawaii, fine and attractive group  
	   (Est. e 2’400/3’000)

40274	 F J  50 1855-98, Group of 17 covers and 3 fronts, all sent registered, most sent internally,   Offer 
	   from perf. line engraved to surface printed incl. 6d embossed, noted are a front  
	   with 2s blue, 1s green and 1d red; 3d on 3d lilac single franking; 1858-79 2d blue  
	   pl.8 block of four, etc., attractive group (Est. e 600/800)

40275	 F  50 1858-1885, Group of 19 covers sent registered (all but one), most internally, from   Offer 
	   perf. line engraved to surface printed incl. 10d embossed single franking, also  
	   noted is a 2s blue & 4d vermilion on cover (portions of back flap missing),  
	   attractive lot (Est. e 700/1’000)

40276	 F  50 1862-1905, Group of 23 registered covers, 12 reg’d letter receipts and 2 Notices of   Offer 
	   Objection, incl. reg’d envelope manufacturer’s essay, six 1862 4d bright red to France,  
	   cover with blue “REGISTERED / YORK” hs, franking pre-paying “out of course” fee, one 
	   incoming from Argentina, etc., a useful selection for the specialist (Est. e 2’600/3’200)

40277	 F  www 1880-1904, Group of 22 registered OHMS printed envelopes, showing a variety of   Offer 
	    different printings from different departments incl. Stamp Branch, Duty Office,  
	    Board of Trade, Admiralty, Returned Letter Office, etc., mainly stampless but four  
	    with I.R. Official ovpts incl. 1882 1d lilac and 1902 1d scarlet, fine and  
	    interesting group (Est. e 800/1’200)

40278	 F   1887-1900, Group of 90+ envelopes (all sent registered) franked with the “Jubilee”   Offer 
	   issue and 1881 1d lilac, incl. 1s green and carmine vertical pair with 1/2d, as well as 
	   some with scarce 4 1/2d, 9d, 10d and 1s green frankings, interesting and useful group 

   Estimate: e 3’600 - e 5’000

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

ViSA, MASTeRCARD, euROCARD and AMeRiCAn exPReSS
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   great Britain
   PRe-STAMP PeRiOD

40279	 F  www 1740-1815, Group of 11 pre-stamp covers incl. 1768 “Dockwra,” covers with Oxford,   300 
	  www Aberdeen, Avemore & Greenock hs, cover from Philadelphia to London with “DOVER /  
	  www SHIP LRE” hs, etc., good condition

40280	 F  50 1840 (May 6) Stampless entire sent from Errol to Dumfermline on the first day stamps   100 
	   were allowed to be used, with ms “Pd 1” and Errol s/l hs, refolded to show the ms  
	   date at the top of the letter, fine

   eARly PRinTeD enVelOPeS

   The MulReADy OF 1840

40281	 F  50 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A163, sent from Nairn (Scottish Highlands) to London   200 
	   with fine “CAWDOR / PENNYPOST” s/l hs, cancelled by red MC, Nairn and London bs,  
	   minor soiling, attractive

40282	 F  50 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A21, dated MAY 7 1840 (2nd day), cancelled by orange MC   1’000 
	   of Liverpool with double ring ds in the same colour on reverse, silk threads have  
	   been removed, rare

40283	 F   1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A35, uprated with 1d red pl.26 NA (irregular top margin)   1’800 
	   both cancelled by London No.11 in MC, London and Leith April 1843 bs, two vertical folds,   
	   rare, cert. RPS (1987) (SG £4’000 for cancel on Mulready alone)

40284	 F  52 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A139, cancelled by crisp black London No.9 in MC with   400 
	   partial “Fenchurch St.” hs, sent to Cork then redirected to Dublin with ms “1,”  
	   reverse with Cork, Kingstown and Dublin ds, a little soiled, scarce (SG £2’750)

40285	 F  52 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A154, dated 24th May 1840 (3rd Sunday), cancelled by   400 
	   crisp red MC with “Alnwick / Penny Post” hs below, Alnwick and London bs, horiz.  
	   fold at top otherwise fine

40286	 F  52 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A235(?), cancelled by crisp black London No.10 in MC,   800 
	   Maidstone and London bs, two vert. folds, minor soiling, still fine appearance (SG £4’000)

   ADVeRTiSing enVelOPeS

40287	 F  52 “The Howe Machine Company, 64 Regent Street, London” advertising envelope with pale   800 
	   green pictorial design (one of the first sewing machine manufacturers), bearing six  
	   1858-79 1d red pl.95, sent from London to Frankfurt, tied by duplexes, “PD” hs and  
	   blue Aachen transit below, Frankfurt bs, fine and very attractive, rare
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   gReAT BRiTAin - Advertising envelopes (cont.)

40288	 F   Carlisle Biscuit Company “Meat Biscuit for Dogs” pictorial envelope, with   800 
	   description surrounded by the portraits of dogs, reverse with delivery coach and dog  
	   & owner, bearing 1858-79 1d pl.137 FJ tied by London duplex, Witham bs, very fine  
	   and rare (one of only four recorded), ex Hahn, illustrated in “British Pictorial  
	   Envelopes of the 19th Century”

40289	 F   “Childs’ Leeds & Hull Mill Stone Works” printed envelope, with image of workers in   400 
	   the factory, embossed logo on reverse, bearing 1d star BB tied by Hull duplex,  
	   Aberdeen bs, very fine and rare

   OTheR PRinTeD enVelOPeS inCluDing PARliAMenTARy

40290	  52 “Souvenir of Cambridge” printed envelope, ca. 1860, showing group of cherubs in the   600 
	   centre with a scholar either side, minor faults, rare

40291	 F  50 “Southern Pacific Company of Railway and Steamship Lines” printed envelope with   150 
	   legend on front and map of the route on the reverse, incl. letter with corresponding  
	   header and a fares pamphlet, sent from London to Bridefort with 1d lilac tied by  
	   London Hoster machine cancel, envelope a little worn, interesting lot

40292	 F  52 1820 Wrapper with printed “HOUSE OF COMMONS” and “FREE. / F. Freeling” at lower   240 
	   left, addressed to “The Churchwardens and Overseers of” with “Isleworth” in ms, red  
	   crowned octagonal “To be / delivered / Free” and blue “Two Py Post / Unpaid / Bge St  
	   Westmr,” reverse with red framed “To be Delivered / by 10 Sund Morn” and indented  
	   type “7 o’clock” ds, a little soiled, scarce forerunner

40293	 F  50 1832 Wrapper with printed “HOUSE OF COMMONS” and “FREE. / F. Freeling” at lower   400 
	   left, addressed to “The Overseers of” with “Basing / Basingstoke” in ms, red crowned  
	   “Free” cds, fine and scarce forerunner

40294	 F  50 1835 Wrapper with printed “HOUSE OF COMMONS” and “FREE. / F. Freeling” at lower   400 
	   left, addressed to “The Overseers of” with “Basing / Basingstoke” in ms, red crowned  
	   “Free” cds, very fine and scarce forerunner
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   gReAT BRiTAin - Printed envelopes (cont.)

40295	  50 1857 Stampless envelope written by QUEEN VICTORIA, with complete Royal wax seal on   100 
	   reverse, sent to “Major General, The Hon. Charles Grey” in Konigswinter, ms “1/4”  
	   with London and Prussian cancellations, rare to find items sent postally by the  
	   Royalty as most of it was sent by private courier, fine

40296	 DFE   1840 (Apr 3) Houses of Parliament 4d envelope/wrapper front (175x90mm, unwatermarked    
	   wove paper) to Evesham with red crown “PAID” cds and signed, faults, the ONLY KNOWN  
	   4d Parliamentary postal stationery which came to light recently after 168 years, a  
	   remarkable discovery item and in the words of Alan Huggins, “joins the 2d House of  
	   Lords envelope as being one of the rarest items of British postal stationery,” cert. BPA (2008)

	   Estimate: e 12’000 - e 16’000

40297	 F  52 1840 (April 8) House of Commons envelope (type 6d) sent to Kent, red crown “PAID”   800 
	   cds and signed, wax seal on reverse, very fine and scarce

40298	 F  52 1840 (May 4) House of Commons envelope (type 6d) sent to Worcester, with red crown   500 
	   “PAID” cds and signed, reverse with House of Commons wax seal, fine and scarce late  
	   usage (these envelopes were only a temporary measure until the Mulready stationery  
	   and postage stamps became available on May 6th)

40299	 F  50 1840 (May 1) House of Commons envelope (type 6d) sent to Omagh, Ireland, with red   400 
	   crown “PAID” cds and signed, faults and wax seal removed, still scarce

   The DeVelOPMenT & hiSTORy OF The POSTAge STAMP

40300	  60 ca. 1835 Letter from Rowland Hill, sent from Bruce Castle with a superb example of   800 
	   Rowland Hill’s signature, a great piece for the opening page of any GB collection

40301 40302
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   gReAT BRiTAin (cont.)

40301	   William Wyon City medal in silver, 1837, 55mm, showing the source for the design of   1’500 
	   the Queen’s head as used on the postage stamps, light wear and minor toning, incl.  
	   original presentation case, only 120 examples struck in silver, see SG Spec Vol 1 pg. 9

40302	   William Wyon City medal in bronze, 1837, 55mm, showing the source for the design of   400 
	   the Queen’s head as used on the postage stamps, fine, only 350 examples struck in  
	   bronze, see SG Spec Vol 1 pg. 9

   1840 Penny Black
   iSSueD STAMPS ORDeReD By PlATe nuMBeR

40303 40305

40303	 H   Plate 1a AD with good to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  130

40304	 DCE   Plate 1a AG intense black (early impression) with very good to very large margins,   3’000 
	   unused with large part og, very fine, cert. Brandon (2006) (SG Spec AS1, £17’000)

40305	 H   Plate 1a BC with good to very large margins, neat red MC, very fine  150

40306	 F   Plate 1a CC with good to large margins tied by BLUE MC on cover sent locally in Truro,  6’000 
	   with Truro double ring ds adjacent, only three Truro covers are known, a cancellation 
	   rarity and a true showpiece, cert. BPA (1996) (SG Spec A1vc, £28’000)
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40307	 H   Plate 1a CG with large to very large margins, red MC, very fine  150

40308	 H   Plate 1a DF with good to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  130

40309	 H   Plate 1a DH with good to very good margins, red MC, very fine  100

40310	 H   Plate 1a ED with very good to very large margins, neat red MC, minor thin not   90 
	   showing through o/w fine

40311	 H   Plate 1a FB with good to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  110

40312	 H   Plate 1a GC with good to very large margins, red MC, very fine  130

40313	 F  60 Plate 1a HD intense black with good to very good margins, tied on wrapper by neat   150 
	   red MC, reverse with Arbroath “JY 24 / 1840” boxed ds, not recorded in “The Maltese  
	   Cross” by Rockoff & Jackson and only one 1d black cover known recorded by them, fine

40315 40314 40316

40314	 H   Plate 1a HL right marginal with inscription “Per Sheet, Plac,” good to large margins,   200 
	   cancel removed giving it a slightly washed appearance, still quite attractive

40315	 H   Plate 1a KD with fine to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  110

40316	 H   Plate 1a LD with fine to huge margins, neat red MC, very fine  130

40317	 CC   Plate 1a ME grey-black (very worn plate) with good to very large margins, nearly   7’000 
	   full og, fine and very rare, cert. RPS (1990) (SG Spec AS3, £16’000)

40318	 H   Plate 1a MK with very good to large margins, red MC, very fine  150

40319	 H   Plate 1a OD with fine to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  110

40320	 H   Plate 1a PF with fine to very good margins, red MC, very fine  110
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40321	 H   Plate 1a RF showing worn plate, with good to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine  130

40322	 H   Plate 1a SF with fine to very good margins, clear central red MC, very fine  110

40323	 C   Plate 1a SJ with large to huge margins, unused with large part og, superb, cert.   4’000 
	   Brandon (2005) (SG Spec AS1, £17’000)

40324	 H   Plate 1a TB with good to very large margins, neat red MC, very fine  150

40325	 H   Plate 1b AL showing constant variety, with large even margins, neat red MC, minor   100 
	   thin not showing through o/w fine (SG AS5j)

40326	 H   Plate 1b CB with good to large margins, cancelled by a crisp distinct London “broken   150 
	   points” MC in black, fine

40327	 H   Plate 1b CG with very good to large margins, red MC, very fine  150

40328	 H   Plate 1b DE with good to large margins, clear red MC, very fine  130

40329	 F  60 Plate 1b DK red printing from “black plates,” tied on cover by distinctive Leeds MC   500 
	   in black, just touched at bottom otherwise large margins, Leeds and Wakefield double  
	   ring ds on reverse, not recorded in “The Maltese Cross” by Rockoff & Jackson, very  
	   fine, cert. RPS (1995) (SG Spec AS6ua, £3’000)

40330	 H   Plate 1b EB with WATERMARK INVERTED, fine to very large margins, light red MC, very   300 
	   fine, signed Pfenninger

40331	 H   Plate 1b EC with large to very large margins, neat black MC, very fine  160

40332	 H   Plate 1b EI with good to very large margins, red MC, very fine  110

40333	 H   Plate 1b GA showing non-coincident re-entry most apparent in the right corner star, fine to  120 
	   huge margins with portion of the stamp below showing, neat red MC, very fine (SG AS5b)
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40334	 H   Plate 1b HH with very large margins all around, black MC, very fine  160

40335	 H   Plate 1b IL with non-coincident re-entries showing recut and enlarged letters, good   90 
	   to very large margins, central red MC, small thin not detracting o/w fine (SG AS5c)

40336	 H   Plate 1b JC with non-coincident re-entries showing recut and enlarged letters, good   130 
	   to large margins, clear red MC, very fine (SG AS5c)

40337	 H   Plate 1b JH red printing from “black plates,” with large to very large margins,   80 
	   crisp black MC, very fine, ex R.M. Philips

40338	 H   Plate 1b KG showing recut left side-line, with fine to large margins, red MC, very   110 
	   fine (SG AS5h)

40339	 H   Plate 1b KJ with good to very good margins, red MC, very fine  120

40340	 H   Plate 1b LF with fine to very large margins, red MC, very fine  110

40341	 H   Plate 1b MD with good to large margins, neat black MC, very fine  150

40342	 H   Plate 1b MD showing recut right side-line, with good to large margins, red MC, very   130 
	   fine (SG AS5h)

40343	 H   Plate 1a ND with WATERMARK INVERTED, large to huge margins, neat black MC, showing   400 
	   variety “retouched N,” superb (SG Spec AS5e / l, £1’750)

40344	 H   Plate 1b ND with very good to very large margins, red MC, fine  130

40345	 H   Plate 1b OB showing NE of ONE joined, with good to large margins, neat red MC, very   130 
	   fine (SG AS5g)

40346	 H   Plate 1b PB with good to large margins, neat red MC and black partial s/l cancel,   130 
	   very fine

40347	    No lot

40348	 H   Plate 1b PC-PD pair from red printing with “black plates,” very good to huge   200 
	   margins, blacks MCs, very fine (SG £750)
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40349 40351 40352

40349	 H   Plate 1b QB with good to large margins, red MC, very fine  130

40350	 F  60 Plate 1b QJ-QK red printing from “black plate” pair with good to huge margins on   100 
	   entire from London to Ludlow, tied by neat black MCs, Ludlow and arrival cds on  
	   reverse, very fine (SG £750 for pair off cover)

40351	 H   Plate 1b RE showing burr rubs (NE of ONE almost joined), with large margins all   150 
	   around, neat red MC, very fine (SG AS5g)

40352	 H   Plate 1b SB with large margins, red MC, very fine  120

40353	 H   Plate 1b TG-TJ strip of four showing OFFSET on reverse incl. part of the marginal   1’300 
	   inscription, just touched at bottom otherwise good margins, red MCs, unusual

40354	 H   Plate 1b TH with very good to very large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  150

40355	 H   Plate 1c BL state 3 red printing from “black plates,” with good to large margins and   140 
	   showing check letters of the stamp above, neat black MC, very fine (SG Spec AS9, £500)

40356	 H   Plate 2 AD showing re-entry, with clear to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine (SG AS15a)  110

40357	 H   Plate 2 AE with good to very large margins, crisp dark red MC, showing variety   140 
	   “double E,” very fine (SG Spec AS2d)

40358	 H   Plate 2 BF with good to large margins, crisp and central black MC, very fine (SG   150 
	   Spec AS15m, £550)

40359	 H   Plate 2 BF with good to very good magins, red MC, very fine  120
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40360	 H   Plate 2 DC with very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  130

40361	 H   Plate 2 ED with good to very large margins, neat red MC, very fine  130

40362	 H   Plate 2 FA with good to very good margins, red MC, very fine  100

40363	 H   Plate 2 GE with good to very good margins, neat ruby-red MC, fine  120

40364	 H   Plate 2 GL with fine to very good margins, red MC, very fine  110

40365	 H   Plate 2 HB with good to very good margins, clear red MC, very fine  120

40366	 H   Plate 2 HL with good to very good margins, black MC, very fine  100

40367	 H   Plate 2 IC with good to very good margins, red MC, very fine  120

40368	 H   Plate 2 IH with close to good margins, clear bright red MC, very fine  100

40369	 H   Plate 2 JA with good to huge margins showing constant variety, red MC, very fine (SG AS15k)  130

40370	 H   Plate 2 JB with fine to large margins, black 1844-type cancel of Edinburgh (barred   400 
	   “131” between stars), without ray flaw variety, very fine and rare, cert. Brandon  
	   (1978) (SG Spec AS15f / za, £1’500)

40371	 H   Plate 2 KG with fine to very good margins, red MC, very fine  110

40372	 H   Plate 2 KI with good to very good margins, deep red MC, very fine  100

40373	 H   Plate 2 LJ red printing from “black plates,” with good to large margins, black MC,   50 
	   couple of slight thins, fine appearance

40374	 H   Plate 2 NF with good to very large margins, red MC, very fine  120

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose 
to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an 
equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer's account at the end of 
each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding 
his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting 
full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF. 
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40375	 F   Plate 2 NK with good to large margins, tied on cover by black MC in combination with   3’000 
	   1841 1d red pl.14, sent to Temple, London then redirected to Lewes with “Temple / 1d  
	   PAID” s/l hs and ms “1d,” and finally forwarded to East Grinstead, reverse with  
	   accompanying cds, a little soiled and a side flap missing though not detracting from  
	   this attractive and scarce mixed franking, cert. BPA (2010)

40376	 F  60 Plate 2 NL tied on entire dated 13th MAY 1840, with fine to large margins (small   400 
	   scissor cut in “L” square), cancelled by central red MC, clear Edinburgh cds on  
	   reverse, very fine, cert. BPA (2009) (SG Spec AS15tf, £3’000)

40377	 H   Plate 2 OB with good to large margins, red MC, fine  110

40378	 H   Plate 2 PB showing recut letter squares, with good to very good margins, neat red   120 
	   MC, very fine (SG AS15d)

40379	 F  60 Plate 2 PH with fine to very good margins, tied on entire by blue “Py P / No. 15”   1’500 
	   and smudgy red MC, reverse with blue Handsworth hs, Birmingham and London ds, fine  
	   and scarce (SG Spec AS15yc, £7’500)

40380	 H   Plate 2 QB with good to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine  150

40381	 H   Plate 2 SF red printing from “black plates,” with fine to very good margins, crisp   70 
	   black MC, tiny natural paper inclusion on cheek otherwise very fine

40382	 H   Plate 2 SI with fine to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  110

40383	 H   Plate 2 TD showing vertical guide line in right margin, with good to large margins,   120 
	   red MC, tiny natural paper inclusion, very fine

40384	 H   Plate 3 AG with good to large margins, red MC, very fine  120

40385	 H   Plate 3 BA with good to very large margins, neat black MC, very fine  130
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40386	 H   Plate 3 CH with good to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  120

40387	 H   Plate 3 DA with fine to very good margins, neat black MC, very fine  110

40388	 H   Plate 3 EG with good to large margins, neat black MC, very fine  130

40389	 H   Plate 3 FB with good to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  120

40390	 H   Plate 3 GB with good to very good margins, red MC, very fine  120

40391	 H   Plate 3 HK with good to large margins, neat black MC, very fine  130

40392	 H   Plate 3 IE with fine to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  110

40393	 H   Plate 3 JF with very good to large margins, red MC, fine  120

40394	 H   Plate 3 KI with good to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  110

40395	 H   Plate 3 LD with fine to very good margins, neat red MC, fine  110

40396	 H   Plate 3 MC with fine to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  100

40397	 H   Plate 3 NG with fine to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  110

40398	 H   Plate 3 NJ with good to very good margins, faint red MC, very fine  80

40399	 H   Plate 3 OK with good to very good margins, red MC, very fine  130

40400	 H   Plate 3 PC with good to very good margins, two clear bright red MC, very fine  120

40401	 H   Plate 3 PK showing letter P with small loop, with fine to very good margins, neat   100 
	   central red MC, small natural paper inclusion at right, fine (SG AS20a)

40402	 H   Plate 3 RJ with good to very good margins, red MC, very fine  110

40403	 H   Plate 3 TB with clear to huge margins, central red MC, very fine  120

40404	 F  60 Plate 4 AB with good to very large margins, tied on envelope by the earliest known   200 
	   usage of the distinctive London “broken points” MC in red, reverse with London  
	   “JU-15 / 1840” cds, very fine, the earliest cover seen with this MC is dated  
	   September 1840 according to “The Maltese Cross” by Rockoff & Jackson

Prices Realised
Available by logging onto our web site at: www.davidfeldman.com
Please contact us if you would like a copy, enclosing Euro 10 or equivalent for postage.

David Feldman SA w P.O.Box 81, 1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland w E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40405 40408 40406

40405	 H   Plate 4 BA with large margins, red MC, very fine  150

40406	 H   Plate 4 CA with clear to huge margins, neat red MC, very fine  130

40407	 F  60 Plate 4 DE with close to large margins tied to lettersheet by distinctive Perth MC   150 
	   in black, boxed “OC 18 1840” ds on reverse (abnormal for cancellations outside of  
	   London prior to Feb 1841), very fine, cert. BPA (2004), listed in “The Maltese  
	   Cross” by Rockoff & Jackson

40408	 G   Plate 4 DH with private roulette at right, close to good margins, tied on small   200 
	   piece by red MC, unusual and scarce, cert. Brandon (1997)

40409	 H   Plate 4 EE with fine to very good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  110

40410	 H   Plate 4 EI with good to large margins, red MC, very fine  130

40411	 H   Plate 4 GB with good to very large margins, light black MC, very fine  150

40412	 H   Plate 4 HB with good to large margins, neat and central red MC, very fine  130

40413	 H   Plate 4 JE with good to large margins, red MC, very fine  120

40414	 F  60 Plate 4 JG with fine to large margins, tied on cover by distinctive Manchester “fish tail” MC  600 
	   in black, reverse with “ARDWICK / MANCHESTER” hs and Hull and Manchester ds, very fine,  
   ex Griffiths, recorded in “The Maltese Cross” by Rockoff & Jackson (SG Spec AS23ub, £3’000)

40415	 F  60 Plate 4 KJ with clear to large margins, tied on small envelope by red MC, with Dursley  120 
	   double ring ds on reverse, not recorded in “The Maltese Cross” by Rockoff & Jackson, fine

40416	 H   Plate 4 KJ with good to large margins, clear red MC, very fine  130

40417	 H   Plate 4 LJ with very good to large margins, red MC, very fine  130

40418	 H   Plate 4 NC clear to good even margina, clear red MC, very fine  100

40419	 H   Plate 4 ND with good to very good margins, clear red MC, very fine  120

40420	 H   Plate 4 OC with good margins, red MC, trace of handwriting, fine  80

40421	 H   Plate 4 PK with fine to good margins, crisp red MC, very fine  110

40422	 F  60 Plate 4 QB with close to large margins, tied to entire by red MC, sent from Dublin to Lord  150 
	   Viscount Avonmore in Chertsey, London and Dublin bs, very fine and attractive
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40423	 H   Plate 4 SB with very good margins, neat red MC (which has caused some slight   110 
	   discolouration), fine

40424	 H   Plate 4 TA with fine to huge margins, central red MC, very fine  110

40425	 H   Plate 5 AD with good to huge margins, neat red MC, very fine  130

40426	 H   Plate 5 BC with good to large margins, neat black MC, very fine  130

40427	 H   Plate 5 CC red printing from “black plates” provisional repair state 4, with fine to large  200 
	   margins, crisp black MC, showing very weak check letters, fine (SG Spec AS33, £850)

40428	 H   Plate 5 CK with fine to very good margins, crisp red MC, fine  110

40429	 H   Plate 5 DB showing double D check letter, with very good to large margins, red MC,   130 
	   very fine

40430	 G   Plate 5 EA red printing from “black plates” provisional repair state 3, with very   100 
	   good to large margins, tied on small piece by crisp black MC, showing a pronounced  
	   thinning of the check letters, very fine (SG Spec AS33, £325)

40431	 C   Plate 5 EF with fine to large margins, unused with large part og, very fine, cert.   2’000 
	   BPA (1990)(SG Spec AS25, £10’000)

40432	 H   Plate 5 EJ with good to huge margins, black MC, tiny natural paper inclusion, very fine  150

40433	 H   Plate 5 FC with good to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  150

40434	 H   Plate 5 GJ with very good to large margins, red MC, very fine  130

40435	 H   Plate 5 HD with good to huge margins showing portion of neighbouring stamp at left,   150 
	   red MC, very fine

40436	 H   Plate 5 IA with close to very large margins, clear black MC, very fine  80
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40437	 H   Plate 5 IC with good to large margins, red MC, small natural paper inclusion in   110 
	   right margin o/w fine

40438	 H   Plate 5 JC with good to large margins, clear red MC, very fine  120

40439	 H   Plate 5 KH with fine to huge margins showing portion of neighbouring stamp below,   110 
	   light red MC, very fine

40440	 H   Plate 5 LD with good margins, neat black MC, very fine  110

40441	 H   Plate 5 LJ with good to very good margins, neat black MC, very fine  130

40442	 H   Plate 5 LL with close to extremely large margins, showing portion of adjoining stamp   150 
	   & “re-entry” at bottom, clear & heavy black MC, very fine

40443	 H   Plate 5 MF with large to very large margins, slightly smudgy red MC, very fine  150

40444	 H   Plate 5 NB with very good to very large margins, neat red MC, very fine  150

40445	 H   Plate 5 NE with good to very large even margins, clear bold red MC, very fine  150

40446	 H   Plate 5 NH red printing from “black plates,” with large to very large margins,   180 
	   cancelled by a fine Manchester “fish tail” MC in black, very fine (SG AS26ub, £850)

40447	 F  68 Plate 5 OK with just touched to huge margins tied by red MC to wrapper, vert. crease   150 
	   through stamp, also matching 1d red with close to huge margins tied by black MC, fine

40448 40450

40448	 H   Plate 5 PA with good to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  130

40449	 F   Plate 5 PB red printing from “black plate,” pre-provisional printing state 2 (SG   2’400 
	   Spec AS34) with very close to huge margins, on entire from Oxford to London, tied by  
	   black MC with Oxford MY 18 1841 double arc ds and London arrival on reverse,  
	   vertical filing fold well clear of stamp, rare and very difficult to find, cert. BPA  
	   (1975) (SG Spec £4’250 off cover)

40450	 H   Plate 5 PB red printing from “black plates,” state 3 showing non-coincident re-entry,   400 
	   good to very good margins, black MC, fine (SG Spec AS32, £2’000)
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40451	 H   Plate 5 QG with clear to very good margins, clear red MC, fine  110

40452	 H   Plate 5 RB red printing from “black plates” fourth repair state 2, with fine to very   50 
	   good margins, black MC, fine (SG Spec AS39, £200)

40453	 H   Plate 5 RG with good to very good margins, crisp black MC, very fine  130

40454	 H   Plate 5 SD with good to large margins, clear red MC, very fine  130

40455	   Plate 5 TJ with good to huge margins, neat red MC, very fine  130

40456	 F  68 Plate 6 AI with very good to huge margins, tied on entire by red MC sent in IRELAND   200 
	   from Armagh via Belfast to Moy, corresponding bs, very fine

40457	 H   Plate 6 BE with good to very large margins, red MC, very fine  130

40458	 H   Plate 6 DK with good to large margins, neat central red MC, very fine  130

40459	 H   Plate 6 DL with good to very good margins, light red MC, very fine  100

40460	 H   Plate 6 EC with black London NW district duplex cancel (ca. 1860), fine to large   300 
	   margins, a fine late usage

40461	 F   Plate 6 FI, just touched to good margins, neatly tied by black MC on 1841 large   4’000 
	   folded cover from Herford to Montreal, Lower Canada, North America, with “2/8” m/s  
	   rate, being 2s4d postage plus 4d for underpayment, with “QUEBEC / MAR.25.1841” cds  
	   in red alongside, a fine and rare example of 1d black usage to North America, cert.  
	   Brandon (2002 & 2008, latter stating “The adhesive has been lifted”)
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40462	 G   Plate 6 GA intense black with fine to very large margins, tied on small piece by   100 
	   light red MC, very fine

40463	 H   Plate 6 GJ with good to large margins, red MC, fine  110

40464	 H   Plate 6 HB with good to huge margins showing portion of neighbouring stamp below,   400 
	   with clear double-lined STONEHAVEN MC in red, faint vertical crease not apparent  
	   from the front o/w fine (SG £4’000)

40465	 H   Plate 6 HK with good to large margins, clear red MC, fine  110

40466	 H   Plate 6 HL with good to very good margins, clear red MC, very fine  100

40467	 G   Plate 6 JF tied on piece with near complete black 1844-type cancel of Liverpool, close to  360 
	   very large margins, fine and scarce, cert. Brandon (1998) (SG Spec AS41za, £2’000)

40468	 C   Plate 6 JI with very good margins, unused with large part og, fine, cert. Brandon   2’000 
	   (2006) and BP (2003) (SG Spec AS41, £11’000)

40469	 H   Plate 6 KC with fine to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine  130

40470	 H   Plate 6 LC with good to very good even margins, clear black MC, very fine  100

40471	 H   Plate 6 ME with good to very large margins, red MC, very fine  150

40472	 F  68 Plate 6 MH with fine to very large margins, tied on wrapper by ruby MC of Aberdeen,   700 
	   with Aberdeen and Edinburgh bs, slightly soiled, scarce (SG Spec AS41ve, £3’000)

You may participate directly in the auction and
 bid by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40473	 H   Plate 6 NF with good to large margins, neat central red MC, very fine  130

40474	 H   Plate 6 OI with good to very large margins, light red MC, very fine  130

40475	 H   Plate 6 QD with good to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  150

40476	 H   Plate 6 QE state 3, with good to very large margins, black MC, showing a scratch in   140 
	   “E” square and a pronounced thinning of the check letters and corner stars, very  
	   fine (SG Spec AS43, £500)

40477	 H   Plate 6 QK with good to very good margins, clear light red MC, very fine  100

40478	 H   Plate 6 RJ with good to large margins, neat red MC, fine  130

40479	 H   Plate 6 RL with very good to huge margins, red MC, very fine  160

40480	 H   Plate 6 SG with fine to large margins, crisp red MC, very fine  130

40481	 H   Plate 6 TD with good to large margins, red MC, very fine  130

40482	 F  68 Plate 7 AG with good to very good margins, tied on cover by by crisp vermilion MC of   500 
	   Bristol, reverse with Bristol and Gloucester double ring ds, fine (SG Spec AS45vh, £2’500)

40483	 H   Plate 7 AH with close to very good margins, with “DEAL / SHIP LETTER” cancel, fine   150 
	   and scarce, cert. RPS (1991)

40484	 H   Plate 7 BA with fine to huge margins showing portion of neighbouring stamp at right,   150 
	   neat red MC, very fine

40485	 H   Plate 7 CE with good to very large margins, neat red MC, very fine  160

40486	 H   Plate 7 DL with good to very large margins, red MC, very fine  160

40487	 H   Plate 7 EE with fine to large margins, neat red MC, couple of small natural paper   130 
	   inclusions o/w fine

40488	 H   Plate 7 EH with fine to large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  130

40489	 H   Plate 7 FE with fine to large margins, red MC, very fine  130

40490	 H   Plate 7 GB with good margins, neat red MC, very fine  150
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40491

40493

40494

40491	 H   Plate 7 GD with good to huge margins showing portions of three neighbouring stamps,   200 
	   neat central red MC, very fine

40492	 F  68 Plate 7 GI grey-black with clear to very good margins, tied (just) by black MC to   150 
	   envelope sent from Carndonagh to London, thought to be the only known example of an  
	   MC from Carndonagh, appropriate bs, fine, cert. Macdonnell Whyte (1979), ex Moxter

40493	 G   Plate 7 GI with good to very large margins, tied on small fragment by two crisp red   100 
	   MCs, reverse with Drogheda double ring ds and the Dublin bs affixed, fine

40494	 H   Plate 7 HF with good to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  160

40495	 H   Plate 7 IL with good to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  160

40496	 H   Plate 7 JD with large to huge margins showing portion of neighbouring stamp at   180 
	   right, neat red MC, very fine

40497	 H   Plate 7 KC with good to very good margins, clear light red MC, very fine  100

40498	 H   Plate 7 KF with good to large margins, neat central MC, very fine  150

40499	 H   Plate 7 KK with large to very large margins, neat black MC, showing re-entry, very   140 
	   fine (SG Spec AS45a, £400)

40500	 H   Plate 7 LB on thin paper with good to very good margins, neat red MC, very fine  160

40501	 H   Plate 7 ML with good to very good margins, light central red MC, very fine  150

More British Empire will be offered in our

Spring 2011 AUCTIONS 
If you want to participate as a vendor, your consignments must reach 

us no later than January 15, 2011 in order to be included.
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40502	 H   Plate 7 NK with very good to large margins, light red MC, very fine  160

40503	 H   Plate 7 OC with close to good margins, clear bright red MC, very fine  100

40504	 H   Plate 7 OK showing guide line through value, with good to very good margins, rec MC,   150 
	   very fine (SG AS44g)

40505	 H   Plate 7 PH with large margins, neat red MC, very fine  180

40506	 F  68 Plate 7 QD with good to large margins, tied by crisp black MC to entire sent from   150 
	   Hayling Island to Havant, with red Havant double ring ds adjacent, fine

40507	 F   Plate 7 SJ, good even margins, neatly tied by red MC to fresh, clean Dec. 11, 1840   4’000 
	   folded entire from London to Cologne, Germany, showing an array of colourful rate  
	   markings with oval red “PD” & red London boxed Paid ds alongside, with “T.P. Old Broad 
	   Street” & arrival bs, a very fine showpiece example of 1d black usage to Germany

	   Expertise: cert. Brandon (1997) & (2008) stating “The adhesive has been lifted”

40508	 H   Plate 8 AC to AH printing from “black plate” strip of six, just touched at left   1’500 
	   otherwise clear to large, neatly cancelled by black MCs, some creasing not  
	   detracting from this attractive and rare multiple

40509	 F  68 Plate 8 AE with just touched to huge margins, tied on cover by neat red MC with a   300 
	   fine strike of the “POSTED AFTER / 6 OCLOCK AT NIGHT” boxed hs in red, reverse with  
	   London disptach and arrival ds, fine and scarce
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40510	 H   Plate 8 AG with good to very large margins, crisp and central black MC, very fine  150

40511	 H   Plate 8 AJ red printing from “black plates,” with good to large margins, neat black   50 
	   MC, very fine

40512	 H   Plate 8 BE with fine to very large margins, crisp and near complete red MC, very fine  150

40513	 F  68 Plate 8 BI with large to very large margins, tied on envelope by deep maroon MC,   1’000 
	   reverse with Manchester “FE 10 / 1841” double ring ds (the first day of usage of the  
	   1d red and black MC), fine and scarce

40514	 H   Plate 8 BL with very good to huge margins, with distinct WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE MC in   1’200 
	   black, a superb example, cert. Brandon (2003) (SG Spec A1ue, £5’500)

40515	 H   Plate 8 BL with good to large margins, black MC, fine  130

40516	 H   Plate 8 CJ with fine to large margins, red MC, very fine  130

40517	 H   Plate 8 EF with good to large margins, faint red MC, very fine  130

40518	 F   Plate 8 EG and EI in combination with 2d blue pl.2 TG, tied on 1841 cover by crisp    
	   black MCs, sent from Gosport to London, touched in places and EG defective at top  
	   left, though barely detracting from this rare and truly desirable exhibition piece,  
	   cert. BPA (2009)

   Estimate: e 15’000 - e 20’000
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40519	 H   Plate 8 FB with good to large margins, light red MC, very fine  150

40520	 H   Plate 8 GI with good to large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  150

40521	 H   Plate 8 HC with good to large margins, black MC, very fine  150

40522	 H   Plate 8 IG with good to very good margins, clear black MC, very fine  100

40523	 H   Plate 8 IJ with very good even margins, red MC, showing excellent double J variety,   170 
	   very fine

40524	 F  68 Plate 8 IL red printing from “black plates,” right marginal with clear to huge   150 
	   margins, showing no “O” flaw (late repair, state 2) tied on wrapper by neat black  
	   MC, Helstone and Hayle double ring ds alongside, very fine (SG Spec AS54)

40525	 H   Plate 8 JL red printing from “black plates,” right marginal with large to huge   150 
	   margins, crisp and complete black MC showing pin dot in centre, tiny scuff between  
	   “O” and “S” otherwise a superb looking stamp

40526	 H   Plate 8 KE with good to very large margins, black MC, very fine  150

40527	 H   Plate 8 MK with good to very good margins, light red MC, very fine  150

40528	 H   Plate 8 NF with good to huge margins showing portion of the stamp below, central red   140 
	   MC, very fine

40529	 H   Plate 8 OG with good to very large margins, light red MC, very fine  110

40530	 H   Plate 8 PC with very good margins, red MC, very fine  120

40531	 F  68 Plate 8 PK red printing from “black plates,” with good to very large margins, showing  150 
	   no “O” flaw (late repair, state 2) tied on wrapper by neat black MC, Helstone and Hayle  
   double ring ds alongside, Penzance bs, no side flaps otherwise fine (SG Spec AS54)

40532	 H   Plate 8 QD with good to very large margins, black MC, fine  120

40533	 H   Plate 8 RI greyish black with good to very good margins, neat black MC, very fine  120

40534	 H   Plate 8 SI with fine to large margins, neat red MC, very fine  100

40535	 H   Plate 8 TI with large to very large margins, crisp red MC, very fine  180

40536	 F  68 Plate 8 TK red printing from “black plates,” three covers and a large piece; TK tied   300 
	   to envelope by crisp black MC with Howden cds on reverse, RI state 1 tied to wrapper  
	   by black MC, RG state 2 tied to wrapper by black MC, and RK state 2 tied to piece by  
	   black MC, fine and attractive group, ex Cawardine
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40537	 H   Plate 9 AC red printing from “black plates” state 3, with fine to large margins,   50 
	   neat black MC, minor corner crease at BL otherwise fine (SG Spec AS64, £275)

40538	 H   Plate 9 AJ with good to huge margins, crisp black MC, very fine  120

40539	 H   Plate 9 AL with good to very good margins, neat red MC, tiny natural paper inclusion, fine   120

40540	 H   Plate 9 BE with good even margins, heavy black MC, very fine  120

40541	 DFE  68 Plate 9 BK with just touched to large margins (small fault at foot), tied on partial   1’000 
	   cover by distinct WOTTON-UNDER EDGE MC in red, only one flap on reverse which has  
	   the accompanying double ring ds and London arrival, scarce (SG Spec A1ud, £6’000+)

40542 40543 40544

40542	 H   Plate 9 EI with good to very good margins, clear red MC, very fine  120

40543	 H   Plate 9 FB with fine to large margins, red MC, with basal shift variety, natural paper  150 
	   inclusion at TL, matched with 1d red with fine to large margins, black MC, fine 
	    (SG Spec AS56b £475 & AS57b £200)

40544	 H   Plate 9 FB showing basal shift with fine to huge margins, crisp black MC, very fine (SG AS56b)  120

40545	 H   Plate 9 FH with good to very large margins, neat black MC, fine  120

40546	 H   Plate 9 FL showing basal shift with good to large margins, red MC, very fine (SG AS56b)  120

40547	 H   Plate 9 GF with good to large margins, light red MC, very fine  120

40548	 H   Plate 9 HA with good to large margins, neat black MC, very fine  120

40549	 H   Plate 9 HI with good to large margins, neat black MC, very fine  120

40550	 H   Plate 9 HJ red printing from “black plate,” with fine to large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  50

40551	 H   Plate 9 HL with good to very large margins, crisp black MC, very fine  140

40552	 H   Plate 9 LB with good to large margins, neat red MC, showing variety “double B,” very fine  120 
	    (SG Spec AS56c, £475)

40553	 H   Plate 9 MA showing double letter M, with fine to huge margins, red MC, tiny natural inclusion, fine   120

40554	 H   Plate 9 NF with good to very large margins, red MC, fine  120
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40543
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40544
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40545
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40546
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40547
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40548
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40549
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40545
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40546
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40547
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40548
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40549
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40550
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40551
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40552
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40553
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40554
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40550
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40551
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40552
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40553
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40554
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40555	 F  68 Plate 9 OA with good to very large margins, tied on lettersheet by black MC sent   160 
	   locally in Norwich, reverse with red Norwich double ring ds, very fine

40556	 H   Plate 9 PD with very good to large margins, red MC, fine  120

40557	 H   Plate 10 AG with clear to large margins, neat black MC, very fine  160

40558	 H   Plate 10 BE without “O” flaw, with fine to huge margins, neat black MC, fine (SG Spec AS66a)  200

40559	 H   Plate 10 BE grey-black with good to very good margins, neat black MC, showing   160 
	   variety “without “O” flaw,” very fine (SG Spec AS67a, £725)

40560	 F  68 Plate 10 CA with very good to large margins, tied on underpaid 1841 wrapper by red   300 
	   MC, with boxed “MORE / TO / PAY” hs, ms “Ab. 1/2oz” and ms “2” postage due, reverse  
	   with Derry and Dublin arrival ds, missing side flaps, attractive

40561	 H   Plate 10 CB state 2 provisional printing, with close to large margins, neat black MC,   200 
	   clearly showing the removal of the “O” flaw which is indicative of this state, fine 
	    (SG Spec AS68, £950)

40562	 C   Plate 10 DC red printing from “black plates,” with close to large margins, large   500 
	   part og, very fine and fresh (SG £2’500)

40563	 H   Plate 10 DE with fine to large margins, red MC, fine  160

40564	 H   Plate 10 DI with large to very large margins, red MC, very fine (SG Spec AS66h, £1’200)  240

40565	 H   Plate 10 DI red printing from “black plates,” with good to large margins, black MC, very fine  50

40566	 H   Plate 10 FI with fine to huge margins, crisp almost complete black MC, very fine  200

40567	 H   Plate 10 GC with good margins, black MC, very fine  170

40568	 H   Plate 10 IC with fine to very large margins, neat red MC, fine  170

40569	 H   Plate 10 IG with good to very large margins, black MC, very fine  200

40570	 F  68 Plate 10 IH red printing from “black plates,” with fine to very good margins, tied   80 
	   on cover by black MC, London bs, clean and attractive

40571	 H   Plate 10 II with fine to large margins, cancelled by crisp distinct Plymouth MC, corner  500 
	   crease at lower right, otherwise fine, cert. PE (1994) (SG Spec AS66uc, £3’500+)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40555
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40556
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40557
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40558
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40559
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40556
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40557
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40558
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40559
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40560
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40561
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40562
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40563
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40564
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40561
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40562
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40563
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40564
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40565
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40566
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40567
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40568
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40569
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40565
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40566
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40567
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40568
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40569
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40570
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40571
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40571
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40572	 H   Plate 10 KD with large even margins, black MC, very fine  200

40573	 H   Plate 10 LE with fine to very large margins, black MC, fine  180

40574	 H   Plate 10 MF with good to large margins, light red MC, very fine (SG AS66h £1’200)  200

40575	 H   Plate 10 NG with fine to large margins, black MC, very fine  180

40576	 F  68 Plate 10 OI-OJ pair with clear to good margins, tied on wrapper by black MCs,   1’500 
	   reverse with Manchester double ring ds, OJ showing constant variety in NW corner,  
	   missing side flaps, otherwise fine and scarce cover

40577	 H   Plate 10 RA red printing from “black plate,” with just touching to good margins,   50 
	   black MC, clearly showing variety “P” converted to “R,” fine (SG Spec AS69c, £240)

40578	 H   Plate 10 RH with good to very large margins, red MC, showing “P” converted to “R”   240 
	   variety, very fine (SG Spec AS66c / h, £1’200)

40579	 H   Plate 10 RJ showing variety check letter P converted into R, with fine to large   180 
	   margins, neat black MC, very fine (AS66c £750)

40580	 H   Plate 10 SI with good to large margins, black MC, showing re-entry variety, very   140 
	   fine (SF Spec AS66b, £750)

40581	 G  68 Plate 11 AH red printing from “black plate” (state 1), tied on piece by distinct   1’500 
	   WOTTON-UNDER EDGE black MC, with accompanying double ring ds and London arrival cds  
	   adjacent, good to large margins, showing variety “long serif on A,” a fine and  
	   scarce piece (SG Spec AS74d/ue, £6’000+)

40582	 H   Plate 11 BH with fine to large margins, black MC, very fine, cert. BPA (1978)  900

40583	 H   Plate 11 BL with fine to large margins, black MC, very fine  800

40584	 G   Plate 11 DD with good to large margins tied on piece by black MC, showing variety   1’000 
	   double letter “D” (first), with Farnham ds adjacent, very fine (SG Spec AS73d, £5’000)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40572
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40573
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40574
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40575
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40572
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40573
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40574
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40575
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40576
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40577
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40578
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40579
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40580
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40577
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40578
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40579
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40580
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40581
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40582
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40583
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40582
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40583
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40584
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40584
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40585	 H   Plate 11 EA with fine to large margins, black MC, very fine  900

40586	 G   Plate 11 EI with good to huge margins, tied on piece by black MC with Wincanton   1’000 
	   double ring ds alongside, very fine, cert. RPS (1983)

40587	 H   Plate 11 HL with fine to huge margins, black MC, very fine  900

40588	 C   Plate 11 LC red printing from “black plates,” with clear to very large margins,   1’200 
	   large part og, fine and scarce (SG £6’000)

40589	 H   Plate 11 NE red printing from “black plates,” with crisp distinct GREENOCK MC in   100 
	   black, touched at left otherwise good margins, fine (SGAS74uj, £600)

40590	 F   Plate 11 OE red printing from “black plates,” with fine to very large margins, tied   100 
	   on entire to Inverary by crisp black MC, reverse with “TOO LATE” hs, very fine

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40585
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40586
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40587
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40585
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40586
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40587
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40588
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40589
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40588
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40589
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40590
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40590
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40591	 H   Plate 11 PH with clear to large margins, black MC, showing variety “double H,” fine   800 
	   (SG Spec AS73b, £5’000)

40592	 H   Plate 11 QE red printing from “black plates,” with good to very good margins, light   40 
	   black MC, very fine

40593	 H   Plate 11 RD red printing from “black plates,” with good to large margins, black MC,   40 
	   showing variety “double D,” very fine (SG Spec AS74b)

40594	 F  68 Plate 11 RJ-RK red pair with close to very large margins, tied on envelope by Stirling   200 
	   MCs, reverse with “TOO LATE” hs, Stirling, Edinburgh and London ds, envelope a  
	   little bit creased, still a scarce pair on cover (SG £425 for pair off cover)

40595	 H   Plate 11 SG with clear to good margins, black MC, showing roller flaw variety in NE   1’000 
	   corner, fine (SG Spec AS72c, £5’000)

40596	 H   Plate 11 TK state 2 red printing from “black plates,” with good to large margins,   80 
	   light black MC, showing pronounced thinning of the check letters indicative of this  
	   state re-entry, very fine (SG AS75a, £300)

40597	 H   GrouP of 13 1d blacks incl. plate 1a (2), 1b, 2 (2), 3, 4 (2), 5 , 6 (2), 7 & 8, all   Offer 
	   with odd faults but mainly only minor creasing, all four margined with some very  
	   good looking examples (Est. e 1’100/1’400)

40598	 H   Group of 12 1d blacks incl. plate 1a, 2, 3, 4 (2), 6 (2), 7, 8, 9 (2) & 10, all with   Offer 
	   odd faults but mainly only minor creasing, all four margined with some very good  
	   looking examples (Est. e 1’100/1’400)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40591
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40591
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40592
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40593
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40592
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40593
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40594
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40595
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40596
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40595
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40596
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40597
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40597
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40597
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40597
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40597
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40598
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40598
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40598
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40598
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40598
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Penny Black (cont.)

40599	 H   Group of 13 1d blacks incl. plate 1a (2), 2 (2, MF with added margin), 4 (2), 6 (2),   Offer 
	   7, 9 (3) & 10 (HC, repaired), all with odd faults but mainly only minor creasing,  
	   all four margined with some very good looking examples (Est. e 1’000/1’300)

40600	 H   Group of 39 1d blacks from plate 1a to 10, mostly all with 4 margins, showing both   Offer 
	   black & red MC, some with small faults, generally fine (39) (Est. e 3’000/5’000)

40601	 H  www Group of 1d reds from “black plates,” incl. pl.1b CA on cover with “Old Broad St.”   Offer 
	    hs, DE & LH; pl.2 NE; pl.5 ML on cover, BF, RJ, MJ state 1 & TI state 2; pl.8 MA, RB  
	    on fragment & ND; pl.9 KE; pl.10 SC on cover, PH & TA re-entry; and pl.11 DA  
	    (repaired) & NA, margins are mixed (Est. e 300/500)

   1840 Two Pence Blue

40602	 H   Plate 1 EE with good even margins, almost complete clear central red MC, very fine  150

40603	 H   Plate 2 OI with good to very good irregular margins, black MC of Galway, very fine   200 
	   Steel Blue shade

40604	 H   Plate 2 QC with good clear margins, black MC, fine  150

40605	 H   Plate 2 SH, large to very large margins, neat central MC in black, very fine, cert. Holcombe  300

40606	 H   Plate 1 CI with fine to large margins, black “27” 1844-type cancel, very fine (SG Spec £1’700)  300

40607	 H   Plate 1 JB-JD strip of three with good to huge margins, with black MCs, tiny natural   650 
	   inclusion on JB, very fine

40608	 H   Plate 1 LB-LC pair with close to large margins, cancelled by black 1844-type “127”   500 
	   barred numeral of Bridport, very fine

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40599
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40599
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40599
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40599
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40599
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40600
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40600
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40600
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40600
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40600
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40600
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40601
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40602
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40603
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40604
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40605
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40606
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40602
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40603
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40604
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40605
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40606
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40607
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40607
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40608
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40608
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - 1840 2d Blue (cont.)

40609	 H   Plate 1 LL with fine to very large margins, cancelled by black London No.12 in MC,   2’000 
	   very fine and rare, cert. RPS (SG £9’500)

40610	 H   Plate 1 MA to MD strip of four with “127” 1844-type cancels, with close to huge   1’500 
	   margins, tiny natural paper inclusion on MA, very fine and scarce (SG £6’800)

40611	 F   Plate 2 QL with just touching to huge margins, on entire cancelled by neat black MC,   1’000 
	   turned inside out, readdressed and affixed with 1d red HH (SG Spec DS8, B1) tied by 
	   faint black MC, folded to show off both stamps, Edinburgh and Dunbar ds, unusual and 
	   rare, cert. Brandon (2002)

40612	 F H  www Selection of different letterings from plate 1 (20 incl. 3 pairs) and plate 2 (7),   Offer 
	    incl. pl.1 OK with just touched to large margins on cover tied by Greenock MC,  
	    varieties annotated underneath, incl. pl.2 with red MCs (2) and black Manchester  
	    “fish tail” MCs (2), mainly 3 margins, useful selection (Est. e 2’000/4’000)

   1841 1d and 2d
40613	 F  84 1841 (Oct 6) Entire bearing 1841 1d red pl.13 QD cancelled by crisp distinctive   400 
	   Montrose MC, large to huge margins, with Montrose and Edinburgh bs, faint vert.  
	   crease through stamp, attractive, ex Pickering and recorded in “The Maltese Cross”  
	   by Rockoff & Jackson (SG £1’000)

40614	 F  84 1d Red pl.22 (2) tied on entire by clear strikes of the distinctive Greenock MC in   150 
	   black, both with fine to very good margins, Greenock and Edinburgh bs, vert. crease  
	   through one, otherwise fine (SG £450)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40609
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40609
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40610
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40610
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40611
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40611
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40612
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40613
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40614
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - 1841 1d and 2d (cont.)

40615	 G   1d Red pl.26 IJ on blued paper, with fine to very large margins on small piece,   700 
	   cancelled by distinctive Hollymount MC in black (intermediate stage), very fine,  
	   cert. Brandon (2002) (SG Spec BS15 tha)

40616	 P   1d Red pl.27 AC IMPRIMATUR, top marginal with fine to good margins, showing   700 
	   inscription “12. £1.... Per Sh,” very fine and fresh

40617	 F  84 1d Red pl.30 MI with good to large margins, tied on wrapper by crisp black MC, Lewes   100 
	   and East Grinstead bs, no side flaps, very fine

40618	 H J   1d Red pl.30 QK-RL block of four with fine strikes of the London No.12 in MC, clear   300 
	   to huge margins, RK & RF both showing “P” to “R” variety, RK is thinned and torn,  
	   still an attractive and rare multiple (SG £1’000+)

40619	 F  84 1d Red pl.31 CJ cancelled by crisp distinctive Montrose MC, 2 margins, on 1841   300 
	   lettersheet with Montrose and Dundee bs, fine and attractive, not recorded in “The  
	   Maltese Cross” by Rockoff & Jackson (SG £1’000)

40620	 F  84 1d Red pl.31 EG with good to huge margins, tied on 1843 lettersheet by London No.3   150 
	   in MC, Leeds and Lombard St. ds, very fine (SG £450)

40621	 F  84 1d Red pl.38 EE tied by crisp London No.7 in MC on 1844 lettersheet, with clear to   150 
	   huge margins, Moreton-in-Marsh bs, fine and scarce (SG £350)

40622	 F  84 1d Red pl.40 RG tied by London No.2 in MC on 1844 wrapper, with three large to huge   200 
	   margins, Bradford double ring ds below, London bs, fine (SG £425)

40623	 F  84 1d Red pl.43 cancelled by fine London No.3 in MC on 1844 wrapper, with just touched   200 
	   to large margins, “T.P. / Sussex Place” hs alongside, London and Keswick bs, fine (SG £450)

40624	 H  www 1d Red pl.57 varieties (29), all labelled showing recuts, basal shifts, re-entries,   200 
	    burr rubs, etc., mixed condition but a difficult little group
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - 1841 1d and 2d (cont.)

40625	 H   1d Red pl.66 PI, just touched at right, other margins fine to huge, with red “NOT   240 
	   CALLE(D FOR)” s/l hs, small pinhole, still very unusual, cert. Brandon (2006)

40626
40627

40629

40626	 P   1d Red pl.86 AC IMPRIMATUR, top marginal with good to large margins, showing   500 
	   inscription “f 12. £1... Per,” very fine and fresh

40627	 P   1d Red pl.168 TG IMPRIMATUR, lower marginal with inscription “ards the RIGHT H,” cut   300 
	   into at top, fine

40628	 F  84 1d Red pl.172 TL imperf. and 1d red pl.173 FH perf., tied by London “78” duplex on   150 
	   1856 envelope, minor cover faults, a rare combination of the perf. and imperf. stamps

40629	 P   1d Red pl.174 JL IMPRIMATUR with very good to huge margins, showing small portion of   700 
	   fan-shaped marginal ornament, inverted watermark, very fine, cert. RPS (2004), ex  
	   Royal Collection

40630	 F  84 1d Red pl.175 with good to huge margins, tied on mourning envelope by London “71”   600 
	   District numeral, reverse with “T.P / Merton” hs and London boxed ds, very fine and  
	   rare plate on cover (SG £900 for single stamp)

40631 40632
40631	 H   1d Red pl.175 ID matched imperf. and perf. pair, imperf. with good to huge margins,   300 
	   both with numeral cancels, both very fine (SG £935)

40632	 H   1d Red pl.175 FH with good to very large margins, numeral cancel, very fine and   300 
	   scarce, matched with fine 1d red perf. with numeral cancel (SG £935)

40633 P   1d Red pl.175 HL IMPRIMATUR with large to very large margins, small wrinkle at upper   700 
	   left otherwise very fine, cert. RPS (2004), ex Royal Collection
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40634 40636

40634	 H   1d Red pl.175 BD with close to huge margins, neat London “72” numeral, fine, matched   300 
	   with fine 1d red perf. with duplex cancel, scarce (SG £935)

40635	 F  84 1d Red pl.175 LF with just touched to very large margins, tied on cover by Scottish   500 
	   “131” numeral, Edinburgh bs, very fine and scarce (SG £900 off cover)

40636	 H   1d Red pl.175 NE with good to huge margins, neat London “72” numeral, very fine, cert.   300 
	   RPS (1992), matched with fine 1d red perf. with London numeral, scarce (SG £935)

40637	 H   1d Red pl.176 AD with close to huge margins, neat “498” numeral, very fine  500

40638	 H   1d Red pl.176 AJ missing imprimatur, with close to very good margins, numeral cancel, fine  700

40639	 	  NO LOT  

40640	 H   1d Red pl.176 DE with good to huge margins, neat numeral cancel, very fine and rare   800 
	   (SG £3’750)

40641	 H   1d Red pl.176 EC with 2 huge margins showing portions of neighbouring stamps and a   700 
	   fine and a large margin, crisp “312” numeral, faint creasing not detracting from excellent 
	   appearance (SG £2’700)

40642	 F   1d Red pl.176 FF with fine to huge margins, tied on mourning envelope by London “73”   2’000 
	   duplex, very fine and rare, cert. Brandon (2008) (SG £2’700 for single stamp)

 The currency used for this sale is the EURO (¤)
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40643	 G H   1d Red pl.176 GK with just touched to huge margins, tied on small piece by Shrewsbury  800 
	   spoon, rare, matched with 1d red GK perf. with neat numeral cancel, both fine (SG £2’732)

40644	 H   1d Red pl.176 HD with fine to very large margins, light Irish cancel, very fine and rare,   800 
	   matched with 1d red perf. (trimmed perfs at foot), cert. RPS (2003) (SG £2’732)

40645	 P   1d Red pl.176 IL IMPRIMATUR with large to huge margins, fine, cert. RPS (2004), ex   1’000 
	   Royal Collection

40646	 H   1d Red pl.176, 27 different letterings, mainly three margins, poor to good   Offer 
	   condition, a very scarce group (SG £72’900) (Est. e 3’000/6’000)

40647 40649

40647	 H   1d Red pl.177 BF with good to very good margins, neat numeral cancel, small faults   800 
	   not detracting from appearance (SG £3’750)

40648	 F  84 1d Red pl.177 CE with 2 huge margins showing portions of neighbouring stamps,   1’200 
	   slightly cut into at foot, tied on 1854 envelope by “345” Irish numeral, reverse  
	   with Multifarnham s/l and Mullingar cds, fine and rare (SG £3’750 off cover)

40649	 H   1d Red pl.177 CK with good to large margins, crisp “73” London numeral, tiny surface   700 
	   rubs, otherwise fine (SG £3’750)
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40650	 F  84 1d Red pl.177 JK, touched at left otherwise good to huge margins, used to redirect   1’500 
	   1854 envelope originally sent from Steyning to Aberdeen with 1d red perf., then  
	   redirected to Fyvie, both cancelled by the Scottish “1” numeral of Aberdeen, reverse  
	   with appropriate cds in blue, green and red, fine and rare (SG £3’750 off cover)

40651	 H   1d Red pl.177 JL missing imprimatur, with fine to large margins, light “444” numeral   800 
	   cancel, very fine

40652	 H   1d Red pl.177 LI with fine to very large margins, used, very fine and rare, cert.   1’000 
	   RPS (2002) (SG £3’750)

40653	 H   1d Red pl.177 OB with close to huge margins, with neat Portsmouth duplex cancel,   1’200 
	   very fine and rare (SG £3’750)

40654	 H   1d Red pl.177, 16 different letterings incl. BK-BL pair on dated piece, mainly three   Offer 
	   margins, poor to good condition (SG £60’000) (Est. e 2’000/4’000)

40655	 F  84 1d Red AF with close to very good margins, tied on 1843 entire by London No.2 in MC,   150 
	   Rotherham and London cds, showing variety double “F,” very fine (SG £425)

40656	 F  84 1d Red DA with good to very good margins, tied on 1843 entire by London No.3 in MC,   150 
	   Rotherham and London cds, very fine (SG £450)

40657	 G   1d Red DB-DC pair and 1841 2d QD-QE pair on piece, both good to very large margins,   500 
	   tied by blue “75” numerals, very fine and attractive

40658	 C J  88 1d Red separated block of 21, mint og, with a single EG, block of 11 EH to HJ and a   800 
	   block of 9 EJ to GL (discoloured with a small tear), a few with marks, horiz. folds, scarce

40659	 F  84 1d Red FK with good to large margins, tied on printed notice from Shaftsbury bank by   150 
	   blue-green 1844-type numeral, with Shaftsbury double ring ds on reverse in same  
	   colour, very fine (SG £550)

40660	 DFE  84 1d Red IB tied by distinct Cork MC in black on large piece, clear to very good margins,   120 
	   reverse with Cork, Waterford and Bristol double ring ds, fine and scarce (SG £350+)
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                   40661

          40666

40661	 H   1d Red JC with just touching to good margins, with neat town double ring ds   200 
	   (probably Dorchester), fine and scarce (SG £650)

40662	 F  84 1d Red KA with good to large margins on 1843 lettersheet cancelled by distinctive   100 
	   Moate MC in black (showing the usual unpronounced centre), reverse with Moate and  
	   Dublin ds and “BALLYMORE / 53” mileage hs, fine

40663	 F  88 1d Red KG tied by London No.9 in MC on 1844 entire, two good margins, London and   200 
	   Wymondham bs, scarce (SG £425)

40664	 F  88 1d Red LF with clear to large margins, tied by London “15” numeral on 1850 wrapper   400 
	   to France, “8” tax hs and Calais transit alongside, reverse with London and Bordeaux  
	   cds, very fine

40665	 F  88 1d Red NI with rough margin at right just touching, tied by crisp and clear “70”   100 
	   Irish numeral on 1846 wrapper from Boyle to Dublin, blue Boyle cds alongside,  
	   arrival cds on reverse, filing fold clear of stamp, very attractive and fine

40666	 G   1d Red OC with close to large margins cancelled by distinctive MC of Dublin, the   100 
	   same stamp as illustrated in Alcock & Holland, on piece but not belonging to it

40667	 F  88 1d Red PG with good to large margins, cancelled on envelope to France by black MC,   300 
	   tied by Calais cds, ms “10” alongside with the Duke of Wellington’s initials,  
	   reverse with his wax seal and Hartfordbridge and London ds, pin holes well clear of  
	   stamp, fine and attractive

40668	 C DCE   Mixed lots of mostly used 1841 1d red, from plate 2 to 148, plus two blocks of four,   Offer 
	 G H   strip of eight & block of 12 & single on fragment, seven unused single & unused  
	   strip of five (no gum & cleaned) etc., many with faults (180+) (Est. e 300/500)

40669	 F  www Collection of 1d reds on cover (66), many of which are plated, some nice   Offer 
	    cancellations incl. Dorchester double ring ds, Greenock MC, etc., a strip of four  
	    and a block of four, three with London s/l hs, etc., mixed condition (Est. e 400/700)

40670	 F G H  88 Collection of 1d reds from plate 12 to 176 (some plates not included, eg. no   Offer 
	   pl.175), normally several examples of each plate, pl.176 is torn, incl. covers and  
	   multiples (strip of 6 on fragment and strip of 7), covers with No.5 in MC and No.6  
	   in MC (missing lower flap), mixed condition, a useful collection for further study  
	   (SG £27’000+) (600+) (Est. e 1’500/2’000)

40671	 F H  www Comprehensive collection of 1d reds from plates 12 to 175, with at least one example   Offer 
	    of every plate, most plates with many letterings, many covers (incl. some with  
	    numbered MCs), neatly written up in 4 albums, with constant varieties, multiples,  
	    re-entries, shades, etc., a range of cancellations incl. distinctive MCs of  
	    Greenock, Dublin, Cork, etc., London No. in MCs (1-12 plus 6 & 10 on covers), two  
	    pl.175 (both fine and just touched), mixed condition, a wonderful collection (SG  
	    £68’000+) (ca. 1’600 stamps & 90 covers) (Est. e 3’000/5’000)
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40661	 H   1d Red JC with just touching to good margins, with neat town double ring ds   200 
	   (probably Dorchester), fine and scarce (SG £650)

40662	 F  84 1d Red KA with good to large margins on 1843 lettersheet cancelled by distinctive   100 
	   Moate MC in black (showing the usual unpronounced centre), reverse with Moate and  
	   Dublin ds and “BALLYMORE / 53” mileage hs, fine

40663	 F  88 1d Red KG tied by London No.9 in MC on 1844 entire, two good margins, London and   200 
	   Wymondham bs, scarce (SG £425)

40664	 F  88 1d Red LF with clear to large margins, tied by London “15” numeral on 1850 wrapper   400 
	   to France, “8” tax hs and Calais transit alongside, reverse with London and Bordeaux  
	   cds, very fine

40665	 F  88 1d Red NI with rough margin at right just touching, tied by crisp and clear “70”   100 
	   Irish numeral on 1846 wrapper from Boyle to Dublin, blue Boyle cds alongside,  
	   arrival cds on reverse, filing fold clear of stamp, very attractive and fine

40666	 G   1d Red OC with close to large margins cancelled by distinctive MC of Dublin, the   100 
	   same stamp as illustrated in Alcock & Holland, on piece but not belonging to it

40667	 F  88 1d Red PG with good to large margins, cancelled on envelope to France by black MC,   300 
	   tied by Calais cds, ms “10” alongside with the Duke of Wellington’s initials,  
	   reverse with his wax seal and Hartfordbridge and London ds, pin holes well clear of  
	   stamp, fine and attractive

40668	 C DCE   Mixed lots of mostly used 1841 1d red, from plate 2 to 148, plus two blocks of four,   Offer 
	 G H   strip of eight & block of 12 & single on fragment, seven unused single & unused  
	   strip of five (no gum & cleaned) etc., many with faults (180+) (Est. e 300/500)

40669	 F  www Collection of 1d reds on cover (66), many of which are plated, some nice   Offer 
	    cancellations incl. Dorchester double ring ds, Greenock MC, etc., a strip of four  
	    and a block of four, three with London s/l hs, etc., mixed condition (Est. e 400/700)

40670	 F G H  88 Collection of 1d reds from plate 12 to 176 (some plates not included, eg. no   Offer 
	   pl.175), normally several examples of each plate, pl.176 is torn, incl. covers and  
	   multiples (strip of 6 on fragment and strip of 7), covers with No.5 in MC and No.6  
	   in MC (missing lower flap), mixed condition, a useful collection for further study  
	   (SG £27’000+) (600+) (Est. e 1’500/2’000)

40671	 F H  www Comprehensive collection of 1d reds from plates 12 to 175, with at least one example   Offer 
	    of every plate, most plates with many letterings, many covers (incl. some with  
	    numbered MCs), neatly written up in 4 albums, with constant varieties, multiples,  
	    re-entries, shades, etc., a range of cancellations incl. distinctive MCs of  
	    Greenock, Dublin, Cork, etc., London No. in MCs (1-12 plus 6 & 10 on covers), two  
	    pl.175 (both fine and just touched), mixed condition, a wonderful collection (SG  
	    £68’000+) (ca. 1’600 stamps & 90 covers) (Est. e 3’000/5’000)

   gReAT BRiTAin  - 1841 1d and 2d (cont.)

40672	 F H  www Comprehensive collection of 1d reds from plates 12 to 90, showing the different   Offer 
	    plate varieties and flaws, with covers (incl. No.5 in MC on pair), multiples  
	    (incl.strip of 6), a varitety of cancels, mixed condition, a very good basis for  
	    further study (SG £15’000+) (250+ stamps, 26 covers) (Est. e 1’500/2’000)

40673	 H J  www Collection of 1d reds with check letters SC, with examples from a selection of   Offer 
	    plates from 44 to 171 incl. 95 (35) and 82 (30), also pl.102 block of six, pl.58 &  
	    pl.119 in strips of four, etc., mixed condition, also fine unused 1870 1/2d SC (101)  
	    (Est. e 200/300)

40674	 F  88 1845 Map of the Vermont Central Railroad, folded and affixed with two pairs of 1841   300 
	   2d blue, sent from Liverpool to London, affixed with strip of four 2d blue and then  
	   fowarded to Glasgow, transit bs, soiled with stamp faults, still very unusual

40675	 H   2d Blue pl.3 PD-PE pair with very close to good margins, cancelled by crisp strikes   500 
	   of the London No.7 in MC, light corner crease, fine and attractive, cert. RPS (2008)  
	   (SG £1’800+)

40676	 H  www 2d Blue pl.4 matched perf. and imperf. pairs for EH, FG, GA and HB, imperf. are all   150 
	    four margins (GA just touching), fine little group (SG £660)

40677	 G J   2d Blue in four blocks of 6 tied on large piece by “10” London numeral, ms   3’000 
	   “Registered” and red “PAID” cds below, most with clear margins, a little light  
	   creasing barely detracting from this spectacular looking piece

40678	 H   Comprehensive collection of plates 3 & 4, neatly written up in an album and   Offer 
	   organised by the type of constant variety, a range of shades, cancels, covers (14),  
	   etc., noted is a pl.4 imprimatur (no cert. but looks good), a wonderful original  
	   collection, (SG £30’000+ excl. imprimatur) (300+)

   Estimate: e 5’000 - e 7’000
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   1854-70 Perforated line-engraved

40679	 F   1854-57 1d Red pl.174 IF tied on envelope by VIOLET London “29” District numeral,   2’000 
	   Mitcham bs, very fine, cert. Brandon (2005) (SG £6’000)

40680	 F  88 1857 1d Pink envelope sent to Cheltenham, redirected to London and applied with a   100 
	   “1” hs, then turned inside out and affixed with two 1854-61 1d reds and sent back to  
	   Cheltenham, cover faults incl. repaired tear else an attractive and unusual usage

40681	 G   1854-61 1d Red on fragment tied by the ONLY KNOWN EXAMPLE of a Manchester duplex,   500 
	   showing a larger separation between numeral and cds, a larger numeral and 3 bars at each 
	   end instead of 2, incl. “The Philatelic Advisor” journal with the report of the discovery

40682	 H  www 1854-57 1d Red in partial sheet reconstruction, 212 examples, in mixed condition (SG £5’300)  170

40683	 C   1858-79 1d Reds in mint pairs from plates 71-225 (excl. 75 & 77 plus 144 not in   6’000 
	   pair), plate 225 off centre with a little perf toning, still fine appearance, mixed condition

40684	 F  94 1858-79 1d Red plates 71-225 (excl. 75 & 77) on cover, most of the envelopes have   1’000 
	   been handstamped with the plate no., pl.225 is very fine (pictured) though generally  
	   mixed condition, a rare opportunity
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - line-engraved (cont.)

40685	 F  88 1878 OHMS Envelope sent from the Lieutenant Governor of BRITISH HONDURAS to his   300 
	   “Darling Mother” in England, bearing pair of 1858-79 1d red pl.185 and pair of 1d  
	   red pl.205, franked on arrival in London before being forwarded to Devon, minor  
	   soiling and peripheral faults, otherwise fine and rare

40686	 H   1858-79 1d Red collection of partially reconstructed sheets incl. plates 106-113   900 
	   (incl. 111 complete), plates 129-149 (incl. 129, 138 & 147 complete, excl. 132, 133,  
	   135 & 144), most neatly presented and mainly good quality (SG £32’000+) (25 plates)

40687	 CC C J  88 1858-79 2d Blue pl.15 BJ-EL right marginal block of 12, mint og, usual gum crazing,   2’000 
	   minor perf. separation, fine and scarce (SG £7’600+)

40688	 F DFE  88 Comprehensive collection of plates 4 to 15 neatly written up in an album, showing the  Offer 
	 G H J   different plate flaws and varieties, covers (3, incl. four pl.4 perf.14 on cover to Canada),  
   a fabulous foundation for further study, (SG £25’000+) (800+) (Est. e1’500/2’000)

   1847-54 embossed

40689	 H   1848 10d Brown corner marginal with large margins on the other sides, neatly  57 600 
	   cancelled by “312” numeral and red “PD” in oval hs, very fine

   COVeRS (in chronologial order)

40690	 F  88 1850 Lettersheet sent from Newport to Amsterdam, bearing 1848 10d embossed with   1’000 
	   large margins, 1841 1d red pair and 2d blue, “561” numeral cancel, reverse with Newport,  
	   London and Amsterdam cds and “ENGELAND / OVER OSTENDE” oval hs, fine and rare

40691	 F  88 1850 Wrapper sent from London to Florence, bearing 1848 10d embossed (just touching   500 
	   to large margins), tied by numeral, Calais transit and “VIA DI / PT BEAUVOISIN,”  
	   with “PF” and Genoa cds adjacent, reverse with Lombard St. and Firenze ds, address  
	   neatly scribbled out, still attractive

40692	 F  94 1853 Wrapper sent to Reval (now Tallinn, Estonia), bearing 1847 1s embossed (just   500 
	   touching to large margins) and 1841 1d red, tied by “13” London numeral, “ENGLAND  
	   PER AACHEN” transit and Russian arival ds below, reverse with Lombard St. and  
	   Russian transit ds, horizontal fold through stamps, a rare destination

40693	 F  94 1854 Wrapper to Rangoon (Burma) bearing vert. pair of 1847 1s green embossed (just   800 
	   touching to v. large margins, top stamp with small tear), 1841 2d blue imperf. and  
	   1854-61 1d red perf., paying the single rate, neatly tied by “502” numerals, reverse  
	   with Stalybridge, Manchester, London and Rangoon cds, attractive mixed franking and  
	   a rare destination

40694	 F  94 1855 Wrapper sent from London to Modena, bearing two 1854 6d embossed (cut to   400 
	   shape), two 1854-61 1d red and strip of three 1855-57 4d, tied by “13” London  
	   numeral, Calais transit and “PD” below, reverse with Lombard Street, Torino and  
	   Modena ds, stamps have faults, still an attractive cover

40695	 F  94 1855 Envelope sent from Wolverhampton to a Captain in the 77th Regiment in CRIMEA,   300 
	   bearing embossed 1854 6d (just touched on all sides) tied by Wolverhampton spoon  
	   duplex, endorsed “via Marseilles,” crown type transit cds on reverse, very fine
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   Queen Victoria Surface Printed
40696	 F  94 1861 Entire sent from London to Reval (now Tallinn, Estonia), bearing 1854-61 1d   800 
	   red, 1855-57 4d rose, 6d lilac and 1s green, paying double the rate via Belgium,  
	   tied by London office numerals, with arrival and Blegian transit adjacent, reverse  
	   with London boxed ds and Russian TPO cds, fine and attractive usage of the first  
	   surface printed issue

40697	 H  www 1855-57 6d Lilac in partial sheet reconstruction, 199 examples, used, in mixed  69/70 600 
	    condition with some better incl. many with wing margins (SG £18’905+)

40698	 F  94 1858 Entire sent from Glasgow to Beyrout bearing 1855-57 1s green vert. pair and 6d   400 
	   lilac, paying five times the rate, tied by Glasgow duplex, French transit and “PD”  
	   hs adjacent, French and London bs, one stamp with small tear, otherwise fine

40699	 H  www 1869-70 4d Vermilion plates 11 & 12 in partial sheet reconstructions, 159 of plate  94 620 
	    11 & 160 of plate 12, used, in mixed condition though many fine with a range of  
	    cancellations (SG £18’340)

40700	 F  94 1868 Cover from Newcastle to Warsaw, POLAND franked by 1865-67 9d pl.4, tied by  98 150 
	   duplex, sent via Prussia with “...Per Aachen” transit, red oval “PD” and boxed  
	   “FRANCO,” red bs, scarce use, fine cover (SG £1’000+)

40701	 H  www 1867-80 3d Rose plate 5 in partial sheet reconstruction, 223 examples, used, in  103 420 
	    mixed condition with some better incl. many with wing margins (SG £12’265+)

40702	 H  www 1867-80 6d Lilac plate 6 in partial sheet reconstruction, 195 examples, used, in  104-107 500 
	    mixed condition with some better incl. many with wing margins (SG £15’600+)

40703	 H   1867-83 £5 Orange DH, with crisp central Threadneedle St. cds, very fine 137 1’800

40704	 H   1867-83 £5 Orange CG, with crisp central Darlington cds, showing frame break at top  137 1’800 
	   right, very fine

40705	 H   1867-83 £5 Orange AE, with crisp Belfast cds, very fine 137 1’800

40706	 H   1867-83 £5 Orange AI, with crisp Bradford cds, very fine 137 1’800

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

	e 50 - 100 e 5 e 500 - 1000 e 50  e 5000 - 10000 e 500
	e 100 - 200 e 10	 e 1000 - 2000 e 100 e 10000 - 20000 e 1000
	e 200 - 500 e 20 e 2000 - 5000 e	200 e 20000 - 50000 e 2000
              e   50000 - 100000 e 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next highest bid step. 
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Surface Printed (cont.)

40707	 F   1873-80 2 1/2d Rosy Mauve LH-FL ERROR OF LETTERING in pair on 1876 envelope sent  140  
	   registered to France, paying single UPU rate plus 4d reg’n fee, tied by “436”  
	   numerals (clear of variety), Lancaster cds alongside with boxed “R” hs, London reg’d  
	   oval ds and Calais transit, further French transits on reverse, cover faults, still  
	   a scarce error on cover (SG £2’250 for used single)

   Estimate: e 3’000 - e 4’000

40708	 H  www 1873-80 2 1/2d Rosy mauve plates 12 & 14 in partial sheet reconstructions, 184 of  141 600 
	    plate 12 and 185 of plate 14, used, in mixed condition (SG £18’450)

40709	 H  www 1873-80 3d Rose plate 12 in partial sheet reconstruction, 222 examples, used, in  144 340 
	    mixed condition with some better incl. many with wing margins (SG £9’990+)

40710	 H  www 1880-83 2 1/2d Blue plate 22 in complete sheet reconstruction, 240 examples, used in  157 400 
	    mixed condition (SG £8’400)

40711	 C   1883 2s6d Lilac on blued paper, mint og, very fine, cert. PEGB (1995) (SG £6’000) 175 1’000

40712	 H  www 1884 2d Lilac & 3d lilac in partial sheet reconstructions, 172 of the 2d & 69 of the  189, 191 600 
	    3d, used, in mixed condition with a range of cancellations (SG £18’250)

Prices Realised
Available by logging onto our web site at: www.davidfeldman.com
Please contact us if you would like a copy, enclosing Euro 10 or equivalent for postage.

David Feldman SA w P.O.Box 81, 1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland w E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Surface Printed (cont.)

40713	 F   1887-1901 Jubilee Issue: 1898 Long envelope sent registered to Germany bearing 1881   2’000 
	   1d lilac and complete 1887-92 “Jubilee” set of 12, tied with light reg’d oval ds with 
	   “R / FEE PAID” oval, very attractive, fresh and fine

   King george V

40714	 CC   1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine right hand marginal, minor gum creasing, otherwise  401(1) 600 
	   fine mint nh (SG £1’200)

40715	 CC   1913 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine mint nh, light natural gum creasing, otherwise fine  401(1) 300 
	   (SG £1’200)

40716	 CC   1915 De La Rue 10s deep blue mint nh, tiny surface abrasions at top barely  411(2) 3’000 
	   noticeable, fine (SG £5’000)

40717	 CC   1915 De La Rue 10s deep blue (worn plate), mint nh, light natural gum creasing, fine  411(8) 3’000 
	   appearance, cert. Brandon (2000) (SG £5’500)

40718	 CC   1918-19 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue, never hinged corner marginal pair, hinges in top  417 500 
	   margin only away from stamps, normal brownish gum, fresh & very fine (SG £1’400)
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - KgV (cont.)

40719	 CC   1929 PUC £1 Black, never hinged corner marginal example, natural gum uneveness at  438 400 
	   lower left, very fine (SG £1’000)

40720	  94 1929 Postal Union Congress 3s booklet, edition no.170, complete, covers a little bit   150 
	   creased otherwise fine and scarce (SG BB25, £450)

   Queen elizabeth ii
   MODeRn eRRORS

40721	 CC J  98 2003 Extreme Endeavours “E,” ALTERNATE DESIGN, full right portion of sheet with 30  2360-65 4’000 
	   stamps, showing the Queen’s head in silver (rather than gold), a smaller inscription  
	   and subtle shade differences, full gum and nh, exceptionally rare (SG £45’000+)

   The wORKS OF gORDOn DRuMMOnD, PhilATeliC ARTiST

   unACCePTeD DeSignS

From lot 40722
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Qeii (cont.)

40722	 A   1971 50th Annivisary of the Northern Ireland Parliament: Eight unadopted larged (81 x 48 mm)  Offer 
	   handpainted designs by the well-known stamp designer Gordon Drummond, on black card.

	   The eight designs, three from the pre-decimal period & five from the decimal period are:  
   5d County Down, 9d The Giants Causeway, 1s6d Antrim Castle, 2 1/2p Mountains of Mourne  
   (Design “A”), 2 1/2p Mountains of Mourne (Design “B”), 4p Belfast Dockyard, 7 1/2p Stormont,  
   Belfast (Design “A”), 7 1/2p Stormont, Belfast (Design “B”), one card torn not affecting designs.

   An outstanding & unique assembly

	   Estimate e 4’000 - e 6’000

   Airmails
40723	 B F  www 1911 Coronation 1st Aerial Post flight envelopes (4), all franked 1d for internal usage with  200 
	    special flight cachets code 2, 3, 4 & 5, various colours, some cover wear, o/w fine

   Officials
   inlAnD ReVenue

40724	 G  94 Large OHMS piece bearing 1882 6d grey pl. 18, 1888 1/2d, 1889 1s green in strip of       O4, O13-O15 200 
	   four and 1892 2 1/2d (2), tied by registered London hooded cds, a little creasing affecting 
	   the 1/2d and 2 1/2d otherwise fine, a scarce multiple of the 1s and an attractive combination

40725	 F  98 Registered envelope to Cairo with 1892 2 1/2d purple on blue and 1889 1s green, tied by       O14, O15 700 
	   hooded London cds with “REGISTERED / POSTAL BRANCH / INLAND REVENUE” red oval ds,  
	   reverse with 2d registration seal obliterated by blue hatched circle, has been trimmed during  
   opening, vertical fold well clear of stamps, minor toning, very rare usage of this 1s on cover

40726	 F  98 Registered envelope to Cairo with 1892 2 1/2d purple on blue and 1901 1s green &               O14, O19  
	   carmine, tied by London hooded cds with further red “REGISTERED / POSTAL BRANCH /  
	   INLAND REVENUE” oval ds below, reverse with 2d reg’n die obliterated by blue hatched  
	   circle, vertical filing fold well clear of stamps and certainly not detracting from this 
	   incredibly rare and probably unique usage of this 1s on cover, cert. BPA (1999)

	   Estimate: e 3’000 - e 5’000
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Officials (cont.)

40727	 F  98 1900 Registered envelope (RP5 Size I) sent to the Consul in Budapest bearing pair of  O3, O14 Offer 
	   1882 1d lilac and strip of three 1892 2 1/2d purple on blue, tied by London reg’d  
	   hooded cds with Inland Revenue registered OHMS label, Inland Revenue oval ds, 2d  
	   blue-green imprint cancelled by blue diamond circle with Budapest cds alongside,  
	   envelope trimmed open along the stop (as is often the case) and some stamp faults,  
	   still attractive and rare (Est. e 400/600)

   gOVeRnMenT PARCelS

40728	 F  98 1904 Envelope sent registered locally in Halesworth, bearing 1887 1 1/2d pair, env. O65 1’200 
	   has been made from a refolded OHMS entire, very attractive and rare to find these 
	   officials on cover

   Telegraphs
40729	  94 1881 Envelope sent registered in Liverpool bearing 1877 3s slate-blue pl.1 Telegraph  L229 500 
	   stamp tied by Liverpool cds, ms “Registered,” philatelically inspired, very seldom  
	   seen on cover, very fine

   Fiscals/Revenues
40730	 F  94 1882 Envelope sent registered in Liverpool bearing pair of 1d lilac Foreign Bill   120 
	   stamps and 1880 1d venetian red, tied by Liverpool squared circle ds, though the  
	   1880 1d is cancelled only by a crayon cross, philatelically inspired, some foxing,  
	   unusual and scarce

40731	 F  94 1882 Envelope sent registered in Liverpool bearing 1860 4d carmine-rose die A   100 
	   Customs embossed stamp (Barefoot 2), tied by Liverpool squared circle, ms  
	   “Registered,” some discolouration, unusual and scarce, cert. RPS (2003)

40732	 F  94 1885 Envelope sent registered in London bearing 1860-71 3d pink die C embossed   200 
	   Inland Revenue stamp, cancelled by London barred oval, rare and unpriced on cover,  
	   even if philatelic, fine

40733	 F  94 1890 Envelope sent registered from London to Paris bearing 1855-57 1d lilac Draft stamp,  150 
	   two 1868-81 1d purple Inland Revenue stamps, 1880 1/2d & 1d and 1887 6d, tied by 
	    “E.C/2” barred oval, London Chief Office reg’d oval ds below with Calais-Paris transit 
	   and “R” in oval hs, attractive mixed franking even if philatelic in nature, fine

40734	 F  94 1894 Envelope sent registered from London to Cork (Ireland) bearing three 1868 1d   100 
	   purple die 1 Inland Revenue stamps, tied by Charing Cross oval ds, “R” in oval  
	   below, light foxing to cover, philatelically inspired, still scarce

40735	 F  94 1896 Envelope sent registered in London bearing 1860 1d lilac, 1864 1d lilac and       L109, L112, L115 100 
	   1867 1d lilac Inland Revenue stamps, tied by London W.D.O reg’d oval ds, reverse  
	   with London W.D.O, N.W. and St. John’s Wood reg’d oval ds as well as Creek St. cds,  
	   philatelic in nature, a scarce usage

40736	 F  94 1897 Registered envelope (RP21 Size K) sent in Old Trafford bearing 13 embossed   300 
	   revenue 1d stamps and 1881 1d lilac (with T control), tied by Old Trafford cds with  
	   Manchester registered oval ds alongside, a little soiled in palces and philatelic in  
	   nature, still attractive and scarce item

40737	 F  98 1897 1 1/2d postal stationery envelope (Huggins type 6c) sent registered in Old   150 
	   Trafford uprated with Foreign Bill £1 lilac and 1887 1 1/2d purple & green, tied by  
	   Old Trafford cds with Manchester registered cds, very fine and rare to find on cover  
	   even if philatelic

40738	 F  102 1897 Envelope sent registered to USA bearing five Inland Revenue 1d lilacs tied by   150 
	   Stoke-Newington cds, reg’d London oval ds alongside, Philadelphia reg’d cds on  
	   reverse, fine and attractive

40739	 F  102 1897 Envelope sent registered to USA bearing five Inland Revenue 1d lilacs tied by   150 
	   Stoke-Newington cds, reg’d London oval ds alongside, Philadelphia reg’d cds on  
	   reverse, fine and attractive

40740	 F  98 1897 4d Vermilion postal stationery envelope (Huggins ES23) sent registered locally   120 
	   in Manchester, uprated with 10s green Foreign Bill, tied by Old Trafford cds with  
	   Manchester reg’d cds below, philatelic in nature, still scarce and very fine
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - Fiscals/Revenues (cont.)

40741	 F  98 1897 4d Vermilion postal stationery envelope (Huggins ES23) sent registered locally   100 
	   in Manchester, uprated with 1d orange embossed revenue, tied by Old Trafford cds  
	   with Manchester reg’d cds below, philatelic in nature, still scarce and very fine

40742	 F  102 1899 Envelope sent registered, incl. original letter, from London to Germany bearing   100 
	   1860-67 6d reddish lilac Inland Revenue stamp and 1881 1d lilac (“V.B.” perfin),  
	   paying 2 times the UPU rate plus 2d registration, tied by Mark Lane registered oval  
	   ds with “R” in oval alongside, fine

40743	 F  102 1911 Envelope from Talybont-on-Usk to Cambridge bearing 1868 1d purple die 1 Inland   100 
	   Revenue stamp, tied by Talybont-on-Usk cds, Cambridge cds on reverse, very fine  
	   single franking

   great Britain used Abroad
40744	 F G H  www BRITISH LEVANT: Collection of GB used mainly in Constantinople, also Beyrout and   Offer 
	    Smyrna, incl. 167-74 5s rose pl.1, mainly fine (61 stamps, 3 covers) (Cat. £1’850)  
	    (Est. e 200/300)

40745	 F J  102 CHILE: 1867 Envelope sent to from Valparaiso to Denmark bearing block of four   400 
	   1865-67 1s green pl.4, cancelled by smudgy “C30” obliterators, endorsed “Via Panama  
	   Southampton,” London “PAID” cds and “PD” hs, reverse with Valparaiso double arc cds  
	   plus transits and Copenhagen arrival cds, some soiling, very scarce, ex Glassco & Bollen

40746	 F   COLOMBIA: 1879 Large outer wrapper sent registered from the British Office at Colon to   
	   France, bearing pair of 1864 1d pl.171 and twenty-seven 1874 6d grey pl.16, all cancelled  
   by “E88” obliterators, Colon cds “REGISTERED” s/l and London reg’d oval as well, the wrapper  
   partially opened out to reveal stamps on reverse, cover faults and three stamps torn, a  
   remarkable franking and wonderful exhibition item, ex Burrus & Bollen

	   Estimate: e 5’000 - e 8’000

40747	 F  102 CRIMEA: Collection of 17 covers sent from the Crimean war, written up in an Oriel   Offer 
	   album, incl. star betwen cyphers (5 incl. 1 blue) and crown between stars (5)  
	   cancellations, a stampless cover with “POSTAGE NOT PAID / TO LONDON” hs and ms “3,”  
	   a stampless cover sent via the French PO and ms “1/-” on arrival in England, etc.,  
	   mixed condition, a scarce and attractive assembly 

   Estimate:  e 3’000 - e 5’000

40748	 H J  www EGYPT: Selection of 45 stamps incl. 5s, 1s in block of four, etc., see web (Est. e 240/400)  Offer

40749	 F  98 EGYPT: 1872 Envelope sent registered to London bearing two 1867-80 6d mauve pl.9,   150 
	   tied by “B01” numerals, with Cairo and Alexandria cds alongside with London reg’d  
	   oval, central filing fold well clear of stamps, fine
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - used Abroad (cont.)

40750	 F   EGYPT: 1872 6d Pale Chestnut ABNORMAL plate 12 in right marginal pair on envelope  124a  
	   sent registered to Aden, cancelled by “B02” obliteration, with boxed “REGISTERED”  
	   and Suez cds alongside, rough opening at the right certainly not detracting from this 
	   wonderful rarity, cert. RPS (1951)

   Estimate: e 6’000 - e 10’000

40751	 F  102 GIBRALTAR: 1859 Lettersheet sent registered to London bearing three 1856 6d lilac   300 
	   tied by “A26” oval obliteration, blue Gibraltar cds alongside with crown registered  
	   hs and London reg’d oval ds, London bs, some imperfections to stamps, still  
	   attractive and scarce cover

40752	 F  102 GIBRALTAR; 1873 Envelope sent registered to New York bearing left marginal pair of   1’500 
	   1867-70 1s green pl.7 left marginal pair, cancelled with “A26” numerals, tied by New  
	   York reg’d cds, rare Gibraltar reg’d oval ds with ms “No.199” and London reg’d oval  
	   adjacent, minor soiling, rare

40753	 F  102 GIBRALTAR: 1884 Envelope sent registered locally in Gibraltar to the Italian Consul   200 
	   bearing three 1881 1d lilac, cancelled by indistinct “A26” numeral, Gibraltar reg’d oval 
	   ds below, one stamp punctured, otherwise very fine and rare locally registered cover

40754	 F  102 GIBRALTAR: 1884 Registered envelope (RP13Aa Size G) sent to Cardiff bearing pair of   100 
	   1884 2 1/2d lilac, tied by smudgy numerals, Gibraltar and London reg’d oval ds below  
	   along with private company ds, Cardiff bs, minor faults, still attractive and scarce

40755	 F  102 MALTA: 1864 Envelope from the Mediteranean Extension Telegram Company sent   800 
	   registered to Bombay, “TELEGRAPHIC MESSAGE” at top, franked with vert. pair of  
	   1858-79 2d blue pl.9 and 1862 6d lilac pl.2, tied by Malta duplex, fine and rare,  
	   cert. BP (2003), ex Bignold

40756	 F  102 MALTA: 1883 Privately printed registered envelope sent to Hamburg bearing 1882 4d   80 
	   grey-brown pl.18 and 1880 1/2d green cancelled by “A25” horizontal oval obliteration  
	   with Malta reg’d oval ds below, transit and arrival bs, some foxing to cover, scarce

40757	 F  102 MALTA: 1883 Privately printed registered envelope sent to Hamburg bearing 1880 1/2d   80 
	   deep green and pair of 2d deep rose, tied by “A25” horizontal oval obliteration with  
	   Malta reg’d oval ds below, Napoli transit and Hamburg bs, minor cover faults, scarce
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   gReAT BRiTAin  - used Abroad (cont.)

40758	 F   NIGER COAST: 1897 Envelope sent registered to London bearing 1881 1d lilac pair and   1’500 
	   1887 1s green, tied by fine single strike of the Royal Niger Company Burutu  
	   sans-serif boxed ds (SG type 6) in dull violet, Liverpool and London reg’d oval ds,  
	   the fragile envelope has become split in places, still an attractive and probably  
	   UNIQUE usage of the 1s on cover, ex Col. Danson

40759	 F  102 SOUTH AFRICA: 1900 Envelope sent registered to Hull bearing 1887 3d purple on yellow   150 
	   and strip of three Orange Free State 1900 1d on 1d purple tied by “ARMY P.O.43. / S.  
	   AFRICA” cds, further strike on reverse with London reg’d oval and Hull cds, minor  
	   cover faults, fine

40760	 F  102 SOUTH AFRICA: 1900 Registered envelope sent to Lancashire bearing pair of 1887 1/2d   50 
	   vermilion tied by large violet “FIELD POST OFFICE / BRITISH ARMY S. A.” cds, London  
	   reg’d oval ds below, envelope roughly opened at right, attractive and a rare cancel

40761	 F  www SOUTH AFRICA: Group of 3 registered envelopes from British Army Field P.O to within   Offer 
	    the Cape Colony; one with three 1881 1d lilac to Cradock; one with three 1881 1d  
	    lilac (3) on printed registered envelope to Worcester with Eastern T.P.O. cds; and  
	    one with 1887 3d also to Worcester, fine group

   Maritime Mail
40762	 F  www 1822-40, Group of 4 covers to or from India with maritime interest, noted 1822 entire  300 
	    from Scotland with boxed “PAID in the COUNTRY” in red, 1829 cover to Scotland with 
	    boxed “MISSENT TO / LONDON,” 1840 cover from Jersey forwarded in India, good group

40763	 F  102 1849 Wrapper to Cape of Good Hope, sent to the Master of the Supreme Court in Cape   50 
	   Town, with “PAID” and “SHIP-LETTER / LONDON” cds on front, reverse with Ryde cds,  
	   very fine

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

ViSA, MASTeRCARD, euROCARD and AMeRiCAn exPReSS
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   British Empire
   Aden

40764	 C   1937 1/2a to 10R set of 12, lightly mounted mint, very fine (SG £750) 1-12 150

   inDiA uSeD in ADen

40765	 F  102 1904 Envelope insured for “Twelve pounds” with “Valeur declarée” label addressed to Japan,   2’500 
	   franked QV 1R (2) + 2a + KE7 1a tied by “B” in bar cancel, triple rate cover made up of 
	   2 1/2a for each 1/2 oz (ms 75 grammes) 2 1/2 X 6 = 15a, reg’n fee 2a, insurance 1 1/2a 
	   for each £1 = 18a, total 35a = 2r 3a, Aden seal & cds on reverse, reg'd GPO Hong Kong 
    & Yokohama arrivals, probably unique usage, QV 1R used in Aden is rare

   British honduras
40766	 F  102 1888 Envelope sent registered from Belize to Munich bearing 1888 2c on 6d rose  25b, 26, 40 300 
	   bisect, 3c on 3d chestnut and vertical pair of 1888-91 10c on 4d mauve, tied by  
	   barred oval obliteration, Belize cds alongside with “REGISTERED” s/l, “R” in oval,  
	   London and Liverpool reg’d oval ds, cover faults, scarce

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available 
at www.davidfeldman.com
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   Cyprus (see also “Rarities” catalogue)

   AuSTRiAn OFFiCeS

40767	 F   1872 Envelope to Italy franked by 3s + 5s + 15s tied by LARNACA DI CIPRO 19/1 cds in   3'600 
	   brown, top 2 values with perforation faults, Lloyd Agenzie Smirne & Torino arrival  
	   backstamps, 1 backflap damaged, attractive & rare 3 colour franking

   OVeRPRinTeD STAMPS OF gReAT BRiTAin
40768	 CC J  106 1880 2 1/2d Rosy Mauve pl.14 in half sheet of 48 with margins on three sides, full  3 300 
	   og, JK showing variety “thin C,” gum bend affecting one row, a few faint spots of  
	   toning, folded once, still a fine and scarce piece

   ghana
40769	 CC J  www 1965 6p on 6d with shifted ovpt on a block of 20 from the top of the sheet, printed  385c 100 
	    diagonally leaving four stamps at the top without the ovpt, fine

   gibraltar
   geneRAl iSSueS

40770	 CC   1904-08 MCA £1 deep purple & black, mint nh BL corner plate number single, very fine  64 300 
	   & scarce with plate number

40771	 CC   1925-32 Script £1 Red-orange & black, mint nh TR corner plate number single, very  107 150 
	   fine & scarce with plate number

Prices Realised
Available by logging onto our web site at: www.davidfeldman.com
Please contact us if you would like a copy, enclosing Euro 10 or equivalent for postage.

David Feldman SA w P.O.Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland w E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40767
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40767
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40768
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40769
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40770
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40771
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40770
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40771
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   india (see also “Rarities” catalogue)
   POSTAl hiSTORy
40772	 F  106 1816 (10 Nov) Entire from Scotland to Calcutta, address panel with a range of   300 
	   despatch & transit marks incl. rare s/l “MORE.TO.PAY,” reverse fine strike of rare  
	   Indian “King’s Postage Inland Rate,” segmented boxed ds over the flap, this year  
	   date unlisted in the R.L. Encyclopaedia, minor cover faults

40773	 F  106 SHIP LETTER: 1810 Entire sent from Weymouth (England) to Calcutta, addressed to Mr   200 
	   Ward of the East India Company, with “SHIP LETTER / CALCUTTA” red cds (Giles SR 3)  
	   on reverse, fine

40774	 F  106 SHIP LETTER: 1836 Entire from Madras to Stamford Hill (England), reverse with red   150 
	   “MADRAS / SHIP LETTER / POST PAID” framed ds (Giles SD16), indistinct “DEAL / INDIA  
	   LETTER” hs and London arrivals, obverse with “T.P 2d / Rate” hs, fine

40775	 F  106 SHIP LETTER: 1842 Entire from Madras to Bordeaux, reverse with “MADRAS / STEAM   260 
	   LETTER” framed ds (Giles SD19), Madras boxed ds (Giles 19), French transit and  
	   arrival, obverse with “INDIA” oval hs (Giles SD6)and French “PAQUEBOTS / DE LA /  
	   MEDITERANEE” hs, fine

   1852 SCinDe DAwK

40776	 H   1/2a White Scind Dawk (3) and 1/2a blue on piece, various faults, rare (SG £7’800)  500

40777	 F   1841 Entire addressed to (Sir) Bartle Frere who introduced the Scinde Dawk in India   2’500 
	   for his provisional postal service, ideal for the 1st page of an exhibition collection

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40772
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40773
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40774
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40775
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40776
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40776
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40776
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40776
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40776
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40777
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40777
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   inDiA (cont.)

   Queen ViCTORiA
   1854 1/2A & 1A (Sg 1-16)

40778	 F  106 1/2a Blue (die III), two singles (one on each side) on a small registered cover from   60 
	   Calicut to Madras, stamp on reverse tied by boxed “G.P.O. / 19 MAY 56” cancel, incl.  
	   original contents, cover faults, scarce

40779

40781

           40782 40784

40779	 DCE J   1/2a Blue (die I) lower right marginal block of six showing ornamental corner  2 400 
	   design, unused, pos.88 showing retouched chignon, very fine

40780	 F   1/2a Blue with large to huge margins, on small native cover from Kircumbady to  2 50 
	   Madras, tied by blue lozenge, showing prominent retouched chignon, stamp slightly  
	   toned otherwise fine

40781	 DCE J   1/2a Blue (die II) right marginal block of six showing marginal inscription, unused,  6 200 
	   tear through lower right stamp, otherwise fine and scarce

40782	 DCE J   1/2a Blue (die II) block of four, unused, showing a range of die wear and retouches,  6 200 
	   sheet positions pencilled on reverse, very fine

40783	 F  106 1/2a Blue (die II) on 1854 Envelope from Bombay to Surat, tied by Rebouf type 1  6 50 
	   cancellation with additional Bombay cds, Surat bs, cover faults, still attractive

40784	 DCE J   1/2a Indigo (die II) right marginal block of four showing inscription, unused, toned  7 200 
	   paper, fine

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40778
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40779
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40781
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40782
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40784
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40779
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40780
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40780
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40781
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40782
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40783
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40784
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   inDiA (cont.)

40785	 G   1a Red die I stone A strip of six on fragment, pos.2 to 7, with position 7 showing  12 200 
	   “ON” of “ONE” retouched, with just touched to large margins, fine and scarce

40786	 H   1a Red (die I) strip of four with large to huge margins, obliterated by Renouf type  12 280 
	   5 cancellation for the Northern Circle with unclear numeral, a fine and rare multiple

40788ex1

40787

40788ex2

40787	 DCE   1a Red die II stone D left hand marginal vertical pair, unused, top stamp (pos.49)  14 100 
	   showing variety “missing lowest coil of chignon,” also faulty “N” in “INDIA” and  
	   broken first arch at left, pin hole in margin, very fine

40788	 H   1a Red (die II) with large margins showing constant variety “no coil to chignon”  14 100 
	   (stone D, pos.49), light lozenge cancel, faults not detracting from appearance; also  
	   normal single with large margins, deeper shade, “B / 1” cancel, very fine

   1854 4A Blue & ReD (Sg 17-26)

40789	 I   4a First printing, die I & head I, four used examples showing large shifts in the  18 360 
	   position of the Queen’s head, all cancelled by lozenge of dots, only one not four-  
	   margined, fine and unusual addition to a specialised collection

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40785
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40785
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40786
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40786
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40788
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40787
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40788
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40787
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40788
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40789
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40789
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40789
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40789
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   inDiA (cont.)

   1854 2A gReen (Sg 31, 34)

40790	 H   2a Green strip of three, just touched at top right o/w large margins, lozenge cancel, fine  100

   geneRAl iSSueS
40791	 F H  106 1861 Envelope from Pondicherry to Tellichery, bearing 1/2a blue pair tied by   200 
	   Pondicherry dupled cancellation (Renouf type 9), Calicut transit below, arrival bs,  
	   pin holes in cover otherwise fine, also 2a pair with Pondicherry cds

40792	 F  106 1868 December 10, Cover from Wicklow, Ireland to India at 10d rate for 1/2oz, paid   500 
	   single, sent via Marseilles and Suez. Franking 1865 4d vermilion plate 10 +1867 6d  
	   lilac plate 6 tied by “449” diamond, Redirected from Poona with 1 anna brown, and  
	   charged a further 2 annas (boxed), fine and rare redirected combination, ex. Field

40793	 H   1868 8a Rose Die II in complete pane of 80 (8 x 10) used with margins all around,   1’800 
	   some faults, mostly peripheral, top half cancelled B/1 in blue, lower half with  
	   crayon, spectacular multiple

40794	 C DCE   1882-90 Empire issue mint set (less 4a) all overprinted SPECIMEN, 2 shades of 8a   500 
	   (one unused), 1a with thin, plus 1895 high value set of 3 overprinted CANCELLED

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40790
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40790
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40791
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40792
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40793
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40793
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40794
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40794
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   inDiA (cont.)

40795	 CC C H  www 1883 1r Slate corner TL corner marginal block of 16 nh mint, creased o/w fine, also  101 150 
	 J    additional mint single and 3 used, one with Zanzibar cds, good multiple

40796	 F  106 1884 (ca.) Illustrated cover to Switzerland franked by 1/2a + 4a tied by Calcutta   400 
	   duplexes, Sea Post Office bs, missing backflap, cover tears which could be  
	   disinfection slits, highly unusual usage from India

40797	 F  106 1934 Envelope to Dr. Hilde Bernard in Austria printed DEUTSCHE / HIMALAYA-EXPEDITION   750 
	   / 1934 franked 1/2a + 2a + 12a tied by Astor cds (12/6), reverse with 4 labels Dr. W. Bernard 
	   / German / Himalayan Expedition to Nanga Parbat / Astor / British India, very scarce

   MAhATMA gAnDhi

40798	 F   1948 Gandhi Service 1 1/2a brown, perf. 11 1/2, neatly tied on OHMS legal size   2’000 
	   envelope by NEW DELHI GOVERNOR GENERAL CAM PO / 17.8.48 cds, cvr crease & some  
	   toning, very scarce, cert. BPA (2010)

40799	 A   1969 Morocco 1DH unique enlarged handpainted artist’s drawing, very fine & an   2’000 
	   attractive Gandhi showpiece

40800	 A   1969 Morocco 40c imprimatur marginal imperf single, deluxe proof mounted on card &   1’500 
	   normal for comparison, very fine & rare

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40795
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40796
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40797
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40798
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40798
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40799
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40800
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40799
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40800
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   inDiA (cont.)

40801	 A   1973 Gandhi & Nehru 20p, six handpainted artists’ designs, all for the same 20p   5’000 
	   value, attractive & unique assembly (6)

40802	 A   1988 40th Anniversary of the Death of Gandhi 120f enlarged mock-up proof from   1’000 
	   Burkina Faso, rare

40803	 A   1992 Gandhi set of two signed handpainted enlarged artist’s proofs, very fine &   2’000 
	   extremely rare, a unique opportunity for the Gandhi connoisseur

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40801
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40801
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40802
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40802
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40803
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40803
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   inDiA (cont.)

   OFFiCiAlS

 40804

40805ex

40807

40804	 G   1866 1/2a Mauve on lilac, two pairs tied to small fragment by diamond grill, top pair  O19 1’500 
	   stains, lower pair perfs at foot slightly trimmed, rare multiples & cancels, ex Col. Stewart

40805	 CC C J   1867-74 Values incl. 1867-73 set of 5 values plus 1875-82 1/2a + 1a all in mint   750 
	   pairs ovpt. cancelled + 1st set & 2nd set 2a + 8a in blocks of 4, 2a (2 blocks, one  
	   marginal) all ovpt SPECIMEN, fine & fresh group from Inland Revenue Record book

40806	 C J   1913 High values ovpt. SERVICE 1r to 25r in mint blocks of 4, brown gum on reverse,  O91-96 2’400 
	   rare multiples, ex Kohinoor

40807	 C   1925 2R on 10R Green & Scarlet, mint og, a few toned perfs at top o/w fine (SG £1’300) O104 300

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40804
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40805
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40807
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40804
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40805
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40806
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40806
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40807
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   inDiA (cont.)

40808	 CC   TELEGRAPH: 1904 1a ovpt on 4R violet horizontal strip of 5 (some perf. separation),   1’500 
	   one showing variety “1” of “1 anna” omitted, full og, slight surface abrasion usual  
	   for these issues, rare multiple

   FielD POST OFFiCeS

40809	 F  106 AFGHANISTAN, 1880 (15 Apr) Telegraph Receipt (b/w) for telegram from Kandahar to   300 
	   Sibi endorsed “State” at TL, boxed “Passed” hs in red applied by the press censor,  
	   franked by India Telegraphs 1869 1r blue-grey (Die II) horiz. pair(reduced at  
	   bottom) tied by very fine KANDAHAR 15 4 1880 linear ds, copy of the message on  
	   reverse: “Supt sorting office Sibi; letter parcels for Genrl Stewarts force to be  
	   sent to Cabul via Lahore,” wonderful telegram item from the short-lived British  
	   Occupation during the 2nd Afghan War with very early censor mark

   inDiA uSeD in PeRSiA

40810	 F  106 BUSHIRE: 1899 Envelope sent registered to Bombay, franked on reverse by three   100 
	   1882-90 1a tied by Bushire squared cds and “UMARKHADI / BOMBAY” cds tying one,  
	   Bushire reg’d box on front, slightly trimmed at left otherwise fine

   inDiA uSeD in BuRMA

40811	 F  106 1869 Wrapper from Rangoon to Germany bearing 1a brown and 8p purple, tied by Rangoon   200 
	   duplex (Renouf type 10) and sender’s hs, reverse with Calcutta India Paid cds (Giles  
	   33) and Hamburg arrival, fine

40812	 H   1902 KE7 High value set with additional 5r all used in Burma, mostly fine, ex Gerald Davis  2’000

   inDiA uSeD in TiBeT

40813	 F  106 1924 Card to England franked by India KGV 1a tied by Pharijong cds with MT. EVEREST   400 
	   EXPEDITION 1924 TIBET cachet alongside, same cachet tying blue label on reverse  
	   (slight perf. toning), o/w fine & scarce

   inDiA uSeD in SingAPORe

40814	 F H  124 1854-69 Selection mounted on leaves with 2 covers & 18 stamps all with B/172   650 
	   cancels, 1861 folded cover to England franked 4a black, 1864 cover to USA with 8a  
	   pair, mixed

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40808
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40808
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40809
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40810
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40812
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40814
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   inDiA (cont.)

   ChinA exPeDiTiOnARy FORCe
40815	 F  www 1901 1/2a “C.E.F” postal stationery envelopesent to a soldier in the 1st Sikh   70 
	    regiment of the British Contingent, cancelled by “F.P.O. No.6” cds of Shanghai, very  
	    fine, also 1/4a “C.E.F” reply post card with “F.P.O No.4” cds of Tientsin (Advanced  
	    Base) and reverse with handpainted picture of men drinking tea, fine and attractive

   inDiA COlleCTiOnS, lOTS, eTC.
40816	 F  www 1888-1949, Group of 12 covers/stationery incl. 1888 Cochin in combination with   Offer 
	    India, five reg’d mail, etc., see web (Est. e 240/400)

   indian States
   inDiAn COnVenTiOn STATeS
   gwAliOR

40817

40818ex

40819

40817	 C   1885-97 1r Carmine & Green, mint, showing GWALICR variety, fresh, very fine & scarce  34b 400 
	   (SG £900), cert. BPA (2000)

40818	 C   1928-36 3p to 25R set of 16, mostly lightly mounted mint, 25R mnh, very fine 86-101 100

40819	 C   1895-96 1r Green & Carmine, mint showing variety”’HINDI CHARACTERS TRANSPOSED,”  O10a 3’000 
	   bottom right corner perf crease, fresh & extremely fine for this exceedingly rare  
	   stamp, only 12 printed & to date only 9 recorded, one being in the the Royal  
	   collection; cert. RPS (1965), ex Ulrich (SG £2’750)
   JinD

40820 40821ex

40820	 H   1914-1927 5R Ultramarine & Violet, light cds in corner, fine (SG £325) 78 70

40821	 C   1937-38 3p to 25R set of 18, mint, 15R with thin otherwise very fine (SG £750) 109-126 180

   inDiAn FeuDATORy STATeS
   BiJAwAR

40822	 S   1935-36 Complete set of five values, without gum, eack showing handstamped SPECIMEN  1-5 500 
	   diagonally in violet, believed to have been issued for publicity purposes,  fine & apparently  
   the only set recorded, cert. BPA (2008)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40815
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   inDiAn nATiVe STATeS - Bijawar (cont.)

40823	 S   1937 Complete set of five values, without gum, each showing handstamped SPECIMEN  11-15 500 
	   diagonally in black, believed to have been issued for publicity purposes, each creased &  
   defective, apparently the only set recorded, cert. BPA (2008)
   

ChARKhARi

40824	 P   1897 Proofs or trial impressions of all five values (1/4a to 4a) with two of each value,  5-9 500 
	   on different coloured papers incl. green, blue or buff, plus 1902 2a proof on buff,  
	   a very fine & scarce group (11)

40825	 F   1930-45 1a chocolate, sheet marginal horizontal pair, neatly tied on reverse of  40 200 
	   native cover, very fine & scarce

40826	 F   1939-40 1a on 1r Chestnut, horizontal pair, tied on reverse of native envelope by  55 750 
	   “SATWAVA” cds with similar alongside, diagonal crease through left stamp ending in a  
	   split, some usual cover faults, an extremely rare usage, cert. BPA (2007)

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=106&cat=40823
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   inDiAn nATiVe STATeS (cont.)

   DuTTiA

40827	 DCE   1896 4a Black on rose, unused with blue control cachet, good to very large margins,  7 500 
	   BL corner crease, very fine for this Indian States rarity (SG £1’300)

   iDAR
40828	 F   Large collection-accumulation of fifty plus documents bearing various usages of the   300 
	   Idar fiscals, incl. the scarce postal fiscal stamps, examine

   inDORe

40829	 C   THE UNIQUE PERFORATION 12 1/2 ERROR 11b 3’000

	   1904-20 1a Green, showing recently discovered perforation variety PERF. 12 1/2, few  
	   short perfs. & toned spots, a unique showpiece, an important recent discovery, cert.  
	   BPA (2007). Note: Listed “as does not exist” in the Gibbons catalogue prior to 2007.  
	   The only UNIQUE stamp of Indore and a “must” for any major Indian States collection.  
	   The issue date of 1920 has been attributed to this stamp based on other Bhopal  
	   stamps printed by Perkins Bacon that had a similar perforation

   JAMMu & KAShMiR

40830	 A   1892 Essays, hand-drawn pencil & ink sketches for four different values for   1’000 
	   Telegraph, Postcard & Revenue stamps, sent from the Jammu & Kashmir Government to  
	   the De La Rue printers in London, a very scarce lot
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   inDiAn nATiVe STATeS (cont.)

   JASDAn

40831	 DCE   1942-47 1a Deep Myrtle-green, unused, few toned perfs, a fine example of this rare  1 1’000 
	   stamp, ex Bates (SG £1’300)

40832	 F   1942 1a Light Green, horizontal pair postally used on a postage due note, Gujrati script 3 2’000 
	   states “please recover 2 state postage stamps towards deficit and affix on reverse,”  
	   extensively documented in “India Post,” extremely rare usage, ex Derek Bates

40833	 H   1945 1a Bluish Green, bottom marginal used pair (cliché 7 & 8), perf 8.5 to 9 ,  6 500 
	   neatly cancelled by VINCHHIYA native cds, less than a handful of used examples are  
	   known, extremely rare used, ex Derek Bates
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   inDiAn nATiVe STATeS (cont.)

40834	 P   1946 INDAP printers proofs: The only recorded proof of the 1a light green (SG 2),   6’000 
	   plus court free & revenue stamps, all imperforate and stuck on printer's letterhead  
	   paper, plus trial printing of revenue stamps in pair, “sample of gumm paper” with  
	   printers seal & revenue stamp imperf. applied to letter from the printers, all the  
	   above recorded by Medhora in his articles on Jasdan (article included), an extremely  
	   rare assembly for the specialist & connoisseur, ex Derek Bates

	   Note: This proof was the basis for Derek Bates’ arguement that SG2 was the first  
	   issued stamp of Jasdan

40835	 F   Large collection-accumulation (literally hundreds) on stockpages, with array of   200 
	   various Jasdan fiscal stamps and court fee stamps including various plate or cliché  
	   studies, unusual & a scarce assembly, ex Bates (100s)

   KiShAngARTh

40836	 H   1904-1910 1/2a to 5R set of 9 used, very fine and rare in such condition (SG £450) 42-50 150

   nAwAnAgAR

40837	 DCE F   1877-80 Attractive specialized collection of unused, used, fragments & covers,  3-9 1’000 
	 DFE G   including the thick-frame issue (Dawson pre-catalogue issues) on cover, plus various  
	 H S   unrecorded typeset errors (such as inverted “do” in fourth line, “ro” instead of  
	   “do” in fourth line), etc., 1893 issue showing three values with SPECIMEN ovpt and  
	   struck with a boxed cancel, mixed to very fine (24 unused, 3 used & 2 part/complete  
	   covers, 3 Specimens)   

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

ViSA, MASTeRCARD, euROCARD and AMeRiCAn exPReSS
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   inDiAn nATiVe STATeS (cont.)

   POOnCh

40838	 DCE   1876 6p Red, unused single on yellowish white wove paper, showing central face value  1 6’000 
	   in circle & five rosettes in outer frame, an important rarity, one of apparently  
	   three recorded examples, cert. BPA (2006), states “unused with part original gum,  
	   blue ink manuscript on reverse, thinned and defective”

40839	 DCE J   1884-87 1p Red on blue wove batonne paper with ruled lines in pencil, unused  55 1’000 
	   irregular block of 40, thirteen stamps are printed inverted, giving rise to seven  
	   tete-beche pairs, some usual creasing, an attractive & rare unused multiple

40840	 DCE J   1888 Official 2a Black on white laid batonne paper, irregular unused block of 50,  O4 500 
	   the desire to save paper has led to ruled spaces being ignored, some usual  
	   pre-printing paper folds, an unusual & spectacular multiples, of considerable rarity

	   Note: Postitive and negative impressions of the “Under Quater Tola” paper makers’s  
	   seal at lower left.

   RAJASThAn

40841	 F   Attractive collection-accumulation of more than a eighty documents bearing the   700 
	   Shahpura postal fiscal stamps with various varieties including perforations, sizes,  
	   Rajasthan overprints, paper types, etc., a unique collection for further study, some  
	   of the documents appear to be postal in nature and require translation (80+)
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   inDiAn nATiVe STATeS (cont.)

   SORuTh

40842
40844 40846

40847

40842	 DCE   1864 (1a) Black on azure laid paper, unused, good to large margins, treated to  1 2’000 
	   remove stains & abrasion at upper right, creased, very fine & extremely rare,  
	   probably one of only two recorded, ex Derek Bates, cert. BPA (2010)

40843	 F   1864 (1a) Black on azure laid papier, large to very large even margins, cancelled on  1 400 
	   large part cover, with complete JOONACHUR / SP.19.67 cds alongside, an attractive &  
	   a rare usage of this scarce stamps, ex Derek Bates

40844	 DCE   1864 (1a) Black on azure laid paper, unused, somwhat roughly cut, showing DOUBLE  1 var 3’000 
	   IMPRESSION (second imprint tete-beche), horizontak crease at top, very fine for this  
	   extremely rare error, perhaps the only one recorded thus far (SG unrecorded), cert.  
	   BPA (2010)

40845	 F DFE   1864 (1a) Black on azure to grey paper, small specialised assembly of twelve singles,  1-4 500 
	 G H   two pairs & three part covers, mixed to very fine, a scarce group, ex Sturton

40846	 DCE   1864 (1a) Black on azure wove paper, unused, creased, pinhole at tops, discoloured &  2 3’000 
	   somwhat roughly cut, showing DOUBLE IMPRESSION, very fine for this extremely rare  
	   error, perhaps the only one recorded thus far, ex Derek Bates (SG upriced unused),  
	   cert. BPA (2010)

40847	 H   1864 (1a) Black on cream wove paper, handstamped in water colour, somewhat soiled &  4a 500 
	   toned, BR corner restored, a rare used example (SG £1’000), cert. RPS (2004)
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   ireland (see also “Rarities” catalogue)

40848	 CC C   1914 Anti Hole Rule Labels: (1d) Carson & flags horizontal marginal strip of three,   150 
	   some small faults, a scarce multiple

40849	 CC C   1914 Anti Hole Rule Labels: (1d) Carson & flags, (1d) Carson large head, (1d) Red   150 
	 DCE   Hand, some small faults, a scarce trio

40850	 CC C   1914 Anti Hole Rule Labels: (1d) Carson & flags, (1d) Carson large head, (1d) Red   150 
	 DCE   Hand, some small faults, a scarce trio

40851	 CC C   1914 Anti Hole Rule Labels: (1d) Carson & flags, (1d) Carson large head, (1d) Red   150 
	 DCE   Hand, some small faults, a scarce trio

   Kuwait
40852	 F  124 1945 172a Purple + 1939 1r (2) tied by Kuwait cds with wavy bars on env. to USA,    
	   scarce high franking

40853	 CC J  124 1955 Castles with type II overprint, set of three in full mint nh sheets of 40,   107a-109a 3’600 
	   no folds or creasing, very fine and scarce (SG £14’000+)

   Malaysia
   

KelAnTAn

40854ex

40856

40857

40854	 C   1937-40 1c to $5 complete mint set of 15, fresh & very fine (SG £800) 40-54 300

   PenAng
40855	 F  www 1831 Entire to Scotland with ms “Penang” dateline with boxed “DOVER / INDIA LETTER”   120 
	    & Calcutta Ship Letter ds on reverse, ms “p. Ship Catherine” on front

   new Zealand-AnTARCTiC TeRRiTORieS
40856	 CC   1d Carmine top marginal vert. pair, mint full og, bottom stamp showing variety  A3 60 
	   raised “IA” in “VICTORIA,” very fine
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   north Borneo
40857	 C   1922 Malaya-Borneo Exhibition mint set of 14, all showing the rare “Stop after  253c-75a 600 
	   Exhibition” variety, fresg & very fine (SG £1650)

   nova Scotia
   1851-57 iMPeRFORATe

40858	 H   6d Deep Green with good to very good margins, faint cancel, tiny thin, attractive  6 150 
	   and scarce (SG £800)

   Orange Free State
40859	 F  124 1900 Registered cover to England bearing 1900 1/2d on 1/2d orange, 1d on 1d purple,   100 
	   2d on 2d mauve, 3d on 3d ultramarine, 6d on 6d blue, 1s on 1s brown and 5s on 5s  
	   green, all setting type 32, also with Orange River Colony 1/2d green and 2 1/2d  
	   ultramarine, tied by Bloemfontein cds, three different London reg’d ds on front and  
	   back, very fine

40860	 F  124 1900 Registered cover to England bearing thirteen 1900 1/2 on 1/2d orange tied by   100 
	   Jacobsdal cds, London registered hooded ds on front, reverse with Jacobsdal censor  
	   cachet, “Parti/Gone Away.” boxed hs, Returned Letter Office cds and Returned Letter  
	   Branch oval ds with ms “Gone Away,” very fine and unusual

   Pakistan
   BAhAlAwAlPuR

40860A P  1948 De La Rue mockup die proof in red and black on matted card, very fine and possibly  1'000 
   unique

40860B P  1948 De La Rue mockup die proof in green on matted card, very fine and possibly unique  1'000
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   Qatar
40861	 F  124 1956-61 Group of 3 covers from Doha, 2 to USA franked by 15NP strip of 3 + single +   200 
	   uncancelled 3 on reverse & single 1Rupee on 1961 cover, 1956 6 annas on env. to  
	   India, fine trio

40862	 F  124 1957 Envelope to Italy franked by 20NP (2) + 1NP tied by Umm Said Qatar cds, Torino   200 
	   arrival bs, fine

40863	 F  124 1957-77, Collection of 17 covers mounted on leaves incl. 1957-58 covers (3) to   2’000 
	   Portuguese India all franked with 40NP - 2 with pairs (1 reg'd), later mail incl. 4 to  
	   Iceland, unusual assembly

40864	 F  132 1960 Registed env. to Aden franked by GB QE 6d ovpt. QATAR 40NP strip of 3 + single on   200 
	   reverse tied by oval registered Qatar cds with DOHA reg'd label in association, fine & scarce

   Victoria
40865	 F  132 1858 Envelope sent registered to Scotland bearing three 1854 6d orange (all clear   200 
	   margins), paying 6d postage via Suez and Southampton and 1s registration, tied by  
	   “152” barred numeral, boxed Cramond Bridge hs, London reg’d oval ds and “6” hs on  
	   front, Pleasant Creek and Edinburgh bs, fine

   western Australia (see also “Rarities” catalogue)

40866	 DCE H   1854 1d black used with good margins (SG1, £225), 1854-55 1s pale brown imperf.   400 
	   unused with good margins (SG4c, £400), 1857-59 2d brown-black/red used just touched  
	   on three sides (SG15, £550), 6d grey-black used just touched at top (SG23, £1’000),  
	   a fine and attractive selection

Distinguished items are eagerly sought  
for our Spring 2011 offer of          

Rarities of the World
If you have a suitable item, please contact us as soon as possible as this auction
is always limited to a small number of lots. Special conditions can be considered.

Every Six Months!
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   British empire Collections & large lots
   great Britain
40867	 F   1787-1939, Lot of 21 items with autograph interest, several items from Dr. Richard   Offer 
	   King, also Henry J.T. Palmerston, The Lushingtons in Trinidad (4), James Grant,  
	   William Ward, Robert Cecil, Sidney Low, Duke of Buccleugh, Edmond Beckett Denison,  
	   and later Margaret Rhondda, fine (Est. e 120/200)

40868	 C DCE   1806-83, Mainly used collection incl. 1806 Life insurance policy cover with ASHBY   Offer 
	 F H   DELAZOUCH s/l; four margin 1840 1d black pl.1b & pl.8; 16 used 1855 2d blue pl.5,  
	   large crown, perf. 14, plus 4 greenish-blue; 1870 1/2d partial plate reconstructions  
	   of pl.13 (267) & pl.20 (144), 25 mint & unused, used multiples, etc.; 1873-80 1s  
	   orange-brown orbs wmk used; 1865-67 9d and 3d on cover to Portugal; and fine used  
	   1883 9d green, high cat. value (Est. e 1’600/2’000)

40869	 F  132 1840-91, Group of 16 covers and a front, from stampless to surface printed with some   Offer 
	   registered, incl. 1s3d cover to British Columbia (foxed), reg’d covers with 6d  
	   embossed and 1d red (3), 1880-81 1d unauthorised bisect on 1/2d card (cert. RPS  
	   2005), etc., mixed condition (Est. e 500/800)

40870	 H   1840-1900, Remarkable used collection of Queen Victoria issues neatly mounted on   Offer 
	   album pages, noted range of Embossed (7 x 6d, 3 x 10d and 6 x 1s), 1854-79 1d with  
	   diff. perfs. and plate reconstructions, Surface Printed incl. 1880 2s brown, 1867  
	   5s, 10s & £1, 1883-84 2s6d (5), 5s (3), 10s (3) and 1887-92 £1 (3), mixed to fine  
	   (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

40871	 H   1840-1919, Group of 20 better single stamps incl. 1902 10d OW Official with light   Offer 
	   “PARLIAMENT ST.” cds, cert. Bühler; 1896 5d and 1902 2d and 2 1/2d OW Official fine  
	   used; 1883-86 6d, 9d and 1887-90 1s Govt. Parcels used; 1840 2d blue four margin  
	   with neat MC, 1841 1d red four margin with neat MC, 10s Waterlow and 5s Bradbury  
	   WIlkinson seahorses fine used; 1876 8d with superb “LA GUAYRA” cds; 1855-57 6d deep  
	   lilac, 1862-64 4d red pl.4, 6d deep lilac, 6d lilac pl.4, 1s deep green pl.no.1  
	   1865-67 9d Straw fine and 1883-84 1s Dull Green all fine used, wonderful selection  
	   (Cat £13’400+) (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

40872	 F DFE  www 1840-1935, Used collection with strength in QV, incl. 1840 1d black, 1867-78 5s rose   Offer 
	 G H   & pale rose pl.1, 10s greenish-grey, 1883-84 10s blue, 1891 £1 green, 1902 £1 green,  
	   etc., as well as three covers, mainly fine (STC SG £22’000) (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

40873	 H   1840-1996, Used collection from Penny Black onwards housed in Scott Specialty album,   Offer 
	   some better Surface Printed QV noted although value lies more in the later years,  
	   mixed (Est. e 200/300)

Additional images of items from larger lots may be available 
at www.davidfeldman.com
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   BRiTiSh eMPiRe COlleCTiOnS - great Britain (cont.)

40874	 H   1841-1954, Valuable dealers accumulation of mostly used high values, showing   Offer 
	   strength in Surface Printed high values with 1867-83 Maltese Cross greenish grey  
	   used, £1 brown-lilac, 10s Anchor 10s greenish grey used, £5 orange used, 1884 Crowns  
	   £1 brown-lilac, three used singles (SG £7’200), 1888 Orbs £1 brown-lilac used (SG  
	   £3’800), 1887-92 £1 green four used singles (SG £2’800), plus later 1913-34 mint &  
	   used sel’n of Seahorses with values to £1 green, 1929 PUC £1 showing two mint, six  
	   used singles & corner marginal pair on fragment (SG £5’900), plus much more, mixed  
	   to very fine (100s) 

   Estimate: e 10’000 - e 20’000

40875	 CC C H   1841-1965, Chiefly used collection on pages with mainly GB used abroad, later GB and   Offer 
	   regionals, noted also apparently never hinged PUC £1, also 1841 2d with numeral MC,  
	   gen. fine (Est. e 300/500)

40876	 H   1841-1988, Used collection in Davo album plus useful duplication in stockbook with   Offer 
	   some Surface Printed QV and a nice selection of Perfins, mixed (Est. e 200/300)
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40877	 F  www 1843-88, 90+ covers mostly to France with surface printed, many 4d orange or 4d   Offer 
	    rose, also 10s embossed, 6d lilac to Spain single franking or pair, 6d lilac to  
	    Portugal, etc., a most useful lot for the Postal Historian or retail (Est. e 1’500/3’000)

40878	 F DFE  www 1843-1936, Group of 9 covers + 1 front, mostly QV to Iberia & France, also 1936   Offer 
	    Zeppelin cover to Uruguay franked by pair of 5sh Seahorses, mixed (Est. e 100/150)

40879	 CC C H   1845-2000, Mint & used stock in various stockbooks oredred by Yvert numbers incl.   Offer 
	   Channel Islands, also face value, etc., ready for retail (Est. e 500/1’000)#

40880	 F  132 1849-58, Embossed issue group of four covers going abroad comprising 10d and two 1s   Offer 
	   plus 1841 2d on cover to Germany, single 10d to Spain, two cut-to-shape 6d on cover  
	   to BURMA and 6d single to Newfoundland (Est. e 700/1’200)

40881	 F  www 1859-1879, A rare assembly of 30 covers to foreign destination, with single, mutiple   Offer 
	    & mixed issue frankings, a wonderful array of destinations incl. Argentina, Austria,  
	    British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, China, France, Germany, India, Italy,  
	    Japan, Natal, New Zealand, Peru, Portugal, Queensland, Russia, San Salvador, Spain,  
	    St. Helena, Switzerland, Turkey, USA, Victoria, some usual stamp & cover faults, a  
	    fun lot (Est. e 2000/4000)

40882	 F   1860-86, 40 covers showing various frankings & destinations incl. Spain, Prussia,   Offer 
	   France, Belgium, USA, reg’d, etc. (Est. e 340/500)

40883	 C DCE   1860-1963, Old-time selection mostly used mounted on home made pages, from surface   Offer 
	 H   printed issues onwards incl. blued Jubilee issues complete, KEVII to 1s, McKennals,  
	   early Seahorses to 5s & re-engraved to 10s, plus useful Officials & some offices  
	   abroad, etc., mixed to fine (Est. e 200/400)

40884	 F  132 1866-79, Sensational trio of Surface Printed QV on cover comprising 2s COBALT with   Offer 
	   engraved 2d on cover to Barcelona (cert.), 2s (milky blue?) on cover to Venezuela  
	   and 1865-67 9d straw on cover to Finland (Est. e 1’200/2’000)

40885	 C H   1867-1934, Lot of mostly used high values, incl. 1867-83 Maltese Cross 10s, QV £1   Offer 
	   green (3) & KEVII £1 green (4), plus array of 2s6d to 10s values, mixed to fine (SG  
	   £19’200+) (Est. e 3’000/4’000)

40886	 F   1900-30, 800 ppc showing an array of towns, villages, scenes, etc. (Est. e 260/340)  Offer

40887	 F   1914-15, Cover group mostly censored to Switzerland, few express (Est. e 180/240)  Offer

40888	 CC C J   1940-1986, Attractive & clean duplicated stock of mostly QEII with commemoratives,   Offer 
	   Machins, Regional Issues, etc., showing watermark varieties, plate & traffic light  
	   blocks, papers, phosphor bands, high values, booklet panes, etc., a wonderful lot to  
	   pick through (1’000s) (Est. e 700/1’000)

40889	 CC   1972-2002, Large accumulation of duplicated stock of almost all mint nh sets,   Offer 
	   singles, miniature sheets, booklets etc., showing strength in decimal Machins, plus  
	   many £1 values with high values to £10, generally very fine (100s) (£1’000s of face  
	   value) (Est. e 1’000/2’000)

You may participate directly in the auction and
 bid by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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   British empire
40890	 CC C  www 1841-1965, Mint & used accumulation on stockcards with strength in Australia &   Offer 
	 DCE F    States, also Hong Kong, Bermuda, some Indian States, Ceylon, useful GB Surface  
	 H    Printed QV, etc, fascinating (Est. e 300/500)

40891	 F  132 1843-65, ACCOUNTANCY MARKING lot of 26 covers from various origins in the Empire   Offer 
	   sent to or having transited through France, most are from India showing diff. types of paid 
	   or unpaid pmks, several with forwarding markings, noted also bisected Chile Columbus 
	   to France, stampless cover from Porto Cabello, etc., mostly fine (Est. e500/800)

40892	 CC C F   1851-1965, Chiefly used selection in two stockbooks with sets and singles ranging   Offer 
	 H   with strength noted in Antigua, St. Christopher, Bahamas, Bermuda and Jamaica,  
	   lot also includes minor Sweden and some Romania, fine (Est. e 400/700)

40893	 CC C H  www 1855-1955, Attractive selection on stockcards with GB incl. scarce 1939-42 KGVI 10s   Offer 
	    dark blue never hinged, Ireland Soarstat Seahorses, Cape Triangular pair, Australia  
	    with scarce Kookaburra booklet pane, also a British Antarctic QEII £1 single, mostly  
	    very fine, see enclosed list with Scott US$2’736 (Est. e 300/400)

40894	 F H  www 1855-1966, Lot of 67 covers or cards with GB, Australian States, New Zealand,   Offer 
	    Ceylon, several censored itms, includes a Tasmania SG11 with cert. BPB, gen. fine  
	    (Est. e 300/400)

40895	 C H   1860-1940, Mint & used assembly in two stockbooks (Est. e 300/600)  Offer

40896	 F G H   1860-1980, Mixed lot of mostly British Asia in five albums, noted useful Hong Kong,   Offer 
	   Papua, India, Malayan States, a few countries from other areas include Malta, gen.  
	   fine (Est. e 500/800)

40897	 CC C H  www 1863-1936, Mint & used selection on two stockpages, noted Bermuda Tercentenary 1/2d   Offer 
	 J    with wmk Crown to right of CA (SG 60W) in nh block of ten (SG£3’750+), Gibraltar  
	    1903 KEVII mint set of 10, also Bermuda Key-type 2s6d, 10s and £1, rare 1863  
	    Hong-Kong 18c with wmk CC unused, and Jamaica QV blocks of four (5) with CANCELLED  
	    overprint, a fine lot (Est. e 800/1’200)

40898	 CC C H   1883-2004, Attractive & diverse clean & fresh dealer’s assembly on stockpages,   Offer 
	 J   mostly mint complete sets & singles with all the reigns present, from Antigua to  
	   Zambia with some useful KUT, Malaysia, North Borneo, 1935 Silver Jublee apparently  
	   complete used, some odd mint 1948 Silver Weddings, etc., plus some Specimen  
	   overprints, generally very fine (100s) (Est. e 3’000/4’000)

40898A	 C	DCE	H	  1885-1921, Chiefly used selection in stockbook with sets and singles, strength noted 
 F	G  in Zanzibar incl. cancels on Indian issues, small minor ovpt. varieties, and also a French 
   P.O. item, fine (Est. e 400/700)

40899	 CC	C	H  1890-1963, Attractive & diverse clean & fresh dealer’s assembly on stockcards, mostly  Offer 
	   mint complete sets & singles, from Australia to St. Helena with some useful Falkland Is.,  
	   Malaysia, 1948 Silver Wedding, etc., generally very fine (100s) (Est. e800/1’200)
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40900	 CC	C	H  1890-1963, Attractive & diverse clean & fresh large dealers accumulation/stock of   Offer 
	 S  mint & used, with complete sets & singles all priced and mounted on stockpages with  
	   all the reigns present, from Antigua to St. Helena with some useful Bermuda with Key  
	   Types to £1, Cyprus, Falkland Is., Ireland with ovpt varieties, Malta, also Obnibus  
	   part sets incl. 1935 Silver Jubliee, 1937 Coronation, 1948 Silver Wedding & 1949 UPU  
	   etc., plus some Specimen overprints, mixed to very fine (1’000s) (Est. e 4’000/7’000)

40901	 CC C H   1890-1999, Attractive & diverse clean & fresh dealer’s assembly on stockpages,   Offer 
	 J S  mostly mint complete sets & singles with all the reigns present, from Antigua to St.  
	   Helena with some useful Falkland Is., Malaysia, 1948 Silver Wedding, etc., plus some  
	   Specimen overprints, generally very fine (100s) (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

40902	 S   1891-1981, Lot of SPECIMENS on stockcards from a range of areas of the Commonwealth   Offer 
	   such as British Honduras QV(9), Ceylon (9), Orange River Colony (6), Fiji (4),  
	   Sierra Leone (7), Bahamas (4), Gold Coast (10), British Somaliland (1), Morocco (1),  
	   Solomon Islands (2), Malaya & Regions (12), East Africa (15), Lagos (2), Northern &  
	   Southern Nigeria (2), Bermuda (3), Bechuanaland (1), Cayman Islands (1), Malta (1),  
	   Seychelles (5), Central Africa (1), Oil Rivers (1), Transval (6), Australia & States  
	   (44), Papua (1), Labuan (5), Cyprus (13), KUT (6), Gambia (16), Borneo (1), total of  
	   198, gen. fine (Est. e 800/1’200)

40903	 F  132 1892-98, Group of four covers & a front sent registered to the UK, incl. two envelopes  Offer 
	   from Labuan bearing 1894-96 12c & 18c; reg’d envelope from India with 2a green,  
	   redirected with “2d” hs and ms “posted out of course” (opened for display); envelope 
	   reg’d from Niger Coast with 1894 2 1/2d blue tied by Brass River cds; front from St. Lucia 
	   with 1891-98 3d, 1891-92 1/2d on half 6d and two 1d on 4d (Est. e100/150)

40904	 CC C H   1908-1963, Attractive & fresh dealer’s assembly on stockcards, mostly mint complete   Offer 
	 J   sets & singles, with some useful better sets and singles including New Zealand 1898  
	   Pictorials to 5s, Gibraltar fine array of Key types with value to £1 with Specimen  
	   ovpt, Bermuda Key types with fine array of shades & values to £1, etc., plus some  
	   Specimen overprints, generally very fine (100s) (Est. e 3’000/4’000)
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40905	 CC C H   1912-2005, Attractive & fresh assembly on stockcards, mostly mint complete sets &  Offer 
	    singles with all the reigns present, with some useful better sets and singles including 
	   St. Helena 1922 1/2d pair mint, one showing “Damaged value tablet,” Falkland Is. with  
   1938-50 set of 18 to £1, New Guinea 1932-34 Air set to £1, Kedah 1912 set of 14 to  
   £5, Sudan with 1941 set of 15 to 20pi, etc., plus some Specimen overprints, generally  
   very fine (100s) (Est.e 3’000/4’000)

40906	 CC C   Massive dealer's stock of mint & used, mostly modern, with complete sets & singles   Offer 
	 DCE H   all priced and mounted on cards and housed in 12 carton file boxes, mixed to very  
	   fine (10’000s) (Est. e 3’000/5’000)#

40907	 F   Accumulation of modern postal history showing covers & postcards to & from Ascension   Offer 
	   Island, British Indian Ocean Territory, Falklands Islands, St. Helena, Tristan Da Cunha,  
	   plus Thailand with a fine array of directional mkgs, incl. ARs, labels & forms, tax mkgs,  
	   returned to sender, etc., a wonderful lot for the connoisseur of this period (Est. e 200/400)

40908	 F   1840-1994, Attractive & unusual assembly of 100+ covers & cards, strength in GB with   Offer 
	   1d black on three seperate covers/part covers, 1937-47 9d, 10d & 1s all on tied on FDC,  
	   1939-48 £1 brown on registered FDC, Austrialia array of first flights, Dominica 1913 four  
   reg'd covers with set to 1s applied, other usful covers from Ascension, Sarawak, St. Helena  
   & Tristan Da Cunha etc., mixed to very fine (100+) (Est. e 500/1’000)

   BRiTiSh OCeAniA & AuSTRAlASiA

40909	 H   1850-1974, Mixed accumulation of mostly used with strength in Australian States   Offer 
	   incl. New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia, Queensland, plus some  
	   Australian & useful New Zealand, with an array of early classics throughout, mixed  
	   to fine (100s) (STC e12’000) (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

40910	 H  www 1851-1913, Attractive selection on 25 large stockcards with the Australian States   Offer 
	    and New Zealand, valuable New South Wales, selection of ‘Roos, Western Australia  
	    Swans, etc., gen. fine (Est. e 100/200)
   ADen

40911	 CC C F  www 1810-1949, Various groups of pages showing singles and covers incl. letter from 1810,   Offer 
	 G H    small study of the transit and arrival markings, different types of Sea Post Office pmks,  
   also a small stockbooks with sets and singles from Aden plus from some neighbouring  
   states, fine (Est. e 300/500)
   AuSTRAliA

40912	 F  www 1857-1909, Three covers or cards and a front incl. 1909 ppc from Tasmania to China,    Offer 
	    see web (Est. e 360/480)

40913	 F  www 1885-1904, Lot of 21 postal stationery, noted 1895 book post from NSW to Montenegro   Offer 
	    (via Alexandria), NSW card to St. Petersburg, Victoria 1/2d stationery to London with 1/d 
	    cut-out, mixed condition (Est. e 80/120)

40914	 CC C J   1913-92, Mint duplicated stock in sets, blocks and sheets from 1954 onwards incl. Olympics,  Offer 
	   also single items incl. 1913 ‘Roos mint to 6d, 1934 5s Sydney Harbour Bridge mint, 1963  
   Explorers mint nh set (3), some booklets, FDCs, souvenir sheets and some specimens, ideal for  
   a dealer (cat. value over £5’500) (Est. e 800/1’200)
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   BRiTiSh eMPiRe COlleCTiOnS (cont.)

40915	 CC C J   1935-68, Selection of mint in blocks, many marginal of which some have the printer’s  Offer 
	   inscription, incl. 1948-56 5s, 10s, £1 & £2 in corner marginal blocks of four with inscr.  
   and mounted in margins only, as well as 1968 booklet panes (Est. e150/200)

   BRiTiSh leVAnT

40916	 F G  www 1887-1922, Attractive cover group on pages, see web (Est. e 400/600)  Offer

   BuRMA

40917	 R  1913-32 Unusual group of more than 65 Revenue documents franked with any array of   Offer 
	   KEVII & KGV revenues, all with control punches, some usual stains & worm holes, scarce 
	   (Est. e 300/500)

   CAnADA

40918	 CC C H  www 1859-1916, Attractive used selection on 16 stockcards, value in mostly 1859-64 issue   Offer 
	    and in Large and Small Queens, nice range of different cancels, later years are mostly 
	    mint, fine (Est. e 800/1’200)

40919	 F  www 1860-1951 Group of 71 covers or postal stationery incl. postage dues, official mail,   Offer 
	    various destinations, Newfoundland, advertising etc. (Est. e 200/400)

   CAPe OF gOOD hOPe

40920	 F  www 1779-1845, Lot of thirteen pre-stamp covers mostly showing a range of crowned type   Offer 
	    postmarks, noted also one item the UK with the rare wide “M” pmk of PORTSMOUTH  
   entry pmk, gen. fine (Est. e 300/400)

40921	 H  www 1853-63, Small assembly incl. 1853 4d deep blue BPA cert., etc. (Est. e 150/300)  Offer

   CeylOn

40922	 CC C   1857-1925, Valuable mint used collection in large stockbook showing strength in the   Offer 
	 DCE H   1857-66 early issues with extensive ranges of shades and perforation variations with  
	   values to 2s, later issues showing a great deal of completion incl. the rare 1885 5c  
	   on 24c with cert. RPS, generally fine, an excellent basis for study and expansion  
	   (SG £20’000) (Est. e 3’000/4’000)
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   BRiTiSh eMPiRe COlleCTiOnS - Ceylon (cont.)

40923	 CC C  www 1857-1961, Mint and used collection in old-time Stanley Gibbons album, better items   Offer 
	 DCE H  www incl. 1857 imperf. 6d used, 1857-64 imperf. 1/2d (2) unused, 1857-59 imperf. 1d to  
	  www 2s, 1861-64 1d to 1s used, 1863-66 1/2d to 2s (3) used, 1893-99 2r50, as well as  
	  www later high values, mixed to very fine (Est. e 500/800)

   CyPRuS

40924	 F  www 1880-1964 Group of 29 covers & postal stationery mint & used, range of frankings   Offer 
	    (Est. e 100/150)

40925	 B F  www 1932-2001, Comprehensive flights collection housed in album and showing a wide array   Offer 
	    of First Flights, airmail labels incl. booklet, aerograms, etc., very fine (Est. e300/500)

40926	 CC   1960-2004, Complete never hinged collection of independent Cyprus, includes Turkish   Offer 
	   side, all in two hingeless deluxe Kabe albums, with many good EFO's, very fine (Est. e 200/300)

   ghAnA

40927	 CC   1957-87, Never hinged collection in five albums, very fine, see enclosed list with   Offer 
	   Mi. e2436 (2002), plus many rare varieties (Est. e 200/300)

   hOng KOng

40928	 H   1862-1937, Practically complete used collection mounted on album pages showing many   Offer 
	   of the early high valurs to 96c, plus later sets to $10 are present, some usual  
	   faults, mixed to fine (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

40929	 H   1869-1910, Attractive assembly of cancels on hundreds of loose stamps on pages incl. B62,   Offer 
	   B62B, AMOY, CANTON, FOOCHOW, NINGPO, SHANGHAI, SWATOW, YOKOHAMA, HANKOW,  
	   HOIHOW, TIENTSIN, Singapore 1869, Foreign & Maritime cancels, etc., most unusual offering 
	    (Est. e 400/800)

   inDiA (see Rarities catalogue for further collections)

40930	 F  www 1832-54, Selection of stampless postal history (10), incl. entire with “SOLDIERS   Offer 
	    LETTER / 3 / LONDON” hs, 4s7d letter to General Sir Edward Barnes (twice Governor of  
	    Ceylon), entire from Pondicherry to France, entire from Nusserabad to England,  
	    “Bearing” covers from Mirzapore and Simla, ship letter from Calcutta to England with  
	    “INDIA LETTER / LYMINGTON” hs, etc., variety of hs, fine (Est. e 400/500)

40931	 F  132 1832-76, Mail to & from FRANCE : 33 covers or part covers, virtually all stampless,   Offer 
	   plus 1 print mounted on leaves showing various rates, corrections to rates,  
	   accountancy marks, various steamers, a number of covers from ca. 1/2/1857 to end of  
	   June 1860 indicating that Sea Postage could not be paid to France in this period,  
	   ideal for research (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

40932	 F  132 1843-98, Collection of 29 covers to or from GREAT BRITAIN mounted on leaves incl.   Offer 
	   several redirected, noted incoming to GB redirected with 1d red imperfs, 1850 cover  
	   franked embossed cut to shape 10d & 1s, 1s embossed on 2 other covers, 1857 cover  
	   with Aberdeen experimental cancel, Campaign material incl. ex Sattin, diverse rates,  
	   exceptional group, ideal basis for expansion (e5’000/10’000)

40933	 A CC C  www 1854-1950, Accumulation incl. 1854 lithos, large margined 1a pair cancelled C/64, QV   Offer 
	 F G H    cancel ranges, India used abroad section (Persia), covers incl. 1st flights,  
	    military, etc., Feudatory States incl. Duttia, interesting group (Est. e 200/400)

40934	 F DFE  www 1860-65 INDIA used in COCHIN: Attractive selection mounted on pages, comprising five   Offer 
	 H    covers plus 6 singles and 2 pairs cancelled 130 obliterator or COCHIN cds, gen. fine  
	    (Est. e 700/1’000)

40935	 H  www 1860-1905, Attractive used selection of stamps used abroad incl. Aden, Zanzibar,   Offer 
	    Bahrain, Bagdad, Bushire, Akyab, etc. (Est. e 200/400)

40936	 F  www 1864-83, Group of 10 covers sent to England from different towns, showing a variety   Offer 
	    of frankings and cancellations, incl. blue Landour duplex, three different “INDIA  
	    PAID” hs, etc., mainly fine (Est. e 300/400)

40937	 F  www 1865-96, Group of 20 covers sent internally, to and from a variety of different towns,   Offer 
	    useful range of cancellations, incl. registered and postal stationery items, mainly fine  
   (Est. e 150/200)
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   BRiTiSh eMPiRe COlleCTiOnS - india (cont.)

40938	 CC C H   1866-80, Collection on 18 pages of mostly multiples, mainly mint, some used, some   Offer 
	 J   singles etc., noted 1866 Officials incl. plate marginal blocks, 2a incl. plate 3C &  
	   D, 8a incl. plates 5A & C, up to blocks of 9 mint, normal issues incl. 1/2a blue die  
	   II superb block of 48, 8a corner block, 1867 6a8p in mint & used blocks, 1874 9p in  
	   corner plate blocks of 9 & 15, many ex Heath, Col. Stewart & Shenoi, impressive  
	   assembly, mostly fine (Est. e 3’000/5’000)

40939	 F  www 1873-1906, Group of 10 covers to a range of destinations incl. Bushire, Hong Kong,   Offer 
	    Mexico, Denmark, Switzerland, Holland and Germany, a few sent from small towns or  
	    offices, incl. registered and postal stationery items, mainly fine (Est. e 240/300)

40940	 F I  www 1888-1942, Assortment of items incl. used advertising & publicity cards (60+); Ghandi   Offer 
	    souvenir banknote; two completed 1932/34 Indian money order forms; two covers used  
	    in Aden, two sent to Aden (poor); and Bundi state revenue documents (11), interesting 
	    mix, also stockbook of International Response Coupons (Est. e 60/100)

40941	 F   1895-1960, Over 100 used postal stationery on pages showing various origins   Offer 
	   (Est. e100/200)

40942	 F  www 1899-1935, 11 covers to France incl. CHARGE, 1921 WRECK MAIL, etc. (Est. e 150/300)  Offer

40943	 CC J  www 1963-2003, Complete mint sheets contained in two presentation folders, cat. value   Offer 
	    £15’700+, see web for complete listing, very fine (Est. e 1’000/1’500)

40944	 M   REVENUES: 1857-1910, Attractive old-time collection in Perry spring binder with fine   Offer 
	   ranges of Court Fee reveues, many being large oval decorative types, mostly India  
	   with some States, mixed to very fine (250+) Est. e 240/300)
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   BRiTiSh eMPiRe COlleCTiOnS (cont.)

   inDiAn STATeS

40945	 A  www 1905-40, Nice assembly of 15 sunken die proofs from Jodhpur, Benares, Indore, Mewar,   Offer 
	    Savantvadi, Ratlam and Gwalior, very fine and scarce (Est. e 800/1’200)

40946	 CC J   1932-46, Selection of complete sheets, incl. Gwalior 1940-43 1R and 2R in sheets of   Offer 
	   320, Indore 1941-47 1/4a, 1/2a and 1a in sheets of 80, Jaipur 1932-46 3/4a, 1a, 3a  
	   and 4a in sheets of 120 (also 6a broken up), 1936-46 Officials 3/4a to 8a in sheets  
	   of 120, Patiala 1940-43 1a3p, 2a, 3a, 3 1/2a, 4, 6 & 8a in sheets of 320 and 1R in  
	   sheet of 120 (2), no missing margins, very fine and scarce (Cat. £30’000+)  
   (Est. e3’000/4’000)

40947	 H   An unusual lot of 18 what appears tobe registration forms all of which are covered   Offer 
	   by a host of different values, mostly all with manuscript cancels, mixed (Est. e400/600)

   iOniAn iSlAnDS

40948	 F   1814-1923, Attractive postal history lot of 25 covers plus a few singles showing a   Offer 
	   nice selection of pre-stamp as well as stamped covers, better items incl. 1859 cover  
	   bearing 1859 1d blue (cert. Lange), 1814 ISOLE IONIE in green with Corfu military  
	   censor marking, ISOLE IONIE in red, a few Greek frankings plus singles with Greek  
	   cancel, a scarce group (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

   iRelAnD

40949	 F  www 1830-1966 Group of 44 covers/postal stationery from prestamp to FDC’s incl. censors,   Offer 
	    express mail, mostly fine (Est. e 100/200)

40950	 CC C   1922-81, Mint mostly nh collection incl. Seahorses, better pre-War sets, Dues, etc.,   Offer 
	   very fine (Est. e 200/400)

40951	 B CC C   1922-2004 Attractive collection neatly presented in stockbooks showing a good deal    
	 F H   of completion with Overprints almost complete incl. 1922 Thom high values, strength  
	   also in commemoratives which appear complete with some duplicated mint multiples &  
	   FDC’s, definitives, plus a wonderful array of Exhibition booklets etc., generally  
	   very fine (1000s) (Est. e 2’000/3’000)
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   BRiTiSh eMPiRe COlleCTiOnS (cont.)

   KenyA, ugAnDA, TAngAnyiKA

40952	 F H  132 1895-1914, Collection of 11 cards used as post office records, endorsed “Sami ullah   Offer 
	   G.P.O Nairobi (or Mombasa),” composed of postal stationery cards affixed with the  
	   current issues in use tied by cds, incl. card with “I.E.F” ovpt on Indian stamps to  
	   1R with “BASE OF OFFICE / I.E.F” cds and ppc with Tanganyika “G.E.A” ovpts to 50c  
	   tied by Tanga cds, as well as a selection of 1912-21 4d on 6d varieties (25) incl.  
	   inverted and transposed, unusual (Est. e 150/200)

   MAlAyA

40953	 CC C   1860-1970, Chiefly used accumulation on 100s of stockcards of Malaya and States,   Offer 
	 DCE H   noted useful Straits Settlements, Sarawak, BMA overprints, etc., gen. fine (Est.  
	   e400/600)

40954	 F  www 1954-65, Lot of 68 covers sent from Singapore to Santow (China), fine (Est. e 120/200)  Offer

   MAlTA

40955	 H   1845-1960, Selection of cancels with a variety of villages, incl. postal stationery   Offer 
	   and used GB (100s) (Est. e 80/120)

40956	 F  132 1849-63, Lot of five pre-stamp covers mostly from Malta, one bearing straight-line   Offer 
	   MALTA POST OFFICE, another with extremely rare octagonal MALTA / MB AP 15 63 pmk on  
	   cover to the Isle of Wight (cert. BPA) and apparently only two complete strikes  
	   known; mostly very fine (Est. e 500/800)

40957	 F   1864-1954, Group of 41 covers, postal stationery & postcards incl. reg’d, censored,   Offer 
	   tax & paquebot markings, mostly fine (Est. e 200/400)
   

MAuRiTiuS

40958	 C DCE   1848-1979, Mint & used collection incl. 1848 1d early, intermediate and latest   Offer 
	 H L   impressions used, 2d “PENOE” for “PENCE” used, “POST OFFICE” reprints of the 1d & 2d  
	   from original plates in orange, 2d Lapirot with early, int. and worn imp., 2d  
	   Sherwin, 1d & 2d Dardenne, a thorough selection of later QV, KEVII, KGV and KGVI  
	   (incl. a selection of varieties) issues, Express Delivery stamp with inverted ovpt.  
	   (SG E4a) used, “Senf” facsimilies, Fournier forgeries of Seated Britannia and Madame  
	   Joseph forged cancels, used selection of QEII, usual faults and mixed condition with  
	   the early issues but still attractive appearance, rest mainly fine, a wonderful  
	   basis for a comprehenisve collection (Est. e 4’000/6’000)

40959	 F   1880-1915, 50 postal stationery, some used showing various cancels, useful for study   Offer 
	   purpose or retail (Est. e 500/700)

   nATAl

40960	 C	H	S  1857-1904, A fine selection of mint & used with strength in the Chalon Heads with   Offer 
	 J  shades, multiples & surcharges, plus Edward VII issue with mint values to 10s, plus  
	   5s with Specimen ovpt and 1904 set of Officials mint, mixed to fine (STC e6’600)  
	   (Est. e 800/1’200)

   new ZeAlAnD

40961	 CC C  www 1920-46, Mostly never hinged multiples of New Zealand dependencies, namely   Offer 
	    Rarotonga, Niue, Penrhyn, Cook Islands and Aitutaki, slight stains on gum of some  
	    values (Est. e 200/300)
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   BRiTiSh eMPiRe COlleCTiOnS (cont.)

   SOuTh AFRiCA

40962	 CC C   1910-1985, Excellent estate in 13 albums and three stockbooks, with general issues,   Offer 
	 DCE G   the various homelands - Ciskei, Transkei etc., also South-West Africa, the two  
	 H   stockbooks are replete with plate blocks and se-tenants, gen. very fine (Est. e500/800)#

40963	 CC C   1913-89 Old-time mint & used collection of South Africa & South West Africa with   Offer 
	 DCE G   general issues, postage dues, officials etc., all mounted & partly wrutten on pages,  
	 H   mixed to very fine (100s) (Est. e 200/400)

   SuDAn

40964	 F H   1893-1959, Postal History collection with 60 covers / cards incl. Egypt used abroad,   Offer 
	   numerous items from the Nile Expeditionary Forces, fascinating first issue covers  
	   incl. 5m on May 6 97 registered cover to Cairo, exceptional multiple franking of the  
	   2m (x40) on registered cover to Cairo, etc., a few picture postcards, also some  
	   singles and multiples incl. first day cancels on Camels singles, etc., mostly very fine 
	    (Est. e 2’000/3’000)

40965	 G H  www 1897-1948, Cancellation collection on mostly the “Camel” Issues showing identified   Offer 
	    gradings of various cancels, the rarest noted being DARMALI, KORTI, ARMY TELEGRAPHS,  
	    KOSMA, PAQUEBOT, RUFAA, SAWAKIN, also neat Officials section with OSGS overprints  
	    but also SG perfins, “Army Service” section, section of “SOUDAN” overprints, some  
	    maps included as well as as four books: “The Postal History of Sudan” by E.B. Proud,  
	    “Guerre du Soudan” by A. Garçon (1884), “The Postage Stamps of the Anglo-Egyptian  
	    Sudan “ by Armstrong and “Omdurman 1898,” mostly very fine (Est. e 340/500)

   TRAnSVAAl

40966	 C DCE  www 1870-1910, Mint & used asembly in stockbook unchecked for variety, fakes, shades,   Offer 
	 H L    etc., noted useful material, needs careful examination (Est. e 700/1’000)

ùüú

"#" at the end of a description indicates
that this lot is of exceptional size and/or weight

and the buyer must pay the delivery/mailing expenses.
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gB Registered Mail Frankings

Subject or Country Lot Number(s)
Stampless ....................................40000,13,17,

40033,107,108,110,111,112,114
Line Engraved
1840 2d blue ..........................................40009
1841 1d red ................. 40001-08,10-12,18-20,

40022-32,35-38, 41-44,,59-61,63-66,69
40080,81,83,88,90,91,96,98, 100, 219

1841 2d blue ............... 40014-16,21,27,30,35,
40038-40,43,44,48,62,65-68,71,80,
40082,84,87,89,90,92,101-103,109

1854-61 1d red............ 40045-55,57,58,73,76,
40094,104,106,113,123

1854-61 2d blue ...........40048,51,54,56,70,72,
40078,92,105,106,118

1858-79 1d red................ 40120,128,137-140,
40144,146,150,152-154,157,158,160,
40173,178,189,190,197,198,206,225

1858-79 2d blue ........40125,128,138,140,141,
40148,149,167,168,175,177-179,

40182-184,190,197,225
1870 1/2d................. 40136,147,156-158,160,

40189,197,198,203,205,220
1870 1 1/2d............................................40212
Embossed .............. 40045-47,49,50,70,72,74,

40075,85,93-95,97,103-105,113
Surface Printed
1855-57 ................. 40052-55,57,76-79,95,99,

40106,115,118,119,123,124,126,
40127,129,131,133,134,135

1862-64 ................... 40116,117,120-122,125,
40130-132,137,151

1865-67 ................... 40128,139,142,147-149,
40154,164-166,169,171-174,176,177,

40180,181,183,184,186-188,203
1867-80 ....................40162,163,165,166,168,

40170,173,175,176,178,181-188,250
1872-73 .....................................40155, 40225
1867-83 High Values ......................... 40187-88
1873-80 ................... 40136,143-146,156-160,

40167,179,187,188,204-207,
40211,221,227,235,250

1880-83 .......................... 40194,199,208-210,
40224,229

1880-81 ................... 40191-193,199,201,202,
40208-212,217,218,222-224,227-230

1883-84 High Values ......... 40244-247,249,251
Lilac & Greens ............40196,217,219,226,228,

40230,231,239,252
Jubilees   ...........................40195,196,200,213,

40214-16,219,232-234,236-238,
40240-243,247-249,251

Postal stationery .......40026,34,39,40,211,233
Mixed country frankings ..........40217,224,240

great Britain

Subject or Country Lot Number(s)
Registered ................................... 40000-40278
Line Engraved .............................. 40279-40688
Penny Blacks ............................... 40303-40601
Embossed ................................... 40689-40695
Surface Printed ............................ 40696-40713
KGV ............................................ 40714-40856
QEII ............................................. 40721-40722
Airmails ...................................................40723
Officials ....................................... 40724-40728
Revenues .................................... 40729-40743
GB Used Abroad ........................... 40744-40761
Maritime ...................................... 40762-40763

British empire

Aden .......................................... 40764-40765
British Honduras ......................................40766
Cyprus ....................................... 40767-40768
Ghana .....................................................40769
Gibraltar ...................................... 40770-40771
India............................................ 40772-40847
Ireland ......................................... 40848-40851
Kuwait ......................................... 40852-40853
Malaysia ...................................... 40854-40855
New Zealand ...........................................40856
North Borneo ...........................................40857
Nova Scotia .............................................40858
Orange Free State ........................ 40859-40860
Pakistan - Bahalawalpur ..................... 40860A-B
Qatar........................................... 40861-40864
Victoria ....................................................40865
West Australia ..........................................40866

British empire Collections

Great Britain ................................ 40867-40889
Empire ........................................ 40890-40987
Oceana & Australasia ................... 40908-40910
Aden .......................................................40911
Australia ...................................... 40912-40915
British Levant ...........................................40916
Burma .....................................................40917
Canada ....................................... 40918-40919
Cape of Good Hope ...................... 40920-40921
Ceylon ......................................... 40922-40923
Cyprus ........................................ 40924-40926
Ghana .....................................................40927
Hong Kong .................................. 40928-40929
India............................................ 40930-40947
Ionian Islands...........................................40948
Ireland ......................................... 40949-40951
K.U.T. ......................................................40952
Malaya ........................................ 40953-40954
Malta .......................................... 40955-40957
Mauritius ..................................... 40958-40959
Natal .......................................................40960
New Zealand ...........................................40961
South Africa ................................. 40962-40963
Sudan ......................................... 40964-40965
Transvaal .................................................40966

David Feldman SA – Index for this Catalogue

Destinations

Subject or Country Lot Number(s)
Australia ...................   ........40224,244,250,252
Austria .....................   ........40102,103,106,169
Burma ......................   .............................40693
Canada ....................   ...............40120,128,168
Cape o fGood Hope ...   ......................40235,239
Denmark ..................   .............................40157
Egypt .......................   ...............40171,725,726
Estonia .....................   ......................40692,696
France...................... 40017,105,110,115,116,

40121,129,130,155,160,167,
40172-175,183-186,205,212,
40222,248,664,667,707,733

Germany .................. 40117,123,164,208-211,
40216,217,220,223,228,229,237,

40241,243,245,249,713,742
Greece .....................   .............................40170
Guiana (British) .........   .............................40231
Heligoland ................   .............................40204
Hungary ...................   ......................40161,727
India.........................   ...............40176,178,238
Indonesia..................   .............................40233
Italy & States ............   40108,113,119,124,126,

40131,135,158,159,165,
40179,206,227,691,694

Japan .......................   .............................40246
Mexico .....................   .............................40200
Netherlands ..............   ........40118,127,242,690
New Zealand ............   ......................40099,122
Norway .....................   ......................40125,163
Palestine ..................   .............................40251
Poland......................   .............................40700
Portugal ...................   ...... 40107,111-112,114,

40133-34,214
Russia ......................   .40132,166,177,221,695
St. Lucia ...................   .............................40234
Switzerland ...............   ........40156,162,232,240
Turkey ......................   .............................40698
Turks Island ..............   .............................40213
USA ....... 40104,109,187-88,215,230,236,247
Uruguay ...................   ..................... 40180-182

A comprehensive index for all our autumn 2010 catalogues can 
be found in the “All World” catalogue and on our web site.
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David Feldman SA - Conditions of Sale
The currency of the auction is the Euro (e) 

Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance in full of the following conditions 
as well as any rights and obligations arising therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all 
transactions in auction lots taking place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., 
organiser of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way whatsoever for any 
default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s)

1. THE AUCTION LOTS ARE OFFERED

1.1 As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the David Feldman S.A. web-
site: Lots are meticulously described and with the greatest care, however without responsibility. 
Photographs count as part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation, centering, 
postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions of the lots mentions if the items are 
signed by recognised experts and/or accompanied by expert certificates.

1.2 As viewed in person: Before and during auction sales, all lots may be examined at our offices 
or at the auction location as scheduled in the auction catalogue and on the website. Persons or 
their agents  attending a Live Room auction and/or who have viewed lots before any auction are 
understood to have examined all lots which they purchase and accept them as they are at the 
moment of the knocking-down and not necessarily as described.

2. AUCTION BIDS

2.1 The auction bid  steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions may be in other cur-
rencies than Euros)

	 ¤	 50 - 100 ¤ 5	 ¤	 2000 - 5000	 ¤	 200
	 ¤	100 - 200	 ¤	 10	 ¤	 5000 - 10000	 ¤	 500
	 ¤	200 - 500	 ¤	 20	 ¤	10000 - 20000	 ¤	1000
	 ¤	500 - 1000	 ¤	 50	 ¤	20000 - 50000	 ¤	2000
	 ¤	1000 - 2000	 ¤	100 ¤  50000 - 100000	 ¤	5000
Bids in between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next highest bid step. The bidder 
is bound by his offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

2.2 The Huissier Judiciaire together with DAVID FELDMAN S.A. have full discretion to refuse any 
bidding, to divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw any lot or lots 
from the sale without any case giving any reason. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of 
vendors in cases where reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as a 
buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices. If the reserve price fixed by the 
vendor is not reached the auctioneer passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.

2.3 Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. or on its website before the relative auctions have 
priority over room bids in the case of Live Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their expenditure in advance. 
Bids marked "BUY" are considered as up to ten times the quoted estimate price where such exists. 
Bids made in other currencies than the advertised currency of the auction, will be converted into 
that currency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Bids are standing 
and hold good for at least 60 days from the auction period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right 
to invoice bidders up to the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.

3. THE AUCTION

3.1 Live Room auctions are held under the control of the relative supervising authority at its location. 
The relative supervising authority has no liability. The auction will be held under the ministry of a 
“huissier judiciaire” of the Canton and Republic of Geneva. The currency of the auction is Euros.

3.2 Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may withdraw, group differently, 
divide or refuse to knock down any lot. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid 
orders and/or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at its discretion, to 
anybody whosoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot be held responsible for any physical accident 
that may occur on the premises where auctions take place.

3.3 Bidders' representatives and auction agents: Any person bidding for the account of a third party 
is fully liable for any obligation arising from such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable 
for the verification of the condition and for the payment of bought lots

3.4 Adjudication: Each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to the highest bidder who 
becomes the buyer at the next highest bid step, which is the adjudication price. In addition to 
the adjudication price, the buyer pays an all-in fee of 19.5% to cover commission, charges 
and expenses including lotting fees, adjudication taxes,	  insurance, packing, mailing, export 
formalities etc. whether all incurred in particular cases or not. On the adjudication, liability for 
the lots passes to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to the buyer 
when the sale price (adjudication price plus all fees) have been paid in full

Exceptionally lots marked "#"	 at the end of the description are heavy in weight and mailing 
expenses, charged at cost, are extra. Buyers who give special mailing instructions are responsible 
for their own mailing costs.

VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the lots are located in Swit-
zerland: Buyers domiciled abroad are not liable for this tax once the goods are duly exported from 
Switzerland.	DAVID FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients may 
make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A. with proof of export, stamped 
by Swiss customs.	Any purchases by buyers who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland 
will be liable to VAT at 7.6% of the purchase price in Swiss Francs at the converted Euro value 
during the auction.

3.5 Payment: Sale price plus commission are due for immediate payment as invoiced against 
delivery of the lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange of the day as 
quoted by a Swiss major bank. The bidders who are successful with whom it has been expressly 
agreed that they pay after the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price and the 
commission according to those terms. In these cases, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the adjudicated 

lots which are delivered to the buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased 
lots by post or any other means if instructed by the buyer including cost of normal transit insurance 
cover is at the expense of the buyer. Title or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, 
remains with the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.

3.6 Special extended payment facility: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer a special extended payment 
facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice 
immediately, and the balance over a maximum period of 6 months, paying an equal instalment 
at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% is debited to the buyer's account at the 
end of each month from the auction date. When the special extended payment facility has been 
granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be made within 30 
days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting 
full settlement of the account. Until delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers 
at the offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.

3.7 Pledge: Until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge 
on any and all properties held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any 
auction. This pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests, commissions, 
costs and other possible fees.	DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the 
pledge assets without further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default with 
the payment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation hereunder. For this purpose, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to comply with the formalities of the Federal Law	dealing with 
actions for debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may choose to 
institute or go on with the usual proceedings without having beforehand sold the pledged goods 
and without having moreover given them up.

4. GUARANTEE

4.1 Extent of the guarantee: Subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the authenticity of all philatelic items	
sold in the auction is guaranteed for a period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express 
exclusion of any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come to the notice of 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at the latest within 30 days from that date. 
Before delivery, which may take place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be examined 
at the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose reclamation is made after 30 days 
from the auction date loses all rights to the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A.. If an extension of the period is required in order to substantiate the claim with an 
expertise, a request for such extension must be made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the 
auction date. No request for extension will be considered beyond this 30 days period. The results 
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must come to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. within 3 months of the auction date. No further extension of the period will be considered 
without the express agreement in writing of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims, expertise results 
or other details which are made within the agreed periods will be valid.

4.2 Expertise and counter-expertise: Should the authenticity of a lot be questioned, the buyer is 
obliged to provide an expertise or counter-expertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying 
the claim. If a stamp is found by a recognised expert	 taking financial responsibility for errors to 
have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently, the marking "FALSCH" (forged) is not 
considered an alteration. In the case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right 
to request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertises. All expertise and relative charges 
accrue to the vendor's account in the case of a justified claim, or to the buyer's account if the 
claim is not justified. In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the adjudication price 
plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case of delayed payment due to expertise 
agreed by David Feldman S.A., interest is charged at 50% the standard rate for all cleared lots. If 
David Feldman S.A. has not agreed then full interest is due.

4.3 Exclusions: Lots described as collections, accumulations, selections, groups and those 
containing duplicates, cannot be the subject of any claim. Claims concerning lots described as a 
set or groups of sets containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the terms of 
paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the total value of the lot. Lots which 
have been examined by the buyer or his agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot 
be subjected to a claim regarding defects or faults.lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a claim 
because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors shown in the illustrations. 

4.4 Late Payment: If the payment of the adjudicated price plus commission due by the buyer is not 
made within 30 days of the date of the auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel 
the sale and dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal proceedings 
in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for any incurred damages and losses 
and any legal expenses. A charge on overdue payment of at least 5% for the first month and 2% 
per month afterwards plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after 30 
days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way whatsoever has no right 
of claim under any circumstances.

4.5 Exceptionally, the adjudication price will be reduced to the lowest winning bid where it is shown 
that a buyer has inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of bidding.

5. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION

Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations arising from them shall 
be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal action or proceeding with respect to the auctions 
shall be submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to the 
Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne.In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. shall also be entitled, at 
its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall 
remain applicable and in the case of issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its 
Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.

6. All Transactions: These conditions apply to all transactions of every kind including those outside the 

auctions, with David Feldman SA                                                                          ¤/07/2008 



Geneva Area Hotels
Please contact the hotels directly, in plenty of time, to make your reservations

The David Feldman Company is pleased to offer 6 months’ credit facilities for auction purchases.
(Please contact our accounts department in advance of your visit)

Refreshments and drinks available all day at our cafeteria.

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78, E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com, Web site: www.davidfeldman.com

Representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents

1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON 

www.auberge-confignon.ch
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44; Fax +41 22 757 18 89
• quietly located, very close to our offices
Room rates: Single CHF 160.- / Double CHF 240.- 
breakfast included 

2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE 

www.vendee.ch; e-mail: infor@vendee.ch
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11 • Fax +41 22 792 05 46
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by car / taxi,  
10 min. by bus no. 2 or no. 19
Room rates: Superior CHF 290.- with shower / bath  
breakfast included

3. HOTEL DIPLOMATE  ★★★★

(non-smoking rooms only) hoteldiplomate@bluewin.ch
46, rue de la Terrassière, CH-1207 Genève
Tel. +41 22 592 87 87; Fax +41 22 592 87 78
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by taxi / car, 25 min. by bus no. 2
• located in heart of the main shopping area
Room rates: Single CHF 180.- / Double CHF 270.- up, 
with shower / bath, breakfast included

4. HOTEL IBIS PETIT-LANCY ★★

www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy 
 /index.shtml
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00 • Fax +41 22 709 02 10
• close to our offices
Room rates: Starting from CHF 109.-

 5. ETAP HOTEL GENEVE PETIT-LANCY ★★

www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-7291-etap-hotel-
 geneve-petit-lancy/index.shtm
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20 • Fax +41 22 709 02 19
• close to our offices
Room rates: Starting from CHF 89.- 

6. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS ★★★ 

www.horlogers-ge.ch; e-mail: info@horlogers-ge.ch
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33 • Fax +41 22 884 08 34
• close to our offices
Room rates: Single CHF 250.- / Double CHF 350.- 

7. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE ★★★★

www.hotel-tiffany.ch; e-mail: Info@tiffanyhotel.ch
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève
• just outside central Geneva, not far from our offices
Tel. +41 22 708 16 16 • Fax +41 22 708 16 17
Room rates: Starting from CHF 240.- 

8. HOTEL ASTORIA ★★★

www.astoria-geneve.ch; e-mail; hotel@astoria-geneve.ch
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 22 544 52 52 • Fax +41 22 544 52 54
• near the main train station
Room rates: Starting from CHF 109.- 

9. LE SAVOIE HOTEL ★★★

www.savoie-hotel.net; e-mail; infor@savoie-hotel.net
9 Avenue Louis Armand, FR-74160 St. Julien-en-Genevois
(just over the border in France)
Tel. +33 450 49 03 55 • Fax +33 450 49 06 23
Room rates: Normal e 66.- / Superior e 72.- 

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you with your hotel requirements 

and hopes your stay in Geneva will be a pleasant and memorable one !



Representation in 25 cities on all 5 continents

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78, E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com, Web site: www.davidfeldman.com

Part of the Feldman Frey Philatelic Group
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Management
David Feldman - Chairman, Auctioneer

Dan Flesher - CEO

Philatelists & Outside Assistants
Marcus Orsi (Director), David Feldman, Anders Thorell, Gaël Caron, Ricardo Verra, Karol Weyna,

Daniel Mirecki, David MacDonnell, Tony Banwell, Michael Tseriotis

Administration
Dan Flesher (Director), Katie Hutley, Andreia Pereira, Lydia Stocker (Consultant)

Finance
Fabrice Bac (Director), Katie Hutley 

Technology
Romain Kohn (IT), Yoan Germond (Graphics) 
Fred Jaquet & Robin Szemeti (Consultants)

We have representatives in the following countries: 
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Cyprus, Greece,

Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA

David Feldman USA offers frequent one-owner auctions; please contact Andy Kupersmit at 
108 West 39th Street, 8th Floor, New York, NY 10018; tel. 1-212-997-9200; www.davidfeldmanusa.com 


